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vengeance is meted ont year by year,to the
deluded yotavies of this idol. But, alas!
they heed no ‘warning, profit by no judgments!

On tHe day after the idols were brought
out Juggernauts brother,
Balabhadra, was
the car to Lbe

the circle 1 épeak

Events of the W eek.

A Good Reputation to. Have. .

He fell down on

to grief.

4! ‘NOTE OF CIVIL WAR.
The worst part of the Louisiana difficulhim an un- ty seems to be how on’hand. We have alhim to pay ready alluded to the White League latel
night she organized in the South. Last week it openly showed its rebeilious. spirit in New

war, One day his mother gave
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relief to the suffering millions. The lés- | Dr. Buckley writes that a young Brahson of 1868 can not be forgotten, and the win from Pooree has been recently baptizlives then sacrificed were

not

in

vain, for

India, a land so subject to such calamities,
dried, clinging to the bones like shreds of |
Writing

He

ent away, and his ‘mother took the | City Police and as much

of the

militia as

|he could control were imuiediately called
out by Kellogg, who offered some resist-

[what opinion was held of him this will [ance to the mob under Penn, but they
and most. ener- |6 it. as best he could; if he tumbled down show.
situation,
to the aré
1 rousedmeasures
Dessaix’s monument attracts | getic
ddopted for extending | he must get up.
were soon overpowered, and at last ac-

tons in the Morgue; the flesh withered and
rag.
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name

in the

‘ Voy-

ageurs” book, we find that the arehbishop

will in all her future profit by (he bitter experience of that dark day in her history.
Both rulers and people are wiser far it; and

of Dublin, whom we followed over the
DR ®
or not.
Theodule pass, is still before us. He and better armed for coming distress.
take
ngto
Scar courts have decided that. refusi
Small
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paddy
and
tice
used
or
ce,
post-ofi
the
his
wife
and
daughters
left
St.
Bernard
only
from
newspapers and periodicals
i prima
to
find
their
way
to
our
weekly
market,
removing and leaving them uncalled fox,
the
previous
day.
Our
walk
down
the
pass
sacie evidence of intentional fraud.
to Martigny was much enjoyed.
At first, but to-day out there under the banyan (for
entage
or When Agents receive premimms, no pe)
wild
and
desolate;
over
patches
of
snow this is market day) you'll not fing balf a
in addition.
ou moneys senSor the Star isallowed
cvmmispeck of either, Those who haye! rice are
a= We send no books out to be sold on
and
across
babbling
brooks;
along
lonely
of returning
sion or otherwise, witn the privilege
glens and winding defiles ; amid cloud, and. alarmed, and are -hiding it away for the
teem,
mist, and mountain, and cascade; among darker days to come, and some, who love
cattle with jing'ing bells, and goats and money more than mercy, are stoping rice
scanty vegetation; at length we get to to sell when harder times bring higher
folinge and flowers, to fields of ripe corn and prices. To provide work for the snffering
+O
+e
meadows of thick grass, to clear sunshine poor of our immediate neighborhogd I am
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 23 1874. and blue'sky, and a dry, hot, dusty road. building for the government twelve miles
Napoleon's artillery must have bad a bad of new road through a tract of country intime of it up the way we came down. habited chiefly by .Santals ‘and low caste
The Tides.
Some days we have from five to
Longfellow’s youth with the banner would Hindus.
seven
hundred.
people employed 90 this
suit better Mt. Blane, Monte Rosa, or JungUp the loug slope of this lof, iy shote
road.
Thus
far
these coolies haye been
{
frau.
But
we
shall
never
hear
of
the
**
piAre rolled the tidal waters day by day;
i Traces of wandering feet are washed away,
ous monks of St./Bernard uttering the oft paid in cash, but as rice can not he found,
Relies of busy hands are seen no more.
repeated prayer,” and of the * faithful now we must give them rice for their work.
The soiled and trampled surface is smoothed o'er» hound,” éinding the half-buried traveler, Our indefatigable and devoted magistrate
By punctual waves that high behedts obey ;
without a vivid recollection of the night and collector took time by the forelock, and
Quee and again the tides assert their sway,
we spent at Hospice, aud of the look those stored large quantities of rice, botght up
And o’er the sands their cleansing waters pour.

The Worning Star.

“I
paid
ed at Berhampore. He is said to be a supe- busy
rior scholar, and is employed in one of the it;
Goot schools. The native preachers met a says
friend of this convert at the festival, and sure

he seemed to heartily approve

of the step

am quite sure,” ghe said, ‘‘that my son counts the White Leagues held control of
this some days ago; he has been very the city, nearly fifcy persons having been
since, and has quite forgotten about killed. The President has been appealed .
but hetold me thatday he had, and toby Kellogg, whom of course he must
if he said then that he bad, be is quite now sustain since he had prewiously recoghe did.”
,
nized him as Governor, and U. 8. troops

“Well,” po

his friend had taken, and were it not fot but if he ever

ht

man, “I forgel akout it;

said he did, he did.”

family ties, he would be disposed to follow
Wasn't that'a grand
him. Thank God for such eheering news | Christian Weekly.

from Pooree !| May the Brahmins of Orissa’s fayorite shrine

hasten
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Character is not of spontaheous growth,
but it is the result of purpose and of work
—not of a single purpose dnd effort, but of
long-continued * vigilance and toil. The
process of formation is slow, continuous
Land progressive, like the building of a

pn.

in Noah's

and there is but one in ours;

OP:

?—

One: Ark and Oné Door.
There was but one

rrr

character. to have

one

day,

ark,

and

also but one door to enter it by. That door
is faith. Strive to enter in, ‘‘He that believeth, and is baptized, shall be saved,

but

scene

of action.

If the mob yvields,well and good. Otherwise,

there will be bloody work,

resulting in a

deplorable conditioa . of affairs.
The old |
question of what shall be the place of the
negroes in the South’ underlies the present
difficulty, which is aggravated by the generally acknowledged mistake of Grant in
recognizing Kellogg as Governor of the
State.
;
surhas
mob
Orleans
Later. The New
rendered to the Federal authorifies, aud the

he that believeth not shall be damned,” are
the words of Christ’s own lips. Louder
than the roaring sea, louder than the lashing of the rain, ever and anon between

to the

are being hurried

the

latter now control the city. - The policy to
be pursued by the Government with reference to the southern feeling indicated by
this riot is yet to be decided.

“mansion. The foundation is laid, the sup- peals of thunder, Noah's ear catches a’ loud,
THE PLAGUE IN KANSAS.
erstructure erected, and the finish put on so violent knocking outside the ark, asshe beserious are the effects of the grasshopSo
gins
to
rise
from
her
long
seat
on
the
earth,
as to give “unity and completeness: to the
and float away ; and along with the knock- per plague in Kansas that an extra session
whole.
ing, he hears cries, piercing cries of “Open, of the legislature has been called to de- Observe the sculptor slowly, carefully,
The Governor's
open, and let us in” Who may these te vise measures of relief.
laboriously and perseveringly plodding at
that cling with a death-grip to the sides of message states that a portion of the State,
his work. The block of marble is before
the ark ? Some perhaps who for hire help- which has been almost entirely depopulated
‘him, and the ideal image i$ in his mind, but
ed Noah to build her; * ‘id many who, day by grasshoppers during the last eighteen
large, benevolent-faced dogs, with wide mouths ago, at different points in. the dis- the crowning résult—the realization of the
Even so, Lord, daily, hourly, o’er my soul,
by day, amid their feasts and revels, heard months, wilfsuffer for. want of the necessaSin-stnined and care-worn, let thy heavenly
eyes and wondering countenances, gave us trict or county, so as to be ready in case © f ideal, is the work of timé—of assiduous toil.
is made for its
an emergency, Ile has just sent me per- To give expression to the counted®unce and its hammers’ warning sound. They are ries of life unless provision
:
grace—
| as we left ils hospitable doors. =
This
section
is
confined
to the
relief.’
alarmed
now,
but
too
late;
it
is
nothing
A blest, atoning flood—divinely roll. ;
M
It was pleasant next day. te bo among miESion fs take ove hundred maguds (a! gnity and symmetry to the whole work, re- now. that they bad been warned, that they dounties west of the sixth principal weridAnd all the footsteps of the world efface,
’
@uantity quires a great many woll-directed blowa.s
» deountaing again, and there await- maund s cipher. pounds) from a
That. life tha wave-washed sped hig, ean] of «ed us on our route an agreeable surprise.
bad had the ark at their, very door; and one ian, and the Governor estimates the numten wilgs
from | One stroke of the chisel amounts to but
* Spotless and fair, smooth and serene, may From Martigny to the Col de Forclaz we sored« atThisour is dnto be 0 soldFaclory
here at bagar rate f very little, and yet it contributes something by one, they are gompelled to rela their ber of destitute at 15,000 and the amount
Fd
shine!
climbed and climbed, and ‘at ‘every turn ‘in to J. coolies and all others wishing to buy, to the grand result. Ten thousand more hold; they are washed off, and so perish, of seed wheat needed at 120,000 bushels.
- Sunday at Home.
He leaves the legislature: to devise means
the road saw again the valley of the Rbone,
and I hope by this timely aid we. may be must fo
jt,and thousands upon thousands sinking like lead into the s
SEHD
0 WRENERRN
UPN
¢
until it seemed as if-we should never leave able to get through this season of seareity. be added to give character to the produc“We belong to a Christian. church; we of relief, and in forcible . language enjoins
the legislature to confine itself to the speit. Passing the Trieut glacier, we wind “ My God will supply all your need,”
tion* During all this time, care must be ge to the Lord's table ; we make a fair proA Tons of Switzerland.
eial object of its session, and’ adjourn as
through
a wood. by..thé. edge..of it, and
fession
of
religion’;
we
give
of
our
means
I may be-pérmitted to speak here of a taken notto mar the work, as. one false
to maintain it.” You may do all that, and soon as the necessary measures of relief are
emerge upon an open slope of pasture land little episode in.our quiet jungle life that bldgv may spoil it.
CHIEWELL COLLEGE, ENGLAND, §
August, 1874.
yet that may be but an outside hold of the enaeled.
below. Co de. Balwd.
Ascending Col de has cheered us not a fistle. You may know
»
So human character is the result of reFIFTH LETTER.—ST. BERNARD—MARTIGNY— Balme, all at onoe Ms: Blane bursts “upon that almost all our Santal Christians are peated, laborious, careful and continuous ac- ark. If that is all,it will avail you nothing.
THE WESTERN RAILROAD TROUBLES.
.
» MT. BLANC.
us in all his royal magnificence. The sur- tillers of the soil. ~The rainfall had been tion. “Every thought, will, or purpose is a Except ye enter in; excep, born again, ‘ye
Those western railroads waich have lateNo part of the Alps is more celebrated prise drives out of us every bit of fatigue. light and their: crops, corn, cotton, rice, blow. Passion, imagination, emotion have be created anew in Jesus Christ; except ye
ly been resisting
the authority of the states
embrace
him
in
your
arms,
and
enthrone
We
ascend
a
round,
green
hight,
and
than ‘the pass’ of the great St. Bernard.
“ &c., were suffering. Several brethren were something to do with this work. It goes on Yim in your heart of hearts; and, with in legislation to regulate passenger and
History, poetry and religion have conse remain there; for at least three-quarters
very much depressed 1ir spirit,and like their within continually. Every day adds somefreight tariff, have now the decision of the
crated for ever this bleak and rocky realm. of an hour. The view was transporting.’ fields their faith began to droop. Last thimg to it. We are to work it out slowly a cross on your shoulder and a crown in
supreme court against them, which seems
prospect,
follow
him
in
the
holy
paths
of
The
morning
which
opened
in
cloud
and
Napoleon led his army over it into Italy.
Wednesday -morning at our daily prayer and successfully. This building, like any self-denial—except ye repent—ye shall all to leave them no alternative but to ~submit.
The Romans were familiar with it, and gloom, bad brightened into noon-day calm,
meeting, I felt moved to say to pes that other, goes up part by part,story by story,to
likewise perish. , There 1 ho condemnation The direct issue, has been betwee the
r aud glorious. The sky burned a rich, our God had not forgotten Lis cgeatures,
their legions have traversed its -defiles. A |
its ultimate completion. Habits either good to any that are in Christ Jesus; and there is state of Wisconsin and the main roads. in it,
lian
blue.
Before
us
stretched”
the
temple to JupiterPenninus once stood upon
like the Hindu Brahma, but was t e hearée or bad fashion it, and show to the world its
&
Northwestern
and the
nothing buf condemnation to all that are the Chicago
hole range of Mt. Blanc, from Trient to of prayeryand ready always to sent _down
it, and Augustinian monks have made it
true character. It each thought and act be out of him.—Dr. Guihtie.
Milwaukee
&
St.
Paul.
The
State
lately
1de Vosa.
Only a thin line of cloud
their home for nearly a thousand years.
blessings upon all who asked for | them i In Lpure, in time the habit of ‘purity will "be
od
regulated the prices of carrying freight and
runs
along
the
mountain
over
Chamounix
;
Royalty has visited it," and modern song
faith. And TI proposed to the 2eiogod ones formed, giving complexion to the whole.
passengers, whose right to do so the roa ds
The snow- that we should hold a’ special service that
False Criticism.
chants its fame in ivspired swrains.
But all else is bathed in sunshine,
This is but the outward expression of inner
denied, and to decide which the courts were
—l
Oa
,
save for its history, its hospice,and its dogs, shroudéd peaks of Tour, of Argentiere, of day at one o'clock, P. M., when all would | life—the character formed.
| forced to interfere. Whether the late decisVerte,
6f
Dru,
of
Charmoz,
of
Midi,
and
of
itis the least remarkable of the Alpine
Of the infirmity of much arm s-lgpath | ions will quiet the roads without further
Christ says, ‘‘which of you
intending
|
Mt. Blanc stand out clear and. bold against he Ip ftom thelr Work 10d. offer wu hii er
passes.
criticism,
Rev. F. W. Robertson gives | trouble or not remaias to be seen.
Maan.
and GR
oll aber met fogeiber, | to build a tower sitteth not down first and
the sky. The glacier des Bois sweeps down
A visit to the great St. Bernard was not
this
forcible
iliustration :
Semator Carpenter has lately * daoliverwhile
|
v
counteth
the
cost,
whether
he
have
sutficient
"Across
‘to
the
green
valley
of
Chamounix.
in our programme.
Our intention wus to
I disclaim the power of ninety-nine out of | | ed a powerfal oration in Wisconsin
on the »
Seleci Seripturgs,
S
such as James 3: :13—18,
to finish it. » "A good character is above all
compass the tourot Mt, Blane from.the val- the valley stand the peaks of the Rouges, and
kindred psssages, were read and com- price.e. No Haticr3 what: the cost
may
be—
every
hundred who hear me to even judge | power of the Srates to govern Gish orations
cost
m
t
p
ley of Aosta aud enter Chamounix from the and the Brevent, and behind the snow-clad mented upon, and as the service drew to a
of what I say; and that not because I think | of its own creation, in which he arzugs that
south-west. A buge landslip, blocked up Buet.A lake small and clear lies at our close the brethren were exhorted to con- how much labor, watchfulness and self- myself superior to them, and am herefore
but that it should
our way and drove us over the St. Bernard: feet to the seuth, and far over the path we tinue in prayer and look up for the bless- denial may be required, we should deliber- proud, but because 1 live in a realm of the State has the power
The question wili
exercised.
ately
count
the
cost,
and
build
the
characjudiciously
be
|
have
just
traversed,
rise
the
sharp
spurs
of
to Martigny.
It was calculated to deepen
thought
which
is
not
theirs,
and
they
do
not
ing. (See Psalms 121:1, 2; 123:1, 2.) The ter, It is a good
at the » nexsd
Congress
investment. ““That
| probably come into
our impression of the luxuriance of the val- the Gemmi, and the long white line of the Lord graciously hearkened to our ery for
know the existence of the problems which r| | session, !
=
which
costs
nothicg
is
worth
nothing”
here,
ley of the Aosta to leave it by this ancient Oberland or Berne, still wrapped in mist rain. We all were not home from ehapel
and somewhat in proportion to the sacrifice can not sojve, nor can they guess the difti- |
MAYOR HAVEMEYER'S CASE.
:
_ route, Nothing could exceed the rich fer- and cloud.
before the drops began falling, and “it’ was
culties. In entering the narrow channel of|
will
be
the
value.
Governor
Dix of New York his decided
tility and abundanceof this valley. The
This was the very grandest of all “the the heaviest shower for weeks. - Since then
As “a good name is rather to be chosen the Bermudas, the pilot stands not at the || the ease of Mayor Havemeyer. - He conslopes of the hills were clothed with trellis- grand views we had in our rambles in we have had abundance of rain, and now
character. is helm but at the bows,looking down into the | demns in pointed terms the action of the
ed vineyards,terrace upon terrace,to a great Switzerland. It was hard to leaye our point the Bhimpore fields and those of neighbor- than great riches,” as a gdod
deep water, clear as cry stal to see the coral |
hight, and the grapes hung in large, full of vision, The pure, white beauty of Mt. ing villages too, ar: looking so clianged, paramount {o everything else, it should be reefs above which, or rather through which; | mayor, but while declaring that the power
——

—

Fields of Indian corn

Blane, its wide expanse

and

majestic

altis

flourished by the wayside, anid up to “the
very walls of this old Roman city.
The

tude, the glittering pinnacles of the glaciers,
the glorious company of‘. mountain-tops,

chestnut and walniit groves were thick with

bright with snow and sunshine; the brilliant

foliage and fruit, and plenty’s horn seemed

verdure of the valley below,

‘emptied into the lap of the husbandmen of

azure of the sky above, held us fascinated,
spell-bound, so that we could not move

Aosta’s soil.

No sooner do we begin to as-

and

cathedrals

splendid
of the

cend St. Bernard than a change comes over

away.

our vision. Leaving St. Remy we presently legve everything behind exeept bare and
naked rock and patches of struggling and
‘disconsolate grass.
The way is markedhy poles placed in the
ground like telegraph poles.
Buta good

Rhine, what even wus colossal, myriad arch-

path removes all perplexity ; and the good
path was needed before we reached the
Hospice. Clouds bad veiled the hill-tops

What were

the

ed, high-towered Cologne!
Here was a
grander cathedral whose roof is the blue
dome of heaven, whose windows are the
dawn and the sunset, whose. pillars are the
mountains enthroning the eternal ‘snows,
whose music is thesound of many waters
and the chanting of the winds, and whose

and the crops bid fair to turn ott well,
This direct answer {0° prayer “has greatly
cheered our Sauntal brethren to pray for
other blessings; temporal and spiritual.
EveENING.” A good letter from Dr. Buck-

building such a structure as we wish to occupy permanently or forever ? If we are not,
cone to hapd this evening and brings in- it is high time that we were at-it. No man
teresting particulars of the annual Car Fes- | expects to build a house for this life withley, our

beloved co-laborer at.Cuttack, has

tival of Juggernaut at Pari, the celebrated
shrine of Orissa.
Tt was with not a little

the guest-master. took us to a treble-bedded
-Toom, brouglit us a chinge of clothes, ine

out

time,

intention,

ance, and how can he

labor,

expect

and. persever-

to build

for

reluctance that, I gave up a long cherished all the future without them ?
hope of visiting Puri this year and attend- |
If we are building, let us faithfully coning the ‘great festival, but duty: seemed to tinue, lest the passer-by beholding the ruins
point another way. I shall hope some. fu-, begin to mock saying, “this man begin to
ture day to éarry out this plan. Dr. Buck- build and was not able to finish.” We had
ley and Mr. Pike were the only missiona- a few years since a good .practical illustraries at Puri this year, but’ there were sey- tion of this in one of: our cities, where a
eral native preachers to assist them, so that man commenced a magnificent public house
the glorious gospel of the Son of God was of mammoth proportions; with Italian mar-

incense is the cloud that wreathes the colfor some hours; the rain came down at umned hights with purple and gold. Not
last, steady, strong, continuous, drenching again may it be ours, perhaps, to behold
rain. By the time we. reached the ‘‘Vache- this vast temple with the fleshy eye; but faithfully published in the ears of pe great
rie” we were wel through. It was cheer- troubled, chafed, wearied with the turmoil
it will be ours often to multitude.
ing to catch a glimpse. of the Hospice and of this sinful world,
That hideous idol Toggersauh (which
that green, round
ofthe Jake beside it as we mounted the high ascend again’in thought,
means
god of the world) was te have a
grandeur,
pass above the Vacherie, But our glimpse hill, and look upon the majestic.
new
body
this year, so it was Supposed
radiant
and
still
the
was a transient one; a dark, heavy. rain- the matchless purity,
that this would have a great atti
|
scene.
‘anféigwondrous
white
that
of
beauty
cloud drifted Retwoen us and the monasthroughout India. Bat' Dr. B.
Hindus
those
about
broeds
which
calmness
The
|
until
tery, and we saw nothing of it again
SnOWY summits will enter into our soul as: writes that there could not: have on more:a
we were close at the doors.
pilgrims,
we gaze, and thoughl and aspiration will than fifty or sixty thousand
The hospitality and politeness of the
of form.
ce’
attendan
the
on
n
reductio
lurge
n, reachall rise, unstained by earthly corruptio

brethren at the Hospice are beyond
praise. No sooner had we entered, than

attained at all hazards, whatever the price.
We should take heed how we ‘build,—what
kind of a foundation we are building, and
how we are raising the superstructure. Are
wé earnest, industrious, faithful?
Are we

ble front, and exhausting his funds, he was

unable to finish it. It was boarded up and
left a monument of his folly, and a continu-

he is threading his dangegous way.
Some- | [of removal #s only limited by ths discretion
times there is “scircely twice the ship’s own | ofyhe executive, it should be exercised but
breadth between point and point; yet | in the interest of the public; that there is

between those he must go, can not pause, |{ no imputation of ‘a cotrupt motive; and
aud ten feet divergence on either side that und® all circumstances he deems it
| proper to decline any furtner proceciing in
would be shipwreck. He may do his work
the case.
very awkwardly, and even be cgnscious of
DEATH OF GUIZOT.
~
great ‘mistakes; but with the most perfect |
humility he may

utterly disclaim the pow- |

Guizot,

the

eminent.

French

statesman,

er of any one standing on the shore to judge died at his residence—in Vo!ricker, France,
his seamanship who is looking along a | Sunday of Jast week, at an advanced age.
smooth. level surface, instead- of looking | He has been one of the most able and disdown upon a bed of rocks that lie beneath tinguished of French statesmen, a cultured '
the surface. No wonder that bis tacks and gentleman and a learned scholar.
He has
turns and zigzag eccentricities of course latély kept aloof from active public life,
are pefectly unintelligible. * **1 would have but his advice on important questions has
steered direct to that point.” ‘‘Yes,my good often and profitably been sought. His fu.
friend, but did you see the tock P And if neral was strictly private at his own renot, what can you know about the

matter ? quest.

Come up here, and give me an opinion, if
ou can.” Now, the pilot who is up there,

\

THE OLD CATHOLICS’

CONFERENCE.

i$ not a wiser man than the other’; but he * A dispatch froth Bonn says that the old
got a different point of view, and from Catholic conference has come to an agreehas
al illustration of human failure, until finally
that point he defids all human judgment, ment on all important - points of dogma.
the flames converted it to dust and ashes.
until you go and sit beside him.
The bishop of Pittsburg, on behalf of AmetSuch a picture is sad, but far sadder are the
wrecks of moral character which lie strewed |. God gives birds thelr food, but they ican Protestants, thanked Mr. Dollinger for

around us, or which loom up before us as
dark monuments of human frailty—of those
who began to build and were not able to

On the day that the temple finish—a warning to every beholder. Theh
ing forth tothe sweet, pure heaveus, and ex ‘years.
doors were opened five perdons were seri count the cost, begin to’ build, and finish
touching. the blue of the canopy of God.. t begin.—J. M. B.
THOMAS GOARBY. | ously injured, owing to the crowd présiing ‘whayou

must fly. for it. .

the mapner in which he had conducted the

deliberation, and presented: written ‘state-

Have always tho best confidence ini God ments congratulating the conference on the
:
and fear nothing.
harmony manifested and the agreement, acSimplicity isoné of the striking charac- complished. The dean of Chester and others spokein similar terms.
teristics of real genius.
5
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clusters everywhere.
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!

Xpenscs.
ie save expen

bilge a post bie and
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God to renew its everlasting flow.

with Godas being restored by the - sacrifice

MA

Adam Brown was the first ohe named of
the ten Brown boys. Our- native preacher
Mahes, picked him up in the bazar in

understood

let me mot "be

of Christ,

as

“ pitiable little thing, but there was a won- y the pressure
derful self-possession about hith. He nei- done, by his
ther cried nor smiled. io seemed to be trine, to save

fully master of himsell, and such a suf-

His sacrifice

" fering, tiny
hard to find
I gave him
for him a’

countrymen.

He

considers

himself

fully

ner quite as much as he
night, in going down

knows.

to Burra

ed him standing on the wall surrounding the

Midnapore Raja’s residence.

He was talk-

not without—**and the justifier of him that
believeth in Jesus.”
What is this" faith,

ing with tongue and hands with all his
might to a company standing below. He
is rough, but there is akind of work just
designed for him.
Moses Brown

er lad,

a good

to old

scholar, particularly

women

and

little

children.

He is

in

particular.

Frank Brown

way.

Christian
worker.
He practices
aggression. Armed with love to Jesus and
love to souls, he speaks modestly yet decidedly to any Santals that he may meet
anywhere. ‘He is a faithful little fellow.
The mail must go now, so the other Brown
boys must wait for their turn till next
week.
.
S. PB
Midnapore, India.

lief in any other facts. Our sins do not fly
away because we believe in a fact of any
kind. We can even believe ‘in all the bis-

.

2

is only in that way

An article with the above title appeared
in the Star of August 26th, over the signature of Bro. J. M. Kayser, who seems

of said

which appeared

.in a

guilty souls.in” all the

Star of recent date, viz., having sprinkled
a sick persen would it be proper,
upon

his recovery, to immerse
by the one sprinkled. ~
Bro. K. seéms to have

his, duty in the case cited.
Now under the circumstances, is it at all
surprising that ome should be at a loss

5

Baptism is one of the most solemn ordinances of the church. When we have
once said toa person, *‘In the name of

shows man how

the Father, Son and Holy Ghost, I baptize

religious and

It is hardly probable tbat: the inquiring
brother was guilty of an untruth, and if

Lt

consistently immerse the same

because

it

that the

power

of

person.

plunge

of the

wrong pew.”
if the

Trinity,

of membership”

the
agree

K., and if those F. Baptists who

no

in-

is to

do,

his recent work,

*For-

giveness and Law,” which embodies what
is freshest in his thought, strongest in his
moral feeling

and, most

admirable

in

his

method of expressing himself,—thus deal L]
with the great central theme of the gospel,
the restoration of a lapsed; sinful and
i
ward soul:
Here then is

-

the

grand

renewing

so

bewildering

erty it brings.

to

liberty, makes a

into

pathos

and

to be

al-

inspira-

of God that

way-

<

the

erance that should ease the

fully meet

body

offic e

of his

torment

—

i

ment, but did not succed.

sublime glory of our gospel, our great alitruth—Justification
by Faith.
Here is
conquered the grandest of all problems,
how to put confidence in the bosom of
guilt, and settle a platform of virtue that

and

Therefore man-

overcome

the

difficulties

and trials to which ‘the post assigned by

gold shine forth with unalloyed luster.
3. To form an independent
character,

except

when

sources.

thrown

upon

The oak ‘in the

forest, if surrounded

one’s own re-

middle of the

on every side by trees

that shelter and shade it, runs up tall and
comparatively feeble; cut away its protectors,

and

the

first

blast

will

overturn

it. But the same tree, growing in the
open field, where it is continually beaten
upon by the tempest, becomes its own
protector.” So the man who is compelled
to rely on his own

resources forms

an

in-

dependence of character to which he could
not otherwise have attained.

fool that he was—that Christ would take him
because he was guilty, and not because he

your

was righteous. - At that point broke in,
what light and “confidence ! His emancipat-

steamed up by a power outside yourself.

its

soul burst off all

in

chains

ment, and took, as it were,

a

range

the

growing

position.

man

Therefore

by lookingto
prefer rather to

climb up the hill with difficulty than to be

mo-

of

new: him-

«

“4, To hea

sin,

consciously not able to be— self-condemn“ oll when they are ‘tryivg most to justify
_ themselves, and despuiring the more, the

a good purpose, to him bis siudy becomes
a blessing
; to him who does not it grows

more they endeavorto make themselve

_ righteous hy their own works—to such

himof God, but now he has them all at

once. Justification by faith, justification by
faith— his great’ soul ig full of iit; he must

preach.it, he must fight for it, die for it,

kupow nothing else.

~

\

The thought of the sin is worse than

the

The older the wise man gets, the wis-

er he grows; the fool, when he ages, becomes but an old fool. He who studies for

into a poison,

storm.

A bad wife

ig like a hail

Do not dwell too long” on your

;

‘ :

si-

his colors, or selecting his pencils, or adjusting his lights, preparatory to. making a
to picture, and suppose some fool should

A pig is the richest anis a piece of ‘goods

Whoever does too much does too lit- lander

like a eable.

hi

iuto

his

room,

and seeing this

preparation, should laygh at him—would
the artist leave off his employment because

cles,

ag

A

lf

!

just appreciation

of the

a

:

nature

an

; of the work of the Sunday hi
ose engaged in it is esseniial to a suitable performance of that work." That pur.
pose 1s, as to the children and youth

church, to

of the

accomplish the work committed’ -

to his disciples

by

Christ—to

teach

al

nations—make disciples by instruction—
Christianize, To do that work is the chief

end for which the church exists, and in its
performance there is no more important

a simpleton derided him and grew merry

field than that of the Sunday school ; no

of ignorance, and if he thinks any farther

about

" “Thought-Hives.

issue from us in lan-

guage and in action, determine our moral
a man thinketh in his

.

=

us, and

which

go

how our children may be saved

out through the

doorsef
our hatids determine our real character. A holy man gives house-room only
to pure, and noble and godly thoughts, and
he is constantly striving to bar up door and

window against foul and wicked intraders;

for the conversion and Christian nurture of
our children-and youth, and the result will
be according to our faith, Its capabilities

materials

are put into his possession for painting,

are equal to the demands to’he made upon

and the light given for a,glory which
outshine the stars for beauty.

generation will rise up to bless our largest

Convert,

intent

on

this

blessed

celestial artist thou, never mind
er.

it.

shall
work,

the scorn-

with

lascivi-

ous pictures; his inmost soul is a brothel.
Do a man’s thoughts run continually upon
the bottle ? Then he is a drunkard.
Doés
another man's thought-hive send out its
winged messengers every hourto gather
honey from God's Word and his world of

nature?

Then

being;
Spirit.
uries

he is a devout and happy

in sucha man God dwelleth by his
One of the highest of spiritual luxis

the enjoyment of pura, and axhil.

arstiok and sublime thoughts; to sucha
devout and happy thinker a prison would.
be a palace. * I thought of Jesus,” said

holy Rutherford, ** until every stone “in the
wall

of my

Wherefore

prison cell shone like a raby.”

let us. keep our hearts—our

thought-hives—with all diligence,
of’ them are the issues of our life.

one

cun

handle

obscene,

or

the

for out
And no

pitch of a wicked, or

abominable

thought

for

any

considerable time, without being fatally de-

filed thereby.

wd

' Time-Keeping Flowers
The flowers of certain plants are so sensitive to the effect of- light and beat that
they open and close at the same time each
day, marking the sun’s altitude and inclna-

tion.

This fact was made by Linnsus, the

great botanist, the basis of many experi‘ments and observations, resulgng in the
arrangement called his * floral

clock.”

It

of three divisions, containing
flowers that open and close earlier and later, according to the state of the atmosphere.
This was the *‘ meteorological division,”
and indicated the state of the weather.
A
«¢ tropical division,” as it was called, contained flowers that marked sunrise and sun-

set; and a *¢ horological division,” consisting of flowers that opened
fixed and invariable bours.

and closed at

Ai, M.'and the evening primroseAt five, P.
“A. Midnight belongs to the * cactus
grandiflorus,” or night-blooming cereus,
whose magnificept flower expands and diffuses a subtile perfume soon after sunset,

gradually unfolds and

then closes before

day-dawn, when its strange missionis ended. . The African marigold opens at seven
o'clock in the evening and closeqat four, if
the weather be fair. If it doe§ not open,
rain is certain the next day. Iifis said the
flowers of the water:lily close nd sink into

the water prg¥isely at sundet, rise again

to the surface und expand with sunrise.
Pliny describes (he lotus of the Euphrates,
which

follows the same order, and the

rev-

erence which was paid by the Egyptians to
the lotus is supposed Ly some to be from
its associations with the sacred sav. Flowand

fruit of the lotus aveiengraven on

the heads of the sculptured deities. Besides the *¢ floral clock,” there is a floral
calendar, in which each

month

by its own loyal flower.

is

marked

bd

onward through the coming

paiut for eternity.

The angels are witness-

ing every touch and intent on

and shadow

of the work.

every

ages of Christ's

As in the family, so in

are

Paint wisely

Paint and sing.
them

unto

thee.

especially

a

Sunday

fe

GS
Give THEM PURE AiR. One of the important Sunday school owe
which
ought to be ventilated
(10 use an ugly
word) mach more than it is, is ventilation.

The foul air of unventilated or lf’ ventilat-

plan

Paint

Imy

is

pf disarchi-

the

building

will take the troublé'to

investigate the laws of ventilation, or take
the advice of those who have done so.
Speaking of this great want, the Christian
at Work says:

Weavein the

HgHT “aud ‘shade. as the day and the nights

measure

ordered

church.

tects and builders, when you plan and ‘put
up buildings
for Sunday school use, remember that the little omes have lungs, and
plenty of pure air. This is not
give them
a difficult thing to accomplish, if those who

paint. If they throw dirt, rub it off. They
can not soil the picture, only as they divert
and pity.

iy

school

the .chief obThe church

ed school-rooms is a fruitful source
ease lo scholars and teachers. Good’

line

and well. Use fast colors, Touch everything into life. God guides thee, heaven
gives thee light. Paint.
If fools laugh,

thy attention and unsteady thy hand.

ri

|

“1g not sin against the child I" Joseph

y
vy
We put our children into unvenpeople can eriticise. - They
are not compeated
school-rooms, to be nibbled at by
tooth of a disease-laden almostet. Lové God and thy neighbor. Give the
attention to thy picture, and never pind the Phere which bas, in many instances, been
‘fools. Not many can paint; anybody can nigh thedgiover and ever : again till it is welllaugh.
A
few of our charches are well ventilated. These are not always the -most beau—
tiful
or the most ¢éostly. There are magnificent piles of expensive architectural devices, which are not furnished with so much
as an auger-hole for the admission of fresh
o
air and the exit of that which has been
* [The lesson for next Sunday being a re- used. Some stately church buildings are
ventilated in their main audience-rpoms,
view of the past quarter, we publish no but not in the Sunday school apartments.
notes in this issue. Meanwhile here are Some are furnished with ample ventilation
some-selections that will be‘profitable read- both for audience-room and Sunday school,
but none for the primary department. The
ing.—ED.]
5
:
contrivers of these buildings probably
thought (if, indeed, they gave the subject
"The Church Sunday School. any thought at all) that the lungs of the
infant class children were so small as not
—
«
That the Sunday school, says the Ezamin-. to need any fresh air.
er & Chronicle, is as much a part of the In many Sunday sehools, and other pubonly ventilationis by lowering
church work and privilege
as the prayer ‘lic halls,
meeting, we have steadfastly maintained. the window-sashes from the top, or raisin
That by neglecting it the ehurch suffers the them from below,or both. This verily adlife is not a subject which

\

the same precious grace

pot a muscleof thy least finger trem- | jects of both care and hope.

worlglyumicted }

ls.

LS

3. S. Department,

loss,

both

tion;

and

of harvests it might reap and of

mits fresh air, but in such a way as to make

the

it ought to be much betten than it is.

-

r

spiritual strength which vesults from labors a draft on somebody's head, and send him
of love, we are sure. In ap address on ‘home with rheumatism, catarrh or stiff
“¢ The Church Sunday School,” written to neck. Even this window-sash ventilator is
be read before the Sunday School Assembly, better than none, for the sexton (much
lately beld at (Chaatauqua Lake, Dr. Carry, abused being) can, if he will, open the
of the Christian Advocate, emphasizes the sashes as soon as the room is clear of its
duty resting upon churches to care for the occupants, and let the fresh breeze blow
children and youth, and shows how both through. In many churches and Sunday
schools the stale aings as carefully kept
church and school suffer from separation :
The Sunday school suffers by its remote- over from week to week, as if there were a
ness from the church, upon whose bosom wholesomé odor of religious trath in it.
it must repose, or suffer loss by the separa- The fact js. 1t gets preached to so often thab
church,

partially

relieved

Were

from its sacred duties to the little ones, be- it ottar of roses, or preserved pomegranates,
comes itself heartless and barren in spirit it foul not be canned up much more carea
pike
through neglect of duty. The pastor must fully.
be the real, as well as thé nominal,

head

of

this department of the church’s work, Better form out the prayer meetings and all
the social ordinances of the church for the
use. and

edification

of the adult

members,

than to commit the delicate work of training up the children and youth for Christ to

Tess competent and Tess responsible hands,

Sunday school workers should recognise
themselves as coadjators and helps to the
pastor in this work, and like

him, engaged

in a sacredly religious calling. And with
the pastor thus leading ‘on his helpers in
their plain and simple, but most blessed
work, very little organization is required.
We like thestory that we bave heard of an
eminent and highly successtul Sunday
school

pastor, who,

when

written to for a

copy of the constitution of his Sunday
school, replied thay he was toe busy to come.
He himself was all the constitution there

was about his Sumlay school.

%

The pastor that does his own duty will
find very litle use for written laws or a
formal organism. He may bave need of a
superintendent, justas he has need of elassleaders among the adult cureh members,

Points vor TEACHERS:
Normal, under the head
Teachers,”

gives

The National
of ‘‘ Points for

a few

rules

respecting

“ management,” which are worth remembering :
1. Do not talk too much. ** In the mul-’
titude of words there wanteth not sin; but
he that refraineth his lips is wise.”
2. Always speak kindly to the angry pu- .
il. “A soft answer turbeth away wrath,
Put grievous words stir anger.”
Never be sarcastic. * There is that
8.
speaketh like the piercing of a sword, but
the tongue of the wise is bealth.”
4. Some pupils expect you to scold them.
By all means disappoint them.
‘¢ Reprove
not a scorner, lest he hate thee ”
i
"5. Reprove and punish. pupils privately,
never publicly. ‘* Debate thy cause with
thy

neighbor

himself,

and

discover

not a

secret to another.”
6. See nothing, yet see everything, Take
immediate: action upon very few’ misdemeanors.

They

are

not

half

so’

bad

as

The your imagihation wakes them.
one; and so in respgoet Lo all the parts of discretion of p man deferreth his anger.

and he is best able Ho

| the system.

select

Both reason

and

appoint

and observation

agree to make it evident thal the separa.

The cloud that veils full knowledge *“ is a
cloud of love.” Many things about our
great fature, and almost everything about

hopes, and to

the church, the children

If wicked men speak evil, paint away.

Let

A redeemed and spiritfially elevated

kingdom6h earth.

out of the treasure-house within him pro- |ble. The world may look on and laugh
ceed all the beautiful deeds and whiteand -attempt an opinion of thy work; but
winged words that are a blessing uuto
the world is not a competent critic. The
others.
Habitual thinking determines a
world is “eolor-blind io such a picture.
man as either Christ's or Satan's.” A senPaint away. Adjust thy lights, choose thy
sualist is. only a filthy thinker. The walls
pencils, mark well thy lines for perspective ;
of his mind are hung around

ass

lieving in the power of the gospel to “save
them; and according to our unbelief has
been our failure,
iii
Let the Sunday school be relied upon and
ysed as a specifically evangelizing agency

mortal picturé for the heavens to come.
Shall he fearor be ashamed of worldly crit:
icism ? It is a divinely appointed work
The

from

ing through the fire of the Moloch of fash.
ionable and prevailing sins, nat really be.

poses for a holy life which shall be an im-

A wan is known by the company he
"which lies under his hand.
keeps. So the thoughts which we harbor
within

apprehended. Give to the church a
as broad as the promises and the
powthe gospel,” and
the hindrances that
appalled
us will sink before it. Hith.

erto we have asked, almost despairingly

make a gesture, or even to, have an opinien
upon the subject.
The: Christian is a painter. Tlie new
convert is prepating his thoughts and pur-

thought in‘ our hearts, but lo ! O Lord, thou
knowest it altogether! “The thoughts which
us, and

has
faith
er of
painting, and is therefore altogeth- |
have
knows -nothing even of the, first

er unfit to show his face, to utter a syllable,

is hidden; but to. God's eye it is a hive of
transparent glass.
For there is not a
within

* All your children shall be taught of he
Lord"—is nearer at hand than our unbelief

The intruder

who volunteers criticism in sniffle, or scorn-

Every man we méet, says the jay
is a walking thought-hive. To our eye it

nestle

it, it is onlyto pity.

ful hn
laws of

Eastern tombs and monuments,
‘and adorn

He
heaven in its liberty.
and aim of the gospel of Christ. He comes |
was new, thé gospel was
world
the
self,
to men groping in a state of separation
into his heart to
not even with thei r new. It had not entered
from God, consciously
the things that were freely given
conceive
own standards of good, and, what is more,

i

over his materials and his marks ? It were other offers such large
opportunities or
a very poor artist indeed, who could be so promiSes such abundant [ruits. Its under.
taking is to Christianize the rising race.
easily discouraged.
He has a distinct to nurture, through grace, ‘into -genuine
learned man whose deeds are evil is. like a plan. He prepares to bring something out Christian character, the generation that js
man who has a door. and no house. He from the ideal to the practical, He pro- to-day in youth and childhood, but is goon
who prays for his neighbor will be first obeds.
He outlines:and balances in a to receive all the weighty responsibilities of
general society, so that
heard for himself.
He who marries his realm exclusively
his own. He*paints for- the church and of
they, may be trained to’ efiiciency i action
daughter to an uneducated man throws her ward toward perfection, No souice of and become instinct with holy
zeal for
before a wild
t. He who throws out merry-makers can. turn him for one mo- honor of the Master and the salvation the
of
suspicions should ‘at once be suspected him- ment aside trom his task, unless it be to souls, and be qoalified to
on to those
.self.® Three Xeep good fellowship: stran- clear them away as intruders from his pres- that shall come after them the spirit of holy
gers, slaves an
ravens. . A fool always ence, just as he would brush flies off from consecration to God's glory, and the highest
of the race.
rushes to the
fire, Do not ery out belore his easel or canvas: To the artist, scornFroateRy practical difficulty in (he
the calamity has\really happened. ‘If a ers and flies are the same. He knows the way of complete success of the
Sunday
map says something strange,. beware to ‘ fool's laugh by its crackling sound, and by school as a religions agency, is no doubt in
faith in the
church. The
pos,
mock at it wantonly.
Passion is_at first the stupid face that months ity He knows the want bf
like a thin thread; by and by it becomes that ridicule from that quarter is the result sibilicy of closely approximating the high
ideal of the pro ohet—that in the gospel age

ers

Thoughts from the Talmud.

i$

* The Christian at Work speaks thus:
Supposean artist in his studio should be
drawing lines upon his can¥as, or making ;

load is
to its

word is worth
a pound,

imal; everything

io

God’s providence exposes you,
It is a curious fact that there are twenty2. To become a Christian of strength and four varieties of plants whose blossoms
maturity without undergoing severe trials. open successively at the different hours of
What fire is to gold, such is affliction to the»
the day and night. Looking over his list,
believer. It burns up the dross, and makes
we find the daily lily opens at five 6’clock,

still and always self-conglemning soul. iA
right word from Staupitz let him see the

ed

If a

according

seeks’ and also finds his consisted

1. To escape troubles by running away
from doty. Jonah oncé made the experi-

received by

down

glorious lib-

Fogr Impossible Things.

our faith, to be upon us and for us, all that
we could wish to be for ourselves. This is

wearing

magnificat he

righteousness in God.

because

righteousness,

We have a possible

the

Certain it is tha®¥o man is

he is one who

no

under

groan

in

a proper Christian, who is not practically,
at least, in the power of this great truth.
If any thing defines a Christian, it is that

under the load of his sins, and crying to
God in his cell, day and night, for some deliv-

Restoration.

ro

’ Dr. Bashnell,—n

as to as-

preaching of the cross and the

to find right-

how

us

comes

Jesus

of

impossibilities,

ces, alms, vigils

Soul's

for

chants, and, with such exhaustless eloquence . of boasting, . reiterates,
in his

believe, in ‘“ mixed membership ” can con- shall make duty free and joyful under all
sider themselves ** in the wrong pew ”?
=
;
conscious disabilities.
If so,it is time that it was known ; for cerinto
it was that Luther broke
Here
tainly this ** undenominational liberalism
ecstacy, and a great bewilderment of
is prevalent in our denomination to nod
change that he could not, for the time, jiz—small extent, and rapidly gaining, ground.
derstand. — He had been trying: to be justi;
.
LABERAL.
fied by works; that is, by fastings, penan-

The

than

Let no one be surprised, then,

foundest sympathy,

upon all them that believe.” In it we do
‘| hot climb, but rest; we goad ourselves

absolute

doctors”

fact,

soul of his joy, the rest of his confidence,

is by the faith of Jesus Christ unto all and

into

‘ in

of

firmed theologically in his doctrine. As he
had it in his Christian consciousness, the

that all other

best

tion; “even the righteousness

Now we would like to know

‘denominational

with Bro.

an

are

maiter

general unreason, when il comes

the transcendent fistinciiof, foe practically |

name

believe

is taking fora

exultant and really snblime

making
condition

and

that Luther's justification by faith, that
which puts his soul ringing with such an

it is not ours but God's; Christ

the

as-a

experience.

and

in good,

free

be

eousness, and have it as an eternal

into

strength,

camel.

lence is worth two.

adulterer,

perience in matters of religion,

Again, if we are to take the heading of
Bro. K.'s article,
as having any meaning,
it is that those who ** depart from the rule,

believers

to the

thief, rebel, and blasphemer, that ever was,

minister consistently sprinkle a person,—
calling it baptism,—under any circumstances ?
¢
;

of

We find

‘Epistle

greatest transgressor, murderer,

bondage that we can not lift; sink into no
deep mires because we try to struggle out.

icmersion

in his

cribe to it, and find it springing radically
out of, that which has no sound verity,
and could never have produced such an

work. « So the
the justification
justification of
it is that Jesus,
with all God's
declaring it to

moralities_ can

our relief, showing

The question then arises, Can a F. Baptist

the

eontriving,

Galations,” how. Christ, having all the sins
of mankind imputed to him, ‘‘becomes the

manifold evidences

The

but the gospel

deeds;

shrank

from rebaptizing ?
If the brother could consistently sprinkle
a person when sick, and call it bagi,
we can not ‘see how he could afterws
;

him

stitute a practiceof works, and a climbing
up into perfection by our awn righteous

~~ -

not, is it to be wondered at, that he

to

make it possible.

thee,” it would naturally be supposed that
we considered the person baptized, or

.

and did not eome down to see it.

faith,’ the enlargement of his gracious liberty,
again
nothing could bé more evidently real and
over- related to the deepest realities of feeling;
there
but as he gave it in his dogmatic record, I
soul
confess that calling it justification by faith
with God's righteousness, a perfect liberty —articulous stanlis, vel cadentis ecclesie—
and confidence; for it is no more trying to I could more easily see the church fall than
climb up into a righteous consciousness and
believe it. Happily our very great rever‘confidence by itself, but it has the rightence and admiration for the man may be
eousness by derivation ; flowing down up- accommodated in the confidence that any
on it, into it, and through it, by the eternal
one may reject it utterly, and yel receive
permeation of God’s Spirit. And just here all that his faith received in his justificait is that Christianily wins its triumph. It tion; and may also be with him in pro-

conclusion, that there should not have been
-a doubt in the bosom of the querist, as to

_ that we had told a deliberate untruth.

stout frame shuddering, and turned his
life to gall. The truth indeed appears to
be, that his heart sailed over his theology,

ife and passion, wins their
and bf that faith they are connected
with the life of God, and filled and
spread with his righteousness.
Apd
springs up, in this recon nection of the

him if desired
fed
arrived at the

what to do?

him;

Christ gets opportunity to
sinner is justified, and
is a most vital affair; ‘‘the
life.” The true account of
coming into the world,
righteousness upon him,

——

article, by the query

by

conceiving

would have set his

men of real or even the highest intelligence, to so far misinterpret their own ex-

of it; viz., the trusting {of one’s self over,
sinner to Saviour, to belin him, and of him,

Pew.

to have been moved to the writing

what it means, the fact

mon,

thousands do,

without being’ any the more truly justified.
No, the real faith is this, and very little
intelligence is required] to see the necessity

and new charactered

In the Wrong

as

it, -and

Really believing

fended by the crudities he

Nor would both, if believed as mere

toric facts of Christianity,

to believe ‘that he

did.

gospel...
‘
:
But this is not the first time that the’he
of a great man has not been equal to t
understanding, or true interpretation, ofy
his heart. Indeed, nothing is more com-

facts, do any thing more for us than a be-

. souled

but we are not obliged

the tempest of his joy! ~The manner appears to be hideous, the deliverance to be
negative and legal only; bat his heart is
ranging high enough, in its better element
—the righteousness of God—not to be of-

of the two is a fact, or at all credible any

is a #%ole

the

that he is, he conceives to be the very thing’ character; ‘‘ As
that makes his glorious liberty and raises heart, so is he.”

above, as a positive righteousness; and set
to our credit, if we will have it. = Neither

¥ust beginning to love to pray.
¢ Parkman Brown is a lad about fifteen, a
good boy, but not remarkable for anything

laid - upon

which he took so- him.

be just cleared of punishment,

It is not the belief that ‘Christ bas come
to even our account with justice; neither
is it the belief that he has obtained a surplus merit, which is offered, over and

kind

to such

should imagine, for a moment, that he was
fired with a passion so mighty, and a'joy
so transcendent, by thé fact that an innocent being had taken his sins, and evened
the account of justice by suffering their
punishment! This he thought he velieved 3

and why is it necessary ?

is a nice little boy, or rath-

manhood

or,could be, in all the world;” and his
doctrine is, that-suffering the just wrath of
God, for the sin that is upon him, Christ
makes out a right of justification for us before: God, which is complete, because it
completely satisfies the law. And then to

and"glory by Christ, still the justification is
not conceived to be an accomplished fact,
as indeed it never can be, prior to faith in
the subject. It is justification by faith and

pass-

over. One goose generally follows 'anoth‘er. Bad servants first ask only when they

confidently for- the certain equivalent. tle. The greater a man, the greater his
passions. - He who presses the hour, the,
of his discipline, all that is Taking this latter, it would be dificult to
hour will press him. May our future reto
find
how
any
one
should
become
much
powerful ministry and docward be like that of him who remains sius from the.wrath to come. of a hero, or be lifted to the pitch of any
lent,
under a falsé imputation. One pepperis no mere suit or ‘plaiot of great sentimpent, in it. Indeed, the very
corn
is better than a hundred gourds. “A
gréat
wonder
is,
that
a
man
so
intelligent
ness

the righteousness of God is declared and
made to shine with its true divine luster

The other
bazar,]

into his feeling,

and raises the tone of his

contriving of his head,

little self as he was it would be weakness, for ‘the righteous
of God is
even in those dreadful days. in it,
®l
his name, in faith prophesying | When the metallic ring of principle, or
brilliant fature. He is now
everlasting right, is heard in the distress
after eight years, a strong, healthy lad, a and wail of the cross, She sacrifice becomes
good scholar, bright and smart, retaining itself a sword of con¥iction, piercing - irhowever his old self-poesession.
He is not resistibly through the sinner, and: causing
a Christian, but sbems to think a good deal him to quiver on the point by which he is
about religion,
fastened. Mere sympathy, is we commonPickering Brown is .a good,
humble ly speak, is no great power; it must be
Christian worker. He was married about somehow a tremendous sympathy,. to have
two months ago.to one of Mrs, J, L. Phil- | the true divine efficacy. ~ Hence the glori: lips's orphan girls. They aré both engaged ous justifying efficacy of Christ; because
in missionary work.
7
the righteousness of God is declared in his
Brown Adams has been a backslider for sacrifice.
of: 4
about" two years. - He has come back to the
,
Again, secondly a more deliberate stateright way, and has been, according to his ment of the relatiois of faith to justificaespecial wish, employed in talking to his tion appears to, be demanded.
Though
equal to it, and he certainly has the ability
to tell in an earnest and interesiing man-

such a grand impulsion

a pitch of vigor, is a yery different, altogether separate matter, from that theologic

meaning by the sacrifice, only what is tenin
submissive
aod
sympathetic
derly
Christ's death. I include all that is energetic, strogg, and piercing; his warnings,

“famine time, eight years ago. He was a very

.

tian-justitication by faith, that which puts ‘have committed‘a blunder. The

of the connection

thus

When I speak

Luther is, in fact, two,
‘Christian, and a theologian ; and hi ;

of

ae church has ordained,
ing proper and divinely appointed agen-

“Resisting Ridicule.

mon talk of the wise should be pondered

connection with God is restored by his sac-

vifice, which permits the righteousuess

E———

tion of’ the Sunday school from the immediate oversight and careful nurture of the

church in its directly spiritual functions is
a very great evil, causing

a waste

of

pow

and fu is his gloryto pass over a transgression.”
:

7. At the same time do not hesitate to

act promptly

dent ‘man

himself,

when

necessary.

‘A

pru-

and

are

foreseeth the evil, and hideth

bual.the simple

passon

}
removing a vital religious interest
from, punished.”
\
hb
friends praises; you will endin saying | our earthly fatare, is concealed from us. er,
its proper connections, and ‘exeusing the
Christ comes forth, out of the
eous‘Teach under * high
8. Don't worry.
heart,
thoughtful
a
with
back,
look
we
If
things
against
him.
Do
much
or
little,
so
toper officers and guurdiuns of the church's pressure.” Govern under * low pressure.’
ness of God, and also in the 1
ousness great career as a reformer and spiritual
not but feel how wisely and kindly nterest
that you do it for a good purpose. Refin- we ean,
from a most sacred duty.
All “ Fret not t self beop e of evil men.”
of God, that he may be the righteousness hero began. Tf any thing will make a man
ed music is liked by. refined people
; Weav- ‘he has unrolled tho #olume of life; and. these irresponsible voluntary associations, ~ 9. Never become Sstonged especially
upon all of them that believe, and a hero,it will be the righteousness «of God ers
thou faint in
do not much care for it.. Three cry out stood by, and strengthened us when we bud which proposeto do the best work of the ‘with serious difficulties.’ “If
ugh
re 80 bro
close
enough t
to him in their upon him, and the confidence he gets in
thy strength is .
church by “contract, and upon hich neg: in ‘the dayof adversities,
hard things to read in it.
but
get
no
pity:
he
who
lends
out
pis.
for
ons. And this the sense of it. If he can be eloquent
e
lectful pastors and church officials too offen
inspirati
i ai
faith, to rechiseiv
money without witness, the henpecked
hus: ' Men must not only pray that God would devolve their own sacred responsibilities, small.”
ood from them to
10. * Witbhold not
tion, not’ because any thing, it will be in the testimony of

In the inspiration -of this truth his

Ln

is the state

of justifica

some debt is made even, by the penal

suf-

"fering of Christ, but because that normal

what Chvist is to him, in the now. glorified

consciousness of his inward lif:.

But

we

band, and he who can not get in one place

and does not try another.

Even

com-

~

Si

ie

|

4

help them, but they mast make an effort te

help themselves. ,

ate

Li

should be abated as crying offenses; and
let the church do this part of her work, as

whom

it is

ue, when,

thine hand to doit.”

t is in the power of .
:

Edy

-

id

RE

tle ones,”

“»

5 calm of hills above!

Where Jesus knelt to shave with thee
The silence offeternity
:

-

With that deep hush subduing all.
Our words and works that drown

3

The tender whisper of thy call,

Af noiseless.let thy blessing fall
fell thy munna down,

Drop Thy still dews of quietness
Till all our strivings cease;
,

ant

Take from our souls the strain and
And let our ordered lives confess
The beauty of thy peace,

stress, »'
~ © rr

Breathe through the pulses of desire
Thy coolness and thy bali;
Let sense be dumb——its heats expire ;
Speak through the-earthquuke, wind and five,
O still, small voice of culm!

;

*

“New

tossing

J

o

;

Always

:

—J. G. Whittier.

ly

Abounding,

7

:

learning and tal-

Then the emphasis. comes on another.
wordse-abounding.
The Chustian
works

ent to contend with, it was unwise for us
to make any positive assertions,.so we

meekly

submitted

to

the

inevitable,

fell into an interrogative strain.

New

truths?

We

and

accept all truths,aud shall be most bappy to
accept any knew truths which may be presented. We are speaking about religious
truths, and, if. you have learned any new
truths in religion, will you be so kind as to
mention them, in order that we may ace>pt
and learn ?
Then our friend bad a pitying expression
~ on his poetic face, and. desiring to enlighten
us he eagerly replied: '‘O yes, you
know there are Carlyle and Einerson,Frothingham and Abbot, all of whom. teach

very

Important religious truths.”
The eminent men whom you have named
do, indeed, teach religious truths, but we

that they claim to

have enunciated religious truths thut are
new, that were unknown before their day.
It is possible that these men teach some
errors also, but about that we will not now

speak, as'we are intent upon hearing these

new truths about which you ave so enthusi-

astie. You say that the thinkers whom
you have mentioned teach new religious

truths that were unknown to the religious
teachers through whom we have received
the Bible. - Will you now state one ol the

truths taught by these
in the Bible.”
‘“ Bat

you

not merely from a sense

knoiv

men

these

teach nex; Seni

noble

work with zest.

men

do

gk thEP URE Hi proph-

informed us

Jesus Christ.

in

him,

but

truths.

he did

He

Now

not

never

then

allude

came

mew

truth

in

religion,

The

husband

*‘ Say

disquieted

maintain

tions of melancholy, because he is

so

Limself.
the

one bows

her

him-

be eternally; therefore

every

one should

be

like

it into disquiet, Brings inor-

fears, gives a

distaste

of prayer,

dulls the brain, depriveth the soul
her

strength.

To

be short, it is like

creatures;

for it ; ravishes

gll

sweetness

man,

and of

read

confidence and

the love of God.

for the ejiemy who pretends to make us
weary of good works by
sadness, seeing

that we cease not to do
afflict us any more.

them,

forbears

to

Seek the company of

spiritual persons, and frequent them as
much as thou canst during the time of thy
And

last of all resign thyself up

kneel,

head “while

doubt

sadness patiently,

not

at

after he shall have tried thee,
| thee from

her little

of comment

and-the

troublesome

pastime ; and

er

and her sweet

passage

this

little

the mother re-

all

but

will deliver

this-evil.—De Sates.

‘Whately’s. Providence.

“Then, my dear ¢hild, if My,

“Contains
ove.

I hoperyou will take care in the future
to touch things that ave dirty.”
The Tittle girl smiled, and answered:
“0 mother;

meat.”

[know very

well

forbids you to do, nor play on
nor
The

in form,

is well

Readers of Archbishop Whately’s writings
the habit of ascribing

to Providence

only

One day, on the occasion of one of the
general receptions of the clergy, which oftém took place; at the archiepiscopal residence, our hero was holding forth
in his

i

to use

in

meefings.

cloth,

*

Price

in

:
N.H,

count their age by years.
gain’: * There is nothing more potent
than family prayers. 'N® child ever: gets
over having heard his parents. pray - for |

and a few words there to his

up to thie knot of which Mr.

gueests,

came

Thomson (we

will give biti that name for the nonce) was
the center.’

Whately

listened with

grave

year,

“Our

D

less

than

50,

Payment in advance.

12 cents

where t ey are received:

Three

B=

~ =

Roe quarter

year, or

for the longest time that they may be wanfed, and
thus avoid
frequent renewals,
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appearance, It should be in every
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Let every pastor and church-mem
of

this

newly

revised

and
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to her minister,
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know that your labor is other person on earth, will or . can. suffer
Lord.”— American Mes: for me what he has suffered ; why, then,
:
should I be alraid of him? This my’ fool-
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and tormented consciences? Hence the Journal and Messenger.
prophet Jeremiah prays, saying: “0 Lord, | * Should be found in
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¢ Mr. Barrett is a fine
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know not the way, &c.; and Peter, “I will
go with thee unto death ;” each freely showing thoughts of his heart.
Never, since
the world began, was a more precious,
sweet and amiable conversation.’
Is itnot a shame that we are always

It is not even labor of
resnlts,
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said about offending one of those little ones;
she should not have allowed her work to

La

ot To whicl human a

Dnversal Medi& ca
Chemilcal Company

time

morning, she hastily passed on, and the
child walked away disconsolate, That
teacher had forgotten what the Lord had

a periodical outburst of regret and desire,
without the slightest beneficial result. In
the world such a character excites more
contempt than pity, but the clear perception of weakness or sin stirs a reflective
mind to investigation ; pereeiving that men
are what they are through such a multiplicity of causeshe can not look with contempt
upon any form of humanity. —~Julia Duhring.

part from them.

Unquietness is the greatest evil that can
cpme to the soul excepling sin. For as se-

the

does not maintain family worship. They
haye one child, a winsome little girl a year
and a hall old. The mother often speaks
to her of Jesus in such simple language
as this: ‘* Jesus loves the baby.” She can
speak ouly a few words, but when the
mothgr

the

maak

suffer

her family religion in

away.

our

Many a good

deed for the Lord goes undone because we
have no time to do it. A dear child who
bad beeu-deeply afflicted, "very sick, when
she took her first walk out saw her teacher
coming. She expected to receive a kindly
eeting, but the teacher was too busy. She
eated she should be detained, and so, wit
but a single
glance; and a simple ge

thus become a mere emotiom,a barren wish,

\

always

calls to it.! Tt

BUT,
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* Lucien had repent-

moreover,in good faith.”

has

evely good word and work.

no work done for
the ground, ‘The
always abounding
forasmuch as ye
not in vain in the
senger.
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I have a Christian

Jesus.

should

doubtful success. It is work that

spirit came of old P—

Family

att such
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We are, many of us, too busy;

and a-

lent, came tobhave no greater value than
that of a scene admirably acted, and acted

will

who

.

Is too absorbingly occupied.

Balzac says of

ed so many times during the
months that his - repentance,

world fast rushing to de-

certain and’ everlasting

© truth that was not spoken’ by those upon
whom the prophetic
Liberal Christian.

he

So few to work—only hese

labor thrown

continue. our semsdivhat hopeless search.
We are still intervogative. Can anybody
toa

one of his characters,

abound.

Shall not he, then,

The sure promise

lected so to do, and "we are compelled to
us

helpless burden to. himself.

has

abounding’, service

that

B85

them to us, and we are yetin ignorance
of them. Perhaps we should be more surprised at his failure, were it the first of
the kind we have known, For several
years we have been seeking for new religlous truths. Time and again persons have
promised to show us where they were
statedby the masters at whose feet they
sat, but in every instance they have neg-

refer

will

service

there those who love the Lord

we met

to

ng assistance or pleasure to others,

afraid of Christ, whereas there never was
in heaven or earth a
more loving. familiar
vr wlider man, in words, works and de-

straction.

to the -new

around

he

’

Not a -Minute to Spare.
x

ANY ONE MEDICINE
Will curve all
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Made

So muchto do—a

the times, and

and

so

That

is to this exercise of reason we are called in
apprehending the things of
God.—Principal Shairp.
:

and re-

in good part, and bore with them, though
now and then their discourse was ver fall
of simplicity ; as when Philip said, “Show

that he should have real happiness in reading to us the new religious truths ‘clothed
in the glowing
language of prophets
in the refulgence of whose light the au“ancients pale their ineffectual” fires, He
was hut a poor student, unworthy to
sit at the feet of these masters, hence he
could not recall the truths about which he
had been speaking, bat he would come
around in a day or two and. read them tq,
us from the pages of their mighty works.
=~ We said no more, but wailed in expectancy. Our young friend's** day or two”
were rather long.

He

he calls his life in alternate sinning

received all, give the utmost he can in ‘return ?
:
Desire for growth calls to it. The arm
grows most in muscular power which is exercised the most. The mind grows most in
intellectual force which is used the most.
Similarly, the Christian who is ‘always
abounding in the work of the Lord” will
grow most rapidly in every Christian grace.
The claims of fallen humanity eall for it.

kindest manner that we were fearfully. conservative, altogether ‘behind

old

Christian is called by the fact that he is a
Shh.
child of God, Nothing less than this can
The Gentleness of Jesus.
be expected of him.
Is he his own ?; Is it |
r——
not his Heavenly Father who has a claim
Here
is
something
good from Luther :
upch all that he can render?
Shall the
child of God dole out his service in. stinted
The conversation of Christ with his dismeasure P Can he do it?
ciples, when he took leave of them at his
Gratitude calls to it. The Christian is last supper, was most sweet, loving and
saved with an abundant salvation. Full friendly, talking with them lovingly, asa
and free and priceless is the gift of life in father with his children, when ‘he ‘must de-

.us a statement of one of these truths ?
Oar excellent friend . continued
quite
He

And

render.
To this “always

unknown to the seers and prophets of old.
Can yon not without férther detay give to
earnest.

of duty.

It will be a full and hearty

ets of to-day,” replied our earnest friend.
We are not concerned just now about
what is generally admitted, nor about what
everybody says. You remember it is sometimes thought by you ‘philosophers that the
babbling crowd is always wrong.
If these
great men whom you have referred to
teach new religious truths, they must have
expressed thoso truths in their writings.
You are fresh-from your studies, and will
¥mdaahiedly ve able to quote the passages
Jin which they express the truths that weve

sure and.

the

penting: too weak to do the good he sees,
too timid to enjoy the bad he takes,too conscientious to be satisfied with his indefinite
position, he drifts along incapable of giy-

taskmaster. His is the service of a’ loving
child. He will do all he can. He will

that is taught
»
:

;

in

_ NEW PERFUME

entered upon a service of love. He works,
thercfore, not as a slave under the eye of a

have always tried to

-have never yet learned

white- head

The most pitiable of sinners is he. who $0 crowd her that she: coald not havea
has conscience and will unevenly balanced, minute to spare when the Lord asked for its
the latter not strong enough to control
_—
imagination and appetite, the former quick
to feel violation and suffer the consequences, Sucha man passes what by courtesy p
For the

The Apostle Paul, reaching the climax of

Truths.”

With such

his

y

his argumeqt in the filteenth chapter of the
Epistle to the Carinthians, urges upon
“But of course you believe the new truths | First
Christians
should be ‘‘always
of to-day I" pri
gn ardent neophyte ahounding inthatthe they
work of the Lord.” Tle
when we fently hinted that, notwithstahd- exhortation is applicable now.
ing his lolty scorn for the past, it had left
“Always abounding"—it involves muah,
for us very Gee and far‘reaching “truths,
He was jost t rough the second year at There is to be no cessation of Christian
the Theological School, hence was quite work. There must be no folding of the
hands. There must be ne-indolent moments.
competent to weigh:the centuries and pro- Always! Every year und every day, while
nounce their sentence ; moreover, he wrote
life lasts, the Christian must in some form
poetry whose feet, syllabic and linear, were
really immeasurable, and which made you or other be at his Master's business. The
individual character of the work will, of
feel quite insignificant and humble because coursé, vary. But in some way or other
of your inabilty to appreciate its thought the Christian will be always abounding.

and beauty,

up

atleast,
J
‘ op's Tite whieh should show'a yet more
The family altar and its hallowed rhem- marvelously merciful escape than that:of
ories are often a great restraint to the chil- Mr. Thomson from the burning ship. -<
dren of pious parents, even after they have
Whately continued in the most impressive
left the paternal roof.
manner: ‘ Not three months ago I sailed
Blessed is that home where parents and in the packet from “Holyhead to. Kingston
childien join together in family ‘devotion
(the port for Dublin), and—"
.
.
at the throne of grace.
So
;
A pause while the Archbishop took a coOn the other hand, how sad is that home
pious pinchol souff, and his hearers were
where. the voice of prayer is never heard, on the tenterhooks of expectation,
:
where the family altar is missing. Sad,
‘* And by God's mercy the vessel naver
indeed, does it appear, when we reflect
caught fire at all. Think of that, Mr.
that the curse of God rests upon it, ** Pour Thomson P”
Yt
»
out thy fury upon the heathen that *know
thee nof, and upon the families that call
not on
thy
name.” Jer. 10:25.—Good
Emotional Reperitance.
.|
Words.
i
LE

Sabbath rest by Galilee !

»

before we felt the need of

religion for oMrselves, we were impressed ~bull-like manner, ** I think 1 can cap it with
with the idea that if our parents felt anx- an incident from my
own experience.”
ious for our salvation and prayed for us,
Everybody prickedip his ears and listenwe ought to do {he same, for their sakes,
ed eagerly for the passage in the Archbish-

sar Lord and Father of mankind,
De ive our feverish ways; |
Reclothe us in our rightful mind;
In purer lives thy service find,
“In deeper reverence, praise,

Interpreted by love!

un

. "Of telling an intelligent Public

0

Mind.

a

Peacetul

‘BEFORE. ADOPTING, EXAMINE

at

attention to the telling of his story and to ‘which deeply concern us, is not attained by
the usual comments on it, and then Junie. mere intellect, but by the harmonious ac** Wonderful ocourrence! A great and sig- tion of understanding, imagination, feeling,
nal mercy indeed, Mr. Thomson, But
conscience, will; that is, of the whole man.
stinctively squirmed back again and closed ‘think T can cup it,” said he using an ex- This is reason in its highest exercise, intelmy eyes when they prayed * for all these }it- pression which was very common with him, ligence raised to its highest power; and it

%

The Pure and

1"

him,” This I believe, for when a child ys
self, I not gly ‘* squirmed around on
the
floor, and looked at my father and mother
at morning and evening prayers,” but in-

Skanakhusrzusey

iin

git

"

v

Sa

VAM

Tye Worning Stir |!

ronghIy

dedicated

to

the

stro

colls

set forth in the gospel.

BE
Sh

WEDNESDA Y,
mp —
INORGE

SEPTEMBER

Tf.

DAY,

G. F. MOSHER,

| pleasant or promising during the last few
years. The High and Low church parties
develop stronger mutual repulsions. The
one gravitates more and more decidedly

23, 1874,

Editor.

Ass’t Editor.

:

nominations,

this sect has suffered a schism.

to the Publisher.
Bn

Denominations
2

And

—

rent

in

the

seems too large to be mended.

sion as we

inter preted and used will doubtless be “the
subjeet of much eager inquiry and atimat-

the latter at New

former

York.

at

Saratoga,

The

Episcopa-

The

estate.

It

shows

were made,

is safe only while

the great need

it keeps Christian

And when these eminent

dependencies

fail

us,

we. use

‘we make of them a cord to binds

expe-

the

more

closely to righteousness and to the eternal
Helper.—Aye, more than this even. We
use such things properly only when we
find reasons in them for doubling our dil-

rience is a grievous one to this denomination; and the method in which it is to be

and

gatherings

of

de ep

and

t

hold

‘a

Hive. “and

somewhat

igence,-makiiig our characters shine with
fresh luster, and doing larger things for

thing.

significant

*

There are indeed evils

in schisms and sects,

especially

hatreds

ambitious, and the latter

up

use

They

are

also

récognizing

approving a largér liberty in theological

and

thought, are displacing rigid Calvinism with

the

mildér formulas of faith, and putting vital
work in the place of logical dogmas. They

half

strength in fighting each other that ougtkt
.to be fully used against the common ene" my.
Buta mere nomina! and formal unity

themselves

up

as

prophets

of union

of one

church

only.

in

the

They

and

interest

have shown

ety.

Of our own

General

Conference

we

do

|

not now stop to speak ;—not by any means

their love for unity in bitterly antagonizing J because it interests us less, but that we-have
with everybody who could not assent to no space for fitting words. Thére maybe
Bul we
their theory, and exhibited their respect for time hereafter to deal with that.
peace by fighting all who failed te pro- hope and pray that those who attend it may
nounce their shibboleth after the exact have the wisdom, the grace and the fidelity
style set before them. True unity is a to carry to it the elements that shall make |
thing of the spirit, and it may coexist with it throb with vital and spiritual forces, and
great and numerous diversities in the fori to draw from it such stimulants for mind
and letter. And he is surely to be pitied and heart and bands that they will go away
who can not, as a Christian, take a vital fitted to undertake and perform larger and
and practical interest in the work of .the better things for Christ and for the" world
several fenominations that are honestly whose redemption he bids them seek.
and earnestly striviog to buildup the king-

‘dom of that Christ who welcomes

and hon-

‘ors all that are really loyal to him in heart.
It is he who warns us against severe judgments respecting those who really do his
work, even though they do not follow us
or adopt all our methods.
The meetings referred to are almost sure
to be significant.. Most of the denominations represented by them are grappling
with interior and. practical questions that
both affect themselves and are ' of real interest to others. Diverse elements exist within each of these ecclesiastical bodies. - The
radical boldly confronts the conservative.

How Shall We Use It?
—

—

+ There are always scandals,
and hostile criticisms which
forced,to meet, and

not ignore.

notice.

They

which

force

reproaches
religion is

its friends can

themselves

ent.

In all and each of them

the "centrifu-

, gal and centripetal forces struggle agajnst
each other, and the result is often Semething eise than a smooth and

. ment

in

a

regular

steady

move-

The

special

orbit.

questions that d stinguish each body from
- the rest, and just now

tax

settle, are mostt§ obvious
observers.

The

JUniversalists

its

wisdom

even

to

into

They remain in spite of our sad--

ness, our complaints and our protests.
Sometimes they seem to come singly and
in succession; at other times they crowd in

each disciple were sorely taxed to defend
the honor of his Master and the reputation
of bis fellow disciples.
Some of these
.good people go so far as to become cynical and despondent.
They grow morose
or pathgtic. They talk as though everything were failing. They allow themselves

to to questionif religionis to maintain its

outside

standing in the world
head

are

really

laboring

in the

‘presence

They wonder

and

hold

if it is really

safe

thousandth year of life,

and

the

ca was discovered in 1492.”

out sometime

since

more

exagting

and more stimulating.
The Unitdridts ave stil pho guedwith the
question of a creed. How to. get on with

ple sometimes use the scandals

believers

in the

inspiration

of

untilhe

came

upon

this

bleak,

and re-

hate religion, and are always

glad of a chads to strike a blow at ifs pro-

+ abip ministers who are known to hold opia- fessors and friends, They feast on such
‘ions. that are lar more deistic than evartgel- scandal as a buzzard on tainted flesh.. They
ical,—how to manage

these

matters,

and

eich as these, is a question that has been
found very difficult of solution, and

-

is con-

stantly eoming up to mar their unity and
interfere with their highest and best work.
All their recent
ferendes = have been

troubledby the

exult

rather

thay

mourn

when

name in the church is tarnished,
effective voice

Israel

is stilled, when

is dragged

one who

a

bright

when

an

a leader in

down to the dust, when

has had the reputation of a saint

is gibbeted

as a hypocrite.

gold

or

silver,

and

Their

only

with

the

brim

ornament

was a

Tay

for the

in

the

occasion;

chandeliers,

altar," and

between

wreaths

heather decorated

of

new

the

ah

lights

on

gallery
the

the

pillars; 1
walls,

nothing in’ it’ disgraced

of

the

Council

was in

volcanic :

the greatest

exercises.

= They grow

stalkingin of this Shot. and self-complacent in’ their assumed superior.

good

fortune

‘The most

rauged the

acted as Chairman

Commission

Treaty

which

ar-

of Washington;

was installed Grand

Master

of

and

the

Free

Masons of England on April 23,1870.

The

conyersion of a man so full of honors,

and

——

versal

The affaiv of the Mar#i¥is of Bute
tle

consequence

ii

York

with

it can bardly fail
ve Catholicism an indorsement which it
last ism to deserve. It is therefore a question whether the

public advantage of the Marqus's abandon-

Rejkiavik

at

:,

The formal reception

by

the

‘authorities

of Iceland and the delegates of ‘the people
was almost private in ils character.
The
royal pier sloped'down to: a platfora, between a double row of. Danish flags hung

A gentle.

years

paper giving his

writes

to

in °

a New

views upon

the -

Thedistance between | Shanghai and Nagasaki is about 400 males. ‘China bas no navy
to speak of, Her heavy war- junks are ut-terly unfitted for maritime service, their

it.

Coming at just this time in the history
of the English church, when itis fighting
the tendency to Ritnalism in its own ranks,

°

construction and management rendering
them useful only for police daty in the
rivers and on the coast. Her army is a
most whimsical absurdity ; the status of
soldier is contemptibly low, and the Chinese
capacity for fighting armed adversaries ridic-

ulously

small.

The ‘‘ninety-day” threat

against Japan, therefore, he regards as’
mere bravado, likely to result in nothing.

At the same time, Japan is scarcely better
prepared for strife.

Her navy is in embryo,

and, though the Japanese

nation is more

combative and aggressive
the art of war is but little
strength of Japan is her
the two nations are in the

than the Chinese,
understood. The
insularity. Thus
condition of pug-

nacious bullocks in different pastures. They
can not reach each other, so they:amuse
| themselves by throwing dirt and roaring.

~—— THE VirGINIA CONSTITUTION.

A joint

stending committee appointed by the last
Legislature of Virginia to consider and rec-

ommend

to the next Legislatiire needed

amendments to the State Constitution, “has
completed its work, and its most important
recommendations

are

as

follows:

That

the old “Bill of Rights” be restored; that a
‘capitation tax, not to exceed $2, be collect-

_

ed from all persons voting at the State

elections, such tax to be applied exclusively to the support of schools; to restore the
viva voce system of voting at elections; to

reduce the number of members

world, and thus

in General

Assembly, have biennial sessions,

service.
Let each day also add something to our
fund of Christian experience and knowltdge. Do something for others. The arm
never pat forth to do anything for others loses its power. That was the secret of

and

an-

thorizing the Legislature to grant charters
for the

government

of -cities and

towns;

amending the judicial system by the aboli:
tion of a large number of petty courts; to

terested in the lahguage,

to usethem. Young men should earn their
spurs before they think to ride.
If they
selves, let thenr earn for themselves

thing for God and humanity.

The

literature, arts,

sciences, and ethnography of the East, with

a view to advance the general knowledge
upon the subject. It was originally intended to hold the Congress in the spring, but
the autumn was preférred, as being a more

some-

season

BLUES

AND

which

The

GRAYS.

richest

with him

- Just read
He has on-

on the

island.

First, Monsieur Basso, an old friend and
companion in arms; next, a countryman
about

twenty;

and

lastly,

an old

will

representative,

be

under the

guidance of Sir Walter Elliot; No. 4, the
Hamitic section, including the old Egyptian
and Coptic, will be "honored by the direction
of Dr, Birch, President of the Congress:
No. 5, the Archmological section, will be
conducted by Mr. Grant Duff; and No. 6.

———
oe

Ne

——Tue ABODE Of A HERO.
how Garibaldi hives at Caprera.

ly three persons

Topies.
THE

ness is to be divided into six sections, No.
1, will comprise the Aryan, with all its
branches, and will be presided over by Max
will be under
Miiller; No, 2, the Semitic,
the Presidency of Sir Hei Rawlinson ;
No. 8, Turanian, of which the Tamul is the

the Ethnological, by Prof. Owen. The
representatives from England, France, and

female

Order. of the Blues and the Grays) is one of | cook. His dwelling;as is known; is of the ‘Germany
are among the first “scholars of

|

thus pictures the reception of foreigners

under-

pending war between China and Japan. He
regards such struggle as an absurd chimera.

is of lit

comparison

Tur CHINESE DIFFICULTY.

China for many

which

with

attention to its history,

——THE

and simple government,and for many years

importance attached to it by the long line
of years of which it signalized the close.
Bayard Taylor, who furnishes one of the
mest interesting accounts thus far received,

It is

the present generations at least’ will now bey

successtully resisted the attacks of Norwegian foes and Danish pirates, by whom
it was at length nearly overcome.
It also
sent dut a havigator, Bjarne Herrjulson, a
name worthy of meéntion, who actually
landed on New England soil five centuries

simple in its character, but it had sufficient

to

man who has been United States Consul

to begin to form plans of effectively using
the means that may be at our disposal,
bave until now been over them.
The church, in the reputation of some of
Iceland is the first country which has in fts prominent members, has suffered unusmodern times held a celebration of this’ ually during the past summer. It is more
holding = wo prominent |
Although
kind.
‘than ever neédful that it try by faithful and
place in the world's thought or history, it
devoted service to make upussal progress
has by this unusual celebration "called uni- during the coming winter,

ruled on

Bat we are torgetting about the colors?
tion. Itwas attended by delegates from
nearly every country in the world, and the
accounts of it which have already began to
reach us are singularly interesting.
It was

the
con-

laws

inadequate

than the hard and

a free, pure

‘before Columbus lived.

made

of invigorating weather and opportunities
better calculatmodern in its spirit, and much betier adapt- for service is before us. It is not too early leisurely time, and therefore . The busiattendance
good
a
insure
to
ed
people
the
of
ed to the condition and wants

an, utter abas

pew

the Icelanders now owe allegiance.

Parliament, its chief" ‘chosen by ballot, its

It

attending

stitution by the King of Denmark, to whom

It had its freely elected
all,

American

i

whose experiencedhas been so considerable, is also a. triumph for the Catholic
Church that can not be lightly estimated.

the hope-giving
organizations that it is most simple kind. * The principal room, that
pow permitted us to look uponin the occupied by himsel}} contains only a fire
South. Composed of men who were late- place, a bed, a few chairs, and a sideboard,
ly waging fierce battle against each other, and in a corner a heap of books. There is
it is well ealculated to put effective restraints also a plaster bust of Colonel Nullo, who
upon those clans of untamed
rebels who died in Poland, and a large portrait in oil
are still keeping up the spirit of the war of the American General Plores. This is
and fighting its battles behind masks and the richest chamber of the house.
The islunder the cover of night. One, conld ex- and produces plenty of almonds, figs and
ect but little in the way of reconciliation grapes, butonly a few orange and lemon
or restraint from an organization of ex- trees, transplanted thither by Garibaldi and
northern - soldiers ‘in the South. Such an cultivated by himself. Goats abonnd, and|
organization of southerners might do more. there is a considerable number of wild cats.
But unite the two,let prominent men of In this kind of seclusion the hero of many
to yield their past revolutions is passing his days. He still
both armies “decide
differences, shake hands, and work togeth- retains the fierce and impetuous ardor of
|
er for the welfare of the now sorely afflict- early life, which partly explains why he lms
ed South, and there iy every

reason

to ex-

not long since yielded to the heavy bodipéet good results, It is only as a spirit of [ ly afflictions which. have come upon him.
fraternity and harmony prevails that the Mazzini and many of his, other comrades
curse of the war will be eventually remov- are gone.
He must apparently soon fol-

ed.

This is ong

There are

also

of the

cheering

others, of a

more

signs.

private

low them.
qa

nature, It isn't long since we were readiug of the noble
of some: soughern

——Tui
SpeecH.

dies who decoratéd

mouth for the edification of ‘‘his

with flowers the g

es

. MODEST BENIAMIN MAKES
A
Butler has again
opened his

of northern soldiers in Richmond and | dhd friends,” and his speech
Charleston. Then came the retur
[] "Chasacteristic utteraneés of
sword, with an’ interchange of fraternal brass-mounfed impudence,
expressions, to a Massachusetts Major from’ his languishing vountry now

neighbors

is ope of the
that piece of

each country, while others, not yet

named,

will be sent from other European countries,
Asia, Africa, sad America. This is a great
amount of business to be transacted in six

days, but perhaps it may be done.

Dewuinaorl News and Not,
Meeting of Corporators.
AMT

The ‘Corporators of the Printing Estab-

lishment held their annual meeting in this
city during the past .week. The session
was especially harmonious and pleasant,
the financial exhibit was fairly encourag:

ing, and the business wus done with
promptiiess. Three members were detain:
ed by illness.

Among the important items

was

of business done

that

providing for

carrying out the decision to remove to Bos-

relating to the establishment of a

ton,

that

&o.

The See. will furnish a sketch of the

significant western office of the Star, &e.,
at Chicago, that looking to the distribution
of our publications ‘in the South, resolutions on the dealh of Rev. E. Kuowlton,

proceedings for our next issue,

y.
He claims that
i
needs’ him in
its
‘councils,
especially.
since
the
South manaddresses or the replies thereto were audi- a southern officer who had captured it durble at a distance of thirty
feet. A small ing the war, Two or three weeks’ ago, a ifests a disposition to be pugvacious. It is |
erowd of people, gathered on the sand at number of ex-Confederates in South, Caro- noticeable that he séems to be supremely |. From Nashville, Tenn., to Chattanooga,
the edge of the water, cheered with some
unconscious of the fact that the participa- via Murfreesboro’, is 150 miles; from Cito.
heartingss, but the main body of the peo- lina exhumed the remains of two Union
K. to’ Green-

with
green’ garlands,
The
genticmes
stood on this platform, and none of their

ity, bold in their accusations, bitter in their
speech, defiant in their tone, and presuming and almost reckless in their indulgence
of passion and their methods of life, ‘They ple, about. 2,000 in number, kept silent, as soldiers that lay burned in neglected graves. tionof such a man as he is in national legIn ten minutes all’ by the roadside, the locality of Which was islation is one of the chief reasons why, the
‘operation of the. publié, and lessene@l the talk and act as though the decalog ne were they heard nothing.
was
over;
the
Governor
came A
ier, known only to these Confederates, and for- South will not acoept it." His financial uta
aud
lie
a
proved
moral power of the pulpits' that have ‘many | annulled, the Bible
followed by the King and
God
and
,
warded them to their frie
in Obio. “ terances, if indorsed, would involye dishondelision
a
nt
judgme
the
elementsof strength. It is hardly likely cheat,
Walking rapidly and
an ooking very ey
bé men- esty to the national creditors and be a dis: ht they lh oo Shniagh the preset sl. only a name with which to scare weak and and um
hey ve ‘received with a’ Other instances of the kind i
tioned,
They
show,
iu
spite
of
‘White grace to the public name. But no one excheur
which
A)
devtly
genuine,
if
not
timid souls.
pected Batler to hold honorable opinions on’
loud
nor
universal.
The
pesple,
seemed
Men's
Leagues,”
and
other
organizations
it
i
folly,
nd
weak
"Now this, i ai
| like that ib the South,that a friendly feeling | that question. Perhaps the most noticeable
«+ We, pervert | unnsed to such a demonst:
yous wi
. bo not:
the “King's suite, he voila 4, tame exists there, which if properly appreciated. feature of his speech. is the seit. -defensive
¥, | facts and grievously misread shots Set by | the“After
chief officials, the ‘bishop clad in velyet | ‘may be madea powerful
e of peace portions of it: He rarely indulges in apyProvidence when we make such a use.vod
jung
satin,
and
a
line
of
brawn,
hardy
loving
‘between
the
gently
divided
sections.
thing but threats und’ braggeadobio when: he:
| the, ad ‘developments about us.
2
_ by the difficulty of.expelling or laying it.
It has interfered with their, plans for general work, neutralized many of their most
urgent appeals for the confidence and co-

to be high time that he be

of

stand that his “neighbors and friends” are

important feature of would spend the winter profitably for them-

the celebration was the gift of a

prosperity under a Repubfcan form of
government should invest it
Yith consider- ‘more familiar.
Withble interest for the American mind.
in a hundred years after the Norwegian
Current
colonists landed, the island was the home of

a real Republic.

profession

regulate the general tax for schools so that
accompanied by boisterous music on rudeit shall supply only the revenue needed in
ly constractod instruments. Memorial ad- the hidden talents. The law of reciprocity addition to the capitation tax. The recomis
the Christian law,
Forever giving, mendations
dresses were also received from the four
affecting the schools
=
and by giving,receiving. These TAYE
tree Wings, Beuer
aan web
bbe mala Snort. inprincipal
Scandinavian - Universities,—
then: Be at home; from that home asa deed 1s quite sensible in its suggest he,
Copenhagen, Lund; Upsala, Christiania,—
center
go forth to the world and become
and various societies in Norway sent conwiser every day;
and use that wisdom ——Ax INTERESTING MEETING. An intergralylatory addresses.
Mr. Taylor himself
in
helping
others.
If this be
done esting meeting is to be held during the
¢ >a poetic greeting,in behalf of the
we should become complete, and the gifts ‘present month in London, known as. the
gricans present, ‘Which thé Icelandic
of body and mind that we lack would be International Congress of Orientalists. Its
poet, Matthias Jochumsson, translated into bestowed.
Money, beauty or
wisdom ‘object is to bring together those who are inthe native language.
are never blessings belore we know how

Fhus the rare occurrence was signalized,

ed its greatest

That the country has en

were characteristics of the millennial

the

under Mr. Gladstone; wis created a Knight

of the busy

rious other demonstrations made, the whole

ing to forbid mankind even a foothold up-

such

proaches which religion now and then suffers from the misdeeds of reputablé men

is true—who

of the Joint High

&e,,

island, desolate in appearance, traversed |
by fiords, threatened by icebergs, and seem-

was

the

+ Christian,” and Justify the use of it before the public, and yet keep in full fellow-

of the Garter in 1869;

heavily braided with

is

reality only rediscovered then.
Six centries before that a doughty subject of
western Norway had pushed his rude craft
through threatening seas, north-westward,

the-other continent.

and women, and which they Illustrate in
|their use of the great scandal whieh is now
Scriptures and the divinity of Christ, like saddening ang shocking so many hearts.
Dr. Peabody, and also with Free Religion- There ure still other people who use it in
ists who reject both of these tenets
like worse ways and to ¥erve worse ends.
William J. Potter; how to rctain the nime There are those—it is sad to say it, but it

firm

aware of the fact. -

were burning’

But we found

that America

more utterly

inet, serving
us, President

The choir was singing one of ten

reading the story of the celebration.
4 very suggestive one. It destroys at once
the long time accepted theory that ** Ameri-

lately

politics than has Mr. Butler, and” it seems

jubilee, at which speeches were made
and vaIt is toasts offered, artillery discharged,

world

bas

worthy of the attenfion or the patronage
ofymen who have anything else to do. The
Marquis has been several times in the Cab-

themg composed

celebrate its centennial, Iceland completes its

sence of caste or nobles,

societies,—whether the need of regenerstion, of spiritual life, of a devout piety, and ly proved a saint. They begin to recite
so of a genuine church ofganization to their own creed with faltering voices, and at
pucture all these, shall be urged and insist- timgs are balfready to give up moral struged on; and, by consequence, whether the gle and passively drift with the current.
That is the way in which even good’ peotheology of the body shall be made more
deeper,

them in, -said that no man

confirm

the belief that the craft has

become quickened to a more vital
Just as the United States is preparing to | Royal banquets, festivals, feasts, parades,

to trust

every man a villain who bas not been clear-

broader,

Considering that’ and tries assiduously to {put a satisfactory
explanation upon his late political conver ;
it is only Tour years since he was elected to He may succeed in making his constituents
the highest office of Masonry in ‘England, beliave heis not a knave. It will be no
his abandonment of the order carries a credit to them if he does. Acknowledging
significance with it that, in the minds of all his ability ‘of whatever sort, it' mast be

white helmets of a carious pattern, the
horn curying over in front, six inches above
the head, the base.richly embroidered with
gold, and a white vail thrown over all and
floating upon the shoulders, * They had
also clcsely-fitting “jackets of dark cloth,

glorious anthem.

men.

, with the query, whether there shall be a anybody, or whether it may not be necesvital religious organization in the separate
| sary
sa to reverse the old maxim, and account

_definite,

followed if by re-

nouncing Free Masonry.

ment of Masonry is not nearly canceled by
his RecUpusSe of the Roman Catholic faith.
It may "of flowers around Thorwaldsen’s baptisma
font.
sérvice commenced
after the|
prompt ancient The
In fact it was
Lutheran fashion.
it; and the
tre way is apt to seem hard at neatly an exact repetition of what we had How TO SPEND THE WINTER. A New
York: clergynfyn who lectured “before a
first, though it may prove easy and even Sogn in Thorshavn, except that the Iceland
anguage was. used. The hymns were Boston young men's 1cligions organizadelightful when it is resolutely trodden.
simple and grandly sung; and the tion last week chose for his theme the
subAs the rose-bush converts-the filthy water . ery
“Psalm of Praisd” written by Matthias
into the sweetest aroma, arid the peach-ti€e Jochumsson, and composed by Sveinb- jeet of this paragraph. The advice that be
Everyfashions the noisome. fertilizer into the jorneson—the first musical
work . by a gave was both sound and timely.
most delicious flavor,so
the true and healthy native Icelander, I am told—produced a body, and certainly-every Christian laborer
soul will find food for Christian virtue in powerful effect. In whichever direction T ought to know by this time that the truest
looked, I saw eyes filled with tears. -* The
a scandal, ad draw stimulus for its zeal repetition of the refrain: Islands thusnd ar success in wet in doing well what one
Anfl not only that, ,but Chrisfrom a great reputation tumbling into ruin. —*Ieeland’s thousand years,” rang through bas to do.
We show the yital qualities of our own the Cathedral in tones which were solemn tian workers should aim to make the Lord's
spirit by the use we niake of moral dis- rather than proud, and gave expression to service their delight. This was one of the
usters like these. Letting them take the the earnest religious spirit in which the things that the speaker insisted on.
Anpeople had come together.
spina) column out of our faith and thé
The sermon, by
Bishop Pjetursson, was other point was, that we should cultivate
The outside workl is
spring out of our purpose proves that we quite unintelligible to me.
It was deliver- the home feeling.
are made of poor material
; making them ed in a lamenting, almost lach mose voice, unattractive in the winter season. The
is possible only in
buttress up moral courage and fire Chris- with scarcely a change of inflection from highest civilization
tian zeal shows that there is in us some- beginning to ‘end; and the impression, if the snow-line. So in the midst of the cold
intended,
must have
any were reall
thing of the hero's metile and the saint's been much diminished by the copious doses and gloom of the frozen™ world are found
vitality.
of snuff taken by the speaker, and the ap: the brightest and best products of ChristianLJ
ity.
rance of his andkerchief, as it lay
But that'is not
sufficient.
We
for sheuld go forth
the pulpit desk. The exercises laste
from our homes, snd
Iceland’s Millennial ‘
.an bour and a half, closing with another feel the pulse

and, most significant of

of discerning

but he has

This tirge, as thongh tie

saw the force of the combination against
him jn his own State, he restrains himself,

sensible people, will only

bow of red ribbon at the knee. - Mr.

its trial by jury, equal and impartial taxation,

up

Rowanism,

makes speeches.

he is just in the prime of his powers,and
that

quaint

lor adds:
™
The King and his cortege had just en
tered the cathedral as we reached it, and
the foreign naval officers who had been invited to the ceremony were crowding with
the natives into the low northern» portal,

be also ours.

‘mA Brow ar MasoNrY. The Marquis
of Ripon hag not only become a convert to

ig

ond of August ought to follow, but we can
give onlya part of it. The" women wore

turned up.

on it. Buta band of hardy colonists had
come with the navigator, and once upon
the island, they christened it Iceland, and
upon us in companies. We settle one case
prepared to make it their home.
only to find another demanding attention.
Last August completed a thousand years
And often when we. think we have finally
since the island was thus named. Its his. The close constructionist pits himself against rid ourselves of one of these moral plagues,
the liberal interpreter. The strong impulse if is only to find it springing up to confront tory during that time has presenfed a
born of young and heated blood wrestles us in a new aspect,—the voice is Jacobs, strange record of vicissitudes, of which alternate prosperity, misfortune; peace and
with the cool conviction that comes of but the hands are Esau’s.
‘turmoil
have been prominent
features.
mature and deliberate thought.
The ferJust now, it seems to many good people
Icelandic winvor of a devout piety is® chilled by contact as though the air were full of moral mias- Bat/the inhabitants whom
wiéh a mere utilitarian “morality. There ma,—as though the avhole Christian host ters could not destroy, found themselves
are wild prophets that cry for revolution, were jeered at on every side by confident ] =also able to endure these other hardships,
and whose voices blend with the tones of enemies,—as though every church had a of which their late millennial is a striking
.
critics that point out the great glories of the horrible skeleton in its closet,—as though proof.
past in contrast with the defects of the pres-

clad in

and

them. It may nol seem natural.
vot be very gasy. But grace will

will be very likely be called on to define
their own definitions sent out three years
is pothing, or worse, when there are clash- since from Oberlin, to pass in some form
ing tonvictions and repellant souls within upon the ecclesiastical points dealt with by
the circle that is outwardly complete.
A the famous Brooklyn Council of last spring,
+ fight is just as real a thing between the and to state what they do hold as essential
And we feel
members of the same. body as between dif- as well as what they dont.
ferent bodies. The worst foes are often well assured that they will take hold of their
those that are found in one’s own household. work in dowaright earnest, and impress
And we have found the most impatient of both themselves and the genergl pablie
all dogmatisms and the most uncharitable of afresh with the fact that religion is ‘a masall verdicts among those who have set erful power both in {he soul and in socicrusaders against the sects

coats

HG AB

It: is possible for us to make this use of choir and galleries, and there was a glow

and

the

when

former spring ‘from Jworldly

of work.

Rejkiavik,

skin shoes, and a round hat

We pervert the lessons of Providence when
we fail to make this use of the scandals
and reproaches suffered by religion.

They are just coming to appre.practical meaning. ,.warrant us in ignoring | meeting.
them and their work, or in counting: them | ciate and use the power springing from comout from among the forces that are to -op-| pact organization and systematized methods.

. erate in the future.

His method should

brown

The
bread belts of silver filigree work,
men occasionally wore the old national
costume, consisting of jacket and kneebreeches, dark homespun stockings, seal

the cause which is suffering loss.
The
this ecclesiastical body can not lopg keep
psalmist says: * My zeal hath consumed
There is no need of wr gument or apology even anominal uitity when, such vital unme; because mine enemies have forgotien
to justify or excuse such denominational tagonisms struggle in its spirit; and, if it.
the
law ot God.” When religion was reassemblages. No mere theory of Christian 4s to be a real power in the future, it must
proached,
he sprang with new purpose and
"or ehurch unity, and no experiments made depend less on a decent liturgy. and more
fresh
vigor
and ampler service tp ‘the reshere and there in the attempt to apply that on a divine life,
cue.
He
did
thus the onl
and true
theory, can divest these denominational . The Congregationalists are morally sure
arganizations

all

long

service at the Rejkiavik church on the sec-

royal and makes the Almighty

its refuge.

in’

and picturesque costume, looking on and
wondering at the unusual display.
Mr. Taylor's full account of the Sunday

fact and the experience rightly oply when

will meet t | ed discussion at the approaching ConvenOne thing seems plain : that is, that
out own tion.

© lians and the Congregation: alists
not long hence, and the timé ‘for
General Conference draws nigh,

best

human

body

" Several of the Protestant denominations
hod their great gatherings this fuli.
The
Unpitarians and Universalists are in seswrite,—the

white gauntlets. These escorted the visit
ors to tha Governor's house, where speeches of welcome in very low and quiet tones

God

Cummings and Cheney, has been organized
-“| by the seceders, and the

STAR,

natives, -clad

purpose

The Reform-

PN ed Episcopal church, largely led by Bishops

in Council.

SEPTEMBER 23/1874.

rb

man’s fall or a hy obiien Ss exposire changes

within the past year, soul

hnsiness, remittances of money, &¢e., should be ad-

i

sizes the central idea of the 'Bible,—that
the proudest, strongest and most favored

it into sympathy with other evangelical de-

dressed

,

there is that they who think they stand
should take heed lest they fall, It empha-

leavened by the.true Catholjg spirit that puts

aa Aile pramumecations designed for publiewsen’
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters en

AA

no ‘moral facts, unsettles no sound princi:

its

towards Rome; the other is mbre and more

Bhd
Sh

AN

ple, takes no sacredness from the truth,
and leiives no duty less imperative. Tt does
not impeach Scripture, but confirms it. It
proves that human nature is weak even at

The Episcopalians are not a little disturbed.
Their experience has not been wholly

a

A
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Honie Mission Chit-Chat,

Knoxville is 112 miles; from
yille is 74 miles. | The country has suffered

this season from a severe ‘drought, hence
crops are poor &nd the people are suffering

from the hard times. We pass many aores
of cotton from Nashville to C., bué there is
‘not one third of a ¢rop.. They are justoom-

frfeneing pickifg. We se6.no barns, not 2

field of'g 56, 0orn. small, and-it’ is: difficult:

‘to id the Poopleupe to! sabi

| comii gyedr.:

AION

A

pr

<

4A fe

Lj

Ean

flour, bay, pork, oats,devoting their labor to | they have done so. So much good has been

eultivating cotton. We are disappointed in
the quality of the land,it being much poorer

than we had supposed,

cured.

It is a small, dilapidated

Andrew Johnson.

“village. His house is a common two story
brick house, and that and the fence very
much need repairs. Johnson is at Nashville

3

We

have reason to believe that

others have contemplated becoming sharers
in this. If they will do. it between now
and Oct. 17, the day on which/the mission-

of Ex-President

home

Greenville is the

twenty-six

| hundred named in the call has not been se-

:

.

if the

done to the cause, even

F, C. Bradeen in their distressiog illness. | xv vrego. =
Noein
t For:
:
Aug. 20, ‘the Penobscot Y. M. Female
The annual Mnaoting of the Freewill Ba
eign Mission Societ: , for the choice of officers, and
BELKNAP
Q.
M,—Held
its
Sept.
session
with
Mission Society held its annual meeting.
For Maine F.B. H. M. Society.
;
may |
business thatRoger
of any other
delegates | thema transaction
the East Tilton church. The following
will
B 8, Cod .ki Nutchiuaon, ; 8.
before
| Revs © Campbell
1g + New Dur | ROI
Rae beV0 heldVR. inT., theMonday.
Mus, F. A. C, Clark was chosen President; were chosen to visit-other Q. M's:
MEREEE
T06 meeting,
CLOTH the
arre
HigB.
J.
Rockingham,
Durgin;
M.
J.
ham,
Mis. L. Hutchins and Mrs. E. Harding,
im
Ta
Rec, Seo. | Demobscot TH sob,
us’ Sandwich, M. A. Quimby; Weare, F, E. | Oct: 13-7 0'clock, pM.
Vice presidents; Mrs. E.

D. Wade,

Sec-

call will be met, and just so many hundred manifested. It was voted to endeavor to
trying to improve his political prospects. dollars’ worth of good dove, as are paid in. raise the coming year sufficient funds to
From G.to the Camp Creek ehurch, the place We hope, really hope, to hear from a few send out tor India another female missionary. By request of the officers of that Society
of holding the Union Freewill Baptist Asso- more on this plan.
5
the abstract of {heir doings has been apnot
can
ciation, is some nine miles. In going that
who
persons
1n the second place,
distagee we learned that “Jordan” was not pay oue hundred dollars, can send in their pended to the report of the Y. M.:
:
A. L, GerrisH, Clerk,
she only bard road to travel. It was up a donations as God has prospered them, Insteep hill, and then down, over rocks and dividual donations have always been quite
Maine Central Institute. :
ditches, sometimes in and sometimes out of a source of income to the Society. “May
the wagon, fording rivers, the sun doing its they never be less.
There is room for an
The fall term of the Maine Central Instibestto set these mountgins on ‘fire, by its increase.
:
5
tute commenced Aug. 17,with 116 students,
(?)
intense heat, and, phe the enjoyment
. In the third place, we want a few dollars which number has increased to 136. Mr,
still more complete,~losing the way twice, from each church that has not paid its ap- Batchelder, the Principal, is*a thorough

scholar and a’ hard

portionment for 1874, to the amount of what

is now due.

welcome. and a home with Bro. Woolsey.
There are three Freewill Baptist associa.
tions in this section, two in Tenn. and one
in Noth Carolina, "The Union numbers

The whole sum is not great,

and itis very
should have

desirable that every
a

share

in

church

this good

These are the ways in which this cause

work.

can,

was manifested and some expressed a desire to
It was a Pentecostal season.
become Christians.

to be
Loud, $5, ‘each
Maddox,

1st Belmont,
mont,

Davison

Lyford .and’ H.

and Higgins;

8. Kimball;

2d

P.M. Anniversa
sermon, at 7:46.
Preacher,
Rev. O. E. Baker, of Iowa.
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 7. Anniversary of the Sabbath
E.
School Union at 7, P. M. Speakers, Revs. J.
Dame, of Mass., and R. L. Howard, of N, Y.
Temperthe
of
OCT. 8. Anniversary
THURSDAY,
| ance Society, at 7
« An
v.
K.
bunny 0!
ch.
y
of N.
$ OCT. 9. Anniversary of the Home Mis.
FRIDAY,
} sion Society, at 7, P. M. Speakers, Revs. N. L. Row-

Canterbury,

Durgln and Edgorly; East Tilton, H.S. Kimball
Siwy

an

Kraul, 8. Ci Kimball and Rick-

er; Gilford

"Vallage, Sept. 22—24, Ricker and Da-

.y Edgerly and Brooks;il.
| vison; Gilmantoy,.I,’
Laconia,
Quimby and H. 8.
Kimball; Lake V
age, Durgin and
Blaisdell.

Blaisdéll; Loudon,

passed

A-resolution was

Smith

and

asking

the

Hand

an

organization .for

font inisters

the

relief

ang their. families.

Collection

8. C. KIMBALL, Clerk.

WHEELOCK Q. M.~Held its Aug. session dt
Newport Center, 28—80. The churches did "not
all RevoRt themselves, but quite a number met us
by de egates and letter, and a pleasant session

ANNUAL

196.04

R. DEERING,

Treas.
\

»

Foreign Fission,
"A
Pine St, Manchester, N H, $10 of which 1s to con 25.00,
"¢ Mrs HF Wood L M, per H F Wood,
9,

J Wilson, Hustisfield, Wis,
00. another friend, $5,
A triend of Missions,

of lich,

6.00

nd

coy Me, per Mrs Fw 16.00
’ “Stil another lo
Towne.
1%,
A friend of missions, Wis, per G H Hubbard,
Be
Honey Creek Q M, Wis.
Giltord vil
N H,per8C Kimball ’
15
100
Purinton, Maysville, Me, per J W Carr,
Mrs C

’

ab
v

lair
1st Belmont, N H, perd L
Rev J L Sinclair & wife, Be mont, N H,

00
B M_
a
i
.

Y,per

N

Mrs Sally Glibept, Wirt Center,
p
Worth, .
“"
Mrs R E Worth,

ve

Mrs 2 donncss, Rochester; N H.for support of & girl 1000
n
a
ph
Kewanee Til, per B A Gurney,

MEETINGS:

Ik UNI0oN, Wednesday, Oct. 6,in
a
Ae
¢
church at 7, P, M.
Lig
WOMAN'S MISSION SoOIETY, Thursday, Ocl.8, in
ul
we hope will add much to the vestry ath, A. M.
the)Lor
Tord’s side t
SOCIETY, Friday, Oct. 9, in the vestry,
the strength of that. church, , Bro's Bota on: N HT EDUCATION
8) PUM
I
I
ETI
Ie
I
Ie hed
Lv dd a ol
>’
Lyster and Manning assisted us very muc
FOREIGN MISSION SOCIETY, Monday, Oct. 12, in
their lubors and prayers.
A collection of $15.10
P. M. |
was taken for Home Missions, and Bro. M. rais- the church, at 7,' BOARD
MEETINGS.
ed about $17.00 more.
°
Next session with the Sutton church.
EPUCATION BOARD, Friday, at 9, A. M., in the ves,
E.G SMALLEY, Clerk.
try.
i
Foxman MiI8sION BOARD, Thursday, at 9, A. M,,

Burns,

I i
y

ph

x

"Wis, per R Cooley

KoRut!

was enjoyed.
The devotional exercises were
onteresting, and a few souls came out on
deepl

of

3

Portland, Sept. 15, 1874.

of the WomSATURDAY, ocr. 10. Annivelsa
peakers,
an’s Mission, bay. at7, P.M.
,
Rev
G.
AY.
.
MONDAY, OOT. }2.- Anniversary of the Foreign
Mission Society, 7, P.M. Speakers, E. W. Page,
Esq., of N. Y., and Rev. Thos. Tyrie, of N. H,
UESDAY. OCT. 13. Anniversary of the Educa
tion Society at 7, P. M. Speakers, Revs. 8. D. Bates,
of Ohio, and B, F. Hayes, of Me.

of indi-

Next session at Lower Gilmanton,

;

K. Dunn

ell, of Me., and G. R. Holt, of Mich.

General Conference to consider the propriety of
forming

Rov,

» 46,00

4

nes

OCT, 6, Aunivereary convention at?
meetings as follows : Alton, Durgin and Lyford ; Ol PUBSHAY,

worker, and is doing

Phe same car be said

a
Anmyversanies,

for 1874 will
TE FREE BAPTIST ANNIVERSARIES
be held in the Roger Williams church, Providence, ;

Ministers were. assigned to attend protracted | B:L, in the following order, subject to the Approve’ | Thos ‘Cobb,

much to increase the high reputation of the
school. A student who tries to do something will find in him a true friend and
faithful teacher.

;

Lae
i
a
a
a 00
White Rock ch, $7; Little Fals.8
Cputha
Rev D A Maddox, Mrs 1, Hutehius, Mrs
4 AbMrs DrrA Ell
SU L corr
Farnam. ElEtethAcon.
M, also

si

daa de

' Now Market, Sept. SC

Ser-]

icker.

E. Ww.

rough,

Wol

vison;

mons were preached by Bros. J. D. Waldron,
E. P. Prescott, E. Tuttle, BE. W. Ricker, F. E.
Davison and G. M. Park. A Tevival interest |

retary. A. general desire for ‘enlarging
their sphere of missionary operations was

aries sail, all the conditions, attached to the

finally reached the place of our destination
late iu the afternoon, and found a hearty

‘880

py

ea lm

0

Conmet.NM

2

Notices

a

® 3B Goer , aur

, per O D Pateh,

ti Providence.

io Weybossel

oii

oor, Messenger to SheFond dulscq a

and

Knowlton

They who have already paid are glad | sympathy with brethren E.

for their] sum.

they depend largely on the North

4
ne
1

ey
yams. ie

Rib

oh Jie
h, ia. a
ER

alos.
OF
whether applicants. ate males
; and endorsing our | og are all su v oR With Santon wid ibe members
We met a merchant on the train from | two hundred dollars, another has paid one | in our Sabbath schools
posse
n
e
h
S
aes
a
to
gouls
leading
of
work
the
Jb
united
Hed
Georgia who had been to Indiana to pur- | hundred, and several others have paid in- | own series of lesson papers and our own
iE Ce I Hircoro 8 W. ANTHONY,
eI a
chase flour and hay. 1 learn from him that | staliments, making,in all the above named | family and 8. S. papers; and expressing | ous condition. bath se Mie

TE

ge

meas

a

| §

rel

[BHIR

SKE.

R:

AOE

;

;

a. “2

42*

:

.

15.00
{
10,00

le R I, . per A . Brown .
Quin
[TY Beith uate,
$n
Jos M Puummer, Portland, Me,

EY

i all the teachers. They~ arc interested for
146.32
C. 0. LIBBY, Treas.
the students and are deiog their best to proDover, N, H.
i
River 915. The business of the sessions is ed, and promp#y responded to, for we do mote their welfare,
If a student wishes to attend school, in a
"done much after the manner of ours in the not intend to repeat it very soon or keep
:
North. The Association unanimously voted vexing you through the Star.
quiet locality, where there are good privito ask for admission to our next Gen. Conf.,
MCDONOUGH, Q. M. There are signs of prog- | 1 the vestry, 0. L1BBY, Chairman of Com. of Arr,
One thing more, for future good, it is leges and good society, he can do no better
7
Poyer: N. H., Sept. 11, 1874,
and appointed Rev. D, L. Yarbrough deles hoped that brethren and sisters about mak- than to come to Pittsfield. The place is ress in the McDonough Q. M, Since the installatd
tion.of Rev. Charles
Steere, pastor, in May last,
DIPLOMA,
gate to represent them. Some of the breth- ing their wills, will remember the Foreign easy of access, as il is on the line of the M. eight have been added to the Otselic church, and
Ll
AWARDED BY THE
ren from the American Association assured Mission. Very valuable help has come to C. R. R.; being thirty-five miles from Ban- the interest is reported excellent. In Willett
American Institute,
THE FREEWILL BAPTIST EDUCATION SOCIETY
the brethren from Eatonhill now worship in the
us that their body would also make the us through this source, especially so within
or and twenty from Skowhegan. Students, church ownéd by the C. Baptists, who have
will hold its annual meeting,
for the choice of offiTO . W. McKEE,
and the transaction of any other needful bos.
same request at their next session, to be a few weeks.
FOR
ho desire it, can board in clubs,thus great- ceased to use it. Others are looking for revival. cers,
iness,
in
the
vestry
of
the
Roger
Williams
church,
By vote of the Conference the time of Q. M. sesProvidence,
R. I., on Friday, Oct. 9, 1874, at 4
-held the last of Sept. On the Sabbath we
Fluting Machines.
and
ring
C. 0. Lisny, Cor. Sec. & Treas.
Embroide
ly diminishing the cost of hoard.—Furnish- gion was changed to Friday evening.
CoM.
o'clock, P. M.
D. W. C. DURGIN, Rec. Sec,
«1t is ingenious and will meet the wants of every
preached twice to large congregations, in a
Newmarket, N. H.. Sept. 21, 1873.
ed rooms can also be procured at reasonamatron in the land.”
most beautiful groxe. We have never seen
. LAKE GEORGE (N. Y.) Q. M.—Held its last
Exhibition of 1872.
ble rates.
;
Tne ExecuTive CoMMiTTEE of the F. Baptist Edsession with the Johnsburg church, Sept. 48, at
$600 Secured—$1000 Wanted.
John E. Gavit, Ree. Sec’y.
Society will hold a meeting inthe Vestry
better order and attention in any meetings
I will farther state that those students which there was quite a good attendance, con- ofucation
Samuel D, Tillman, Corresponding Sec’y.
the Roger Williams church, Providence, R. I.,
that we ever atlended. An audience of
that the Methodists held a grove camp
New York.
on Friday, Oct. 9, at 9 o’clock, A: M.
A full atten
who mean business, are wanted; and all sidering
The
$600
list
toward
endowment
of
the
This
simple and ingenious
meeting
but
a
few
miles
off
all
the
while.
Coldance
of
the
mem
bers
is
requested.
from one thousand to fifteen hundred, and
ular
such will be heartily welcomed. :
By order ofthe President, : ‘the Sewing Machine, and is fast becoming
lection, $14.20.
w
fac of handsome,
ih ladies,Indies in the place
expensive needlework,
D. W. C. DURGIN, Sec.
with
not a word to annoy, or noise to disturb Storer College, Harper's Ferry, West Va.,
. M. held with
There is to be a session of the
;
:
G.
H.
S.:
less
req
its work being much more
riday, Nov. 6,
the Hadley church, beginning
the worship, in the least. The people is full. Tt was raised in one hundred dollar
time and not one-tenth part the expense. No lady’s
"Fare to Conference.
Pittsfield, Me., Sept. 14.
926 members, the American

brought their ‘‘snack” (lunch)

be made financially prosperous:

with

subscriptions, at the suggestion of a minis-

them

ter, one of the ~*‘ fathers,” in Maine,
headed the list with $100,—conditioned
the filling of the list with six names at
each.
It is now proposed to raise $1000

and spent the two or three hours between
meetings in social visiting.
:
‘On Wednesday a large number assembled to witness the laying of the corner

stone of Woolsey

College.

The

people

in

would only be satisfied with & sermon,so we

. preached, and some of the brethren
ed with remarks, and Father

laid

the corner stone, snd if not ‘““in due
ancient form,” we think the building

and
will

go up all right, just’ the same. They intend to build small ‘‘shacks” (cottages)
near the college for the students.
The site is very romantic. On a beaytiful rise of ground, you can look upon the
mountains that seem to rise from your feet
while their tops mingle with the clouds over
your head.

the pride

these associations agree with our denomination in the North. I inquired of Father
Peterson why they called themselves Freewill Baptists ? He replied, because - it was
natural,believing in the freedom of the will,
they called themselves Freewill. Bro. P.
is 81 years of age, has been preaching ov er
half of a century, lives in N. C. and thinks
he has come across the mountains for the
last time. - He says he has had ‘‘heaps

re-

spect him very highly, and the parting was
very affecting. It can be said as truly of
these Christians as of those eighteen centuries ago, ‘Behold how they love one andth-

er.”

For both their religious and

doctrines

they

have

suffered

political
intensely.

Every one of them was a union man. They
were robbed, and imprisoned, and some of
their number
murdered by the
rebels.

Some were tied to the tails of horses
marched throggh the country.

and

‘Once father

P. was arrested and about to be, shot. He
heard thé click of the gun, when just at that
-

moment an officer arrived and saved his life.
At another time they undertook to make
_ him take the oath to support the Confederacy. . The officer said to hin,

ley was called to the chair. The delegation
was véry small, whieh caused some sadness.
Nothwithstanding this discouragement those

a

resident

:

Resolved,

Williams,of Dover,the Methodists ; Rev. Mr.

a

Van (leet,of san:e place, the Baptists. The
Me. Western Y. M. was represented by
Rey. C. Bean and Bro. R. Deering, of Port-

The readers of the Star will bear me witness, that I have not overburdened them

land ; the Me. Central by Rev, C. Campbell ; Bro. D. Place represented tlio; N. H..
Y.M.
The words of good cheer uttered

with ‘appeals for the Foreign Mission for a
year or 80. Yet'the work”has been ‘more
than commonly ‘prosperous, and the bills
‘have been promptly paid up to this time.
Even now there are ample funds to pay the
large bills soon coming in, forpassage of
missionaries which must be paid ‘by the first
of October, and for the regular remittance
which comes due the first of November.
Notwithstanding this, it is proper that we
should be providing for the future, for our
demands for’ money are very much ‘like

by these brethren of other Christian

bodies

added mueh to the interest of the occasion.
During the afternoon of the second day
the Maine Mission Society held its annual
meeting, which was a very interesting season.

The collection taken

nder the

auspi-

ces of {he Society amounted to about $70,
and.several hundred dollars were pledged
towards carrying on the work the coming

year.

:

2

f

The delegates chosen to General - Confers

death and rates,” they can not be avoided.

‘ence,are Rev. L. Gott,

After missionaries are in the field, they must

Sabstitute,

Bro.

O.

W. Young; Rev. W. P. Kenney, Sub., Dr,
A, Lewis; Rey. Arthar Given, Sub.,
1G.
supplied in advance. To fail, for a month
or even a week, to meet their necessities : Bro. B, Fogg; Rev. Alvak Strout, Sub.,
iio
j
would be disastros, and bring ‘a pang of Rey. B, 8, Gerry. . The delegates te Gen. Con, “were made
distress to every lover of the mission ‘here

at home.

And their wants" must

Star

office

to

Boston,

and

which the Star is conducted, and that we
odr friends of in
recommend our people to place.it in every

you take the oath.” “No, you won't,” says J. Mariner, of R. I.; C. F. Penney, of
the old man. **Well, then, I.will put you Me, Central Y. M.; and D, M, Graham,
in prison.” “Yes, you can .do that,” but D. D., from the West. . The preaching was
the old and true man escaped. We won- excellent and was hstened to by large. and
der if the sufferings of these loyal Christian appreciative audiences.
.'Rev. Wm. Kingham, of N. B., representmen did not have a tendency to make them
ed
the Free Christian Baptists of his country
love each other better ?
;
.
in
thé conference; Rev. Mr. Guerny, of
A. H. CHASE, Cor. Sec.
Dover, the Congregationalists; Rev. Mr.

besupported.

Morning

| that we are gratified with the able manuer
F. B. family.
$20)

That

wo

5

i

rocommeud

Gen. Con.
Next session of Y,
wick ; C. Bean, of the Me. Western Y. M. ; the
hands of a Com. to locate.

“I will make

Foreign Mission.

That we approve of the re-

the

M. is left in

. E. TiBBETS,

ity, which we

* Ministers and Churches.

Also, 200 rolls Tapestry
everywhere

evangelistic work.
will appear soon.

A

-more

What
“J.

F.;”

in

his

articlesgn

have said that when he graduated there were
but six college graduates in the denomination,
and that our Educational cause-is not the last

one, whereas it was printed ¢ lost.”
“Phe Missionary Reporter for

appearance,

It is

%

wish

to take

a

delegation to
ing Rev. Benj, Penny, O, Pitts, Hon. R. W.

Files and Rev, F, C. Bradeen..
Resolutions were passed

410

October

makes

well made up, the

stirring editorials is a readable ‘and will doubtless prove to be a serviceable sheet.
$4

Q

Quarterly “Meetings.

in. favor of the

Ga YORK, Clerk.

fund, | Maite Central Enstitate ; ealiingion the min. |
doltareed
share in the speciu) one-hund
: WAUPUN Q M.~—Held its last session with
do ishtyitabe more metive’in: pressing’ the be- ‘thé
let.them
last,
which was startedin May
Hortonvilld chureh, Aug. 28—80. Rev. L.
of the day; calling for
A

| Four hund- ;neyolent enterprises
Itiis fiok yet too, late.
| D. Felt was: chosen:
ware all represented.
t of the temperance sentls: ‘{tual,
developmen
the
re
been
have
dollars
the social meetin
five
twentyand
red

ceived on this fund, One brother has paid

|/met in Maine; approving uniform lessons.

Moderator. ‘The churches
The preaching was spir-

shing seasons and
tlie whole session a profitable one. The church-

at $1,10;

are English Channel

whan

closel:

;
L
“It will be seen from an
number of our paper, that J.

Oct. 17.

The

They

will not

good-bye

meeting

Ld

the

New

both of L. *
In Lodomillo,
by, Mr. Charles
Miss Luthera I.
giate Institute,

steamshi

as

before ry

York

at Dr.

until

Perry’s,51

C. 0. LiBBY,

man.
rove,

West

Cor.
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state.
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CONFERENCE.

will Joblisn

Conference, and

the

The

full reports

paper

will be

is the leading

paper

in the city and

Direct to the JOURNAL, Providence,

-

R. I.

The Great Preserver of Health:—Tarrant’s Effervescent Seltzer Aperient can always be
relied upon as #pleasant, mild, speedy and positive
cure in all cases of Costiveness, Dyspepsia, Heart-

PER ORDER.

There will be: a meeting of the Free Baptist Historical Committee in the vestry of the Roger Williams church, Providence, R. I., Wednesday
noon, Oct, 9, at 1-2 o'clock, P. M.

SILAS CURTIS,
Concord, N. H., Sept. 16, 1574.

after-

mington, N. H., on Sabbath

burn, Sick Headache, Indigestion, Sour Stomach,
Liver Complaint, Biliousness, Flatulency, Fullness

Chairman.

A Missionary Meeting
be held in the Free Baptiss churchin

—Wijll

P. M., Sept. 27.

of Blood,
a gentle,
Chemist;
American

Far-

Notice.
minister from the Ashtabula Q. M.,and for unchristian conduct avis been requested to return
them, has failed to do so, is herein published as unworthy the confidence of Christian people.
E.

M.,

from

the

churches

is

solicited.

All

BELKNAP Q. M. MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE

will

10

gesis of Jno. 11: 26,—~KE.

:

wishing

to attend, will

govern themselves ncodrdingly.
+

\,

Dec.

mon.

.

Letters Received.
Aleott—1 Beekman—W M Clark~F

Del-

.
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Business strictly legit-

Address J. Worth

Liver

Complaints.

“0M

& Co.,

35637

ForBilious and

. Purely

Reputation of 30 years.

Vegetable.

Sold everywhere.

86,

C

Somerville, New
ast

TEE

MONARCH!

ed assistance of Prof. L.

O.

These gentlemen, in the Song

EMERSON

of

Monarch,

present

the public a book unrivaled for the use o
SINGING CLASSES,
whether

.

. Click-

, By H. R. PALMER of Chicago, with the distinguish

in the form of Singing Schools,

Boston.

or

in

’e

to

Nor-

mal Music Schools, Conventions, Colleges, or Academies, and

.the highier Common

Price 75 Cents.

Schools.

Per Dozen,

$7.50.

RICHARDSON'S NEW METHOD
FOR

PIANOFORTE.

THE

Most Popular Method ever issued;

250,000 al-

with inereasing favor from year to year.
1
and Pupils buy

Tedchers
i

The

ready sold, and

the book is received,

it anything,

please

:
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K Chase—E
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2

Winsor=D White.
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Mission,

52320: day at home. Term
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Crystal Lake. & Broo

* A render of the Star,

Oceana
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H Nherpieks),
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Min"

Q M, Mich, per E D Elliot,

I, Wis, per:H I Brown,
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TINSOR & Co,

ud

he

.

10.60
10.00.

13.40
00

50.00

free.

Address

Portland, Maine.

Children often look Pale and sick ’

.

Mrs H B Hutchinson,
Livermo
8, Me,
New Hampton ch. NH
per food! vM

"Minneapolis

0

CAL, H. DITSON & CO.wMoee.
Br'dway, y" York. 9

OLIVER DITSON & CO.,.
Boston.

Rogers—M W' Sweet—0 D Stoekenwell-T D falleyol
8
r+ D D Tibhetts—W
MrsA N True—8

Dover, Aug." 3, 1874

®

Will

25,000 COPIES ANNUALLY !
Rectntly enriclied by the addition of “Czerny’s
Letters on the Art of Playing thé Piano,” and of
“Schumann’s Maxims.” It is now a. book of 260
Bro, Stowe i8 to preach the opening serlarge pages.
|) PPREICE $3.75.
+ A. PRILLAPS, Clerk. |
All books mailed, post-paid, forthe retail price.

4.

A W,

_ Arrangements are being made for the entertain
‘ment of the néxt General Conference, and the
Committde desire to know how many will attend,
who of them are delegates, the days'those will be
prasent who are tv attend ut a part of the time

here.

Particulars

SOG

19. Sabbath

J. M. DurGIN,

EACH

|’

Davison.

Clark—C
Field=H L Gowen—C B Grifin—8 B Given—A"
Grifféth~P. Hulott—Mrs L Hebard—C Hazen—J W Hallack
~ L. Knickerbocker~E G Lane—E S Lawrence—L
Mayhew-~Ann A
Mooney—A H Milliken—
WiikenG
Ww
offal
Nason-4 L Palmer—]J
Rines=G

the

Notice to Delegates, &e,

P, Moulton.

per week.

McDoNovGH Q. M. will hold its next session with
the Lincklaen chuveh commencing Friday evening,

1. D. STEWART, Clerk.

Sug

E.

PROFITS

ener, Gen. Agent,P, O. Box
Jersey. Agents wanted.

G. Mun-

B STON Q. M. will hold it3 next session with the
Mission
courch
at
Charlestown,
commencing
Wednesday, Oct. 7, and continuing through the following day. - A full attendance
is desired.
The
mission chureh hold their meetings at 172. Main St.
D. R. WALLACE, Clerk.
4
——
pp
SANDWICH Q. M. will hold its next session, commencing Oer:, 23, at 1, P. M., with the eburch at
Bristol.
\
(. HURLIN, Clerk.

ars

Freewill Bap %
in North America will be held at
Providence, R.I,, and will commence at the Roger
egntes and others

—Frank

Buffalo, N.Y.

.CLICKENER’S PILLS.

School exercise. Lesson, Heb. ; teacher, *. C. Kimball.
Opening sérmon, Tuesday evening, by J: M.
Durgin.
Each brother.will be prépared to present
a plan of a sermon and to preach it called upon.
.
, 8, C. KIMBALL, Co

[]

M.

Fellowsbip

AGENTS’

USE

the Judgment.—J, M. Durgin.
16. How to Supply
our Destitute Churches, ~J.'D. Waldron.
17.
Moral State of Infante at Birth-G, M. Park.
18. Exe.

sar

ot

imate.

11. Importance of a Themein Prayer Meeting,
—S,
N. Brooks. 12. Sanctification, ~K. W. Ricker. 13.
Exegesis Rom. 9:18,—S. C. Kimball: 14. Tent Making,—J. B. Higgins.
15. State of the Dead prior to

in this
& Co.,

Conference

Wiliams church, Oct. Tth, at 10 o’clock, A.

inisterial

Address, with samp.
1y%0
K.C.
BAEBY,

2137

t free! Ani
S0.objoots -

nT

Price by mail 25 cts, 5 boxes for $1.00.

sey,
8. ethods of the Fathers,—D. L. Edgerly.
9. Aggelic Agency in Redemption,—J. L. Sinclair,

General Conference.
General

J.

! LA

St. Louis, Mo.

. 31; teacher, J.

Ministry

TOLL-GATE

Agents wanted eve

Smith. 4, Geology as related to Revelation,
—H.
8, Kimball. 5. Importance of Morality in the
Church,~F. H. Lyford. 6. Spirituality in Religious
Worship,—B: G. Blaisdell. 7. Regeneration an Esthe

Sold by all druggists. *

$72.00

MM Dingin.
2, Exegesis
1st Jno. 3:9,—M. A.
Quimby. 3.
Church Labor
with
Delinquents,—A. D.

for

house.

—prove-it or forfeit
New articles
Jet patented
Samples sent free to all. Address
. H. CHIDESTER, 267 Broadway, New York,
!

hold its next session with the 2d Belmont church,
Oct. 29, 21, commencing Tuesday, at_10, A. M: Ex.

sentinl Qamiioation

the

become an obstinate, incurable

| $576

Clerk.

Ministers are of course expect-.
G. W. MAyHaw, Clerk.

ercises: 1. Butler's Theology,

in

disease to-morrow.

find!

08wEGO Q.'M.
will hold its next session with
the Windham Center church, Oct. 23—2i. A full
friends are invited.

a bottle

i

|.
delegation

; .

Inflammatory Complaints, where
cathartic is required. So says the
the Physician; so says the great
of the nineteenth céntury. Heed

order of to-day may

The

:

H. HIGBEE,

.

Before life is imperiled, deal judiciously with the
‘symptoms. Remember that the slight isiternal dis-

This certifies that S. H. Stevens, having in his
possession, letters of commendation as a Christian

By order of the %

and all
cooling
so says
Public

ye then, and be not without

Some of

the missienaries, soon to sail for India, will be present.
, 0. LIBBY,

Heard and Seen.”

Twenty-Second

of Campton.

In Date, N. Y.by Rev. I. B. Starr. Mr. F. J. Green

See,

publication, or at 25 cents if the postage is not paid.

works entitled, “The True Christian Religion
;” and
s «Heaven and its Wonders 2 and “Hell From Things

The

Bixand
Colleoler-

furnished to all who desire it for the session, at 35
cents a subscriber, the postage paid at the office of

Asitecaanot

Notices and. Appointments.

19, by Rev. N. W.
Iowa, Au,
H. True, of Prairie {4
nm.
graduate of Wilton
Bixby, a
officiating
the
of
ter
oe)
and

both of Attica. In Pavilion,
and Miss Ni ettie Locke,
Sept. 1, Mr. J. Albert Tillon and Miss Emma C.

Sandwich Center, Sept. 15, 1874.

Shoes ?

advertisement
Bb. Lippincott

and

R. I,, Thursday, Oct. 8, at 4 o’clock, ¥. M.

sold

the

r

Sept. 2, Mr. Solomon Knapp, of Buffalo
and Mrs. Anna DeBarr, daughter of Dea.

W. Weston,

The annnal meeting of the Freewill Baptist Home
Mis«ion Society for the choice of officers, and the
transaction of other appripriste business, will, be
held inthe Rover W illiaius church, Providence,

[3
ou

in

not sail

leave

Wheerie S.

‘Mr. J. Wesley Doe, of Boston, and Miss Clara K.

They will sail in the steamer Uto-

Sept. 17, 1874
2tJ8

the extensive Philadelphia Booksellers, announce
that they have been authorized to send to any clergyman who may wish to receive them, free of cost,
except for postage, copies of Swedenborg, two large

Next sesgion with the Biughan Falls church,

80 now

MARRIED
In East Concord, Vt., Sept, 13, by Rev.
ler. Oscar R. Wallace, of Concord, an
Butterfield of Lyndonville...
ass., 10th inst., by Rev.
In Medford

pia from Pier 20 and 21, N. R., New York at noon.

ticle.

the presence of Bro's Calley and Mudgetty from
the Ban wich Q. M., which added much to the
i
t.
;
Ea

Brussels

be cut in thin, poor leather it indicutes a good

was ‘transacted pleasantly, and meet-

1

lveow

Costellow, of
In Lynn, Mass., Sept. 12, by
Rev.L. A. Lang, Mr.
Miss Emma E. Clough,
Augustus H. Sutherland an

33d street, will be on Friday evening, Ot. 16.

at $1.50.

ace, leaving a dark hae

WLEBORO Q. M.—Held its last-session with
the ‘Moultonboro’ and Tuftonboro’ chiirch. The

Nov, 68.5

Satarday,

can

Medicine.—5AN-

Family

Oldest

Union,

of a change

missionaries

These aré the | ed.

channel, which never turns up, is cut from
A

contents being of an appropriate, character. The
missionary
correspondence is. an
interesting
feature of the number, which with one or two

business

School

Sene, the

vertised.

Sewed shoes have the seam that unites the sole
aud upper sunk into the channel cut in the sole.
Americans cut this channal from the edge of the sole
and the thin lip turns up in wearing.
The English

“ Bates Theological School,” last laps

an early

the

in #Provi-

Sept. 11, 1874.

In coosequence

opportunity rarely offered at such low prices.
NEW ENGLAND CARPERT COMPANY,
Removed to 85 Hanover street, Boston.
Opposite. American House.

years.

EXPLANATION.

held in

Postponemeriit.

The above special lines of carperts our customers
will iad to be very much under value, presenting an

extended notice
B. F. ZrLL, Seek

REV. GEO. WHEELER closes his labors with the
people of East Concord, Vt., on Sunday, the
80th inst., where ‘he has preached for the past
two

Sabbath

Dover,

tion.

in carrying on

be

with justice be asked, what do you want
done, and how shall the demands of the
In the first place, if any

_'

ters value.
Also, 400 rolls Oil Cloth, frqm 30 cents up to the
finest enameled finish for less than cost of produc-

toward an endowment fund of twenty thousand
Association

be

church,

The annual meeting of the Freewill Baptist Sabbath School Union will be held at Providence,
KR. I, at the Roger Williams church, on Wednesday, Oct. 7. at 7 o'clock, P. M.
I. D. STEWART, Sec.

Also, 150 rolls five-frame Edglish Brussels at $1.50",
$2.25 beng the former price.
Also, 250 rolls good Ingrains, at45 cents,
Also, and invoice of Stair Carperts, at three-quar-

Nine hundred and fifty dollars. were pledged
to aid the

will

Williams

Oct. 8, at 9 o’clock, A.M.
J. A. LOWELL, Cor. Sec.
Danville, N. H,, Sept. 10, 1874.
2t37

market.

The session—of the Ohio FREE COMMUNION.
BAPTIST ASSOCIATION just closed at Albany,
Athens Co., Ohio, was a grand success. ' The
preaching was able, the other exercises intefesting. The business was transacted in harmony.

dollars

afl] sell for 70 cents.

of the Roger

dence, R, I., on Thursday,

cheapest carperts that have ever been offered in this

-

of worship
were very Jntoresting and we
After saying this muck, it may | delegates to the N. E. Association, aud the ings
trust truly profitable. We were favored with
addby
filled
was
body
that

Foreign Mission just now,be et ?

vestry

and

FORD’S LIVER INVIGORATOR.—A purely Vegetable,
Cathartic and Tonic—For Dyspepsia, Constipation,
Debility, Sick-headache, Bilious Attacks, and all
derangements of Liver, Stomach-and Bowels. BAsk
your Druggist for it. BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

The annual meeting of the Free Baptist Woman’s
Mission Society, for the choice of officers and the

of a late Philadelphia manutacturer, comprising 250
rolls all-wool Si erfines, modern styles, dollar qual-

.
Clerk.

309 Broadway, New York.

WANTED.

‘AGENTS

lyeow2l
Best

transaction of other business,

MR MOTH PATCHES, ERECLRS

Q.

"Address The McKee Manufacturing Co.,

Notice.

A man has no right to permit either himself or his,
friends to suffer the torture of the wretched Metal
Trusses. The new Elastic Truss cures Hernia in a
few weeks. It is worn night and day with comfort.
It retains the rupture absolutely secure’at all times
withont any exception. Sold cheap and very durable. It is sent by mail everywhere by the Elastic
Truss Co.,’No, 683 Broadway, N. Y. City, wha send
circulars free on application,

moval of the ¥. B. Printing Establishment:
and

with a Bad Breath.

Special Notices. *

toilet is now complete without it. A Machine with
illustrated circular and full instructions sent on re‘ceipt of $2, or finished in silver plate for $2.75.

Star of Sept. 9, and the half fare from New York,
there spoken of are the best offers we can get for
“the West. Nothing new for New England can now
be stated.
I. D. STEWART.

It annoys your friends as well as yourself. You
would like to get rid ot it, but scarcely know what
means to adopt: We will tell you. Use the fragrant
Sozodont, it will cleanse and beautify your teeth,
and leave your breath pure.

present enjoyed a precious season, and a
harmonious and profitable session.
The following resolutions were- passed
without a dissenting voice :

of West

this $1000 beProvidence, on

You are troubled

,

“There is no hope that enough will agree to go
over the Grand
Trunk line from Detroit, to secure
half fare. The Excursion Tickets noticed inthe

8 comprising this Y. M. to take steps to
reads 10 listen
ew wppents 1 Denall of
the
institution at Harper's Ferry, and to con- secure public collections and contributions
in each of the churches as follows: 1st
's Moth and
TAN, ask your
iat for Pe:
tribute in aid of a school where the poor Sabbath in January of each year for the aid AND
in every case
Freckle birt I
al
ONE a nd
freedmen can go and prepare for teaching, | of Students of Biblical Schools ; 1st Sabbath infallible. Or for his Improved
PIMPLE REM
the reat SKIN MBDICINE for Pimpreaching and other callings in life. When of April for Home Mission; 1st Sabbath of pl, Black Heads or
CLOT,
Qn
t.
FER Rtn. Stl
yg
P
it is understood that -the Storer College, July, for Foreign Mission ; 1st Sabbath of ‘Ni ow
Bork
Ck
ih
Tis
Oct., for church extension, or such object as,
with its three departments,—Preparatory, churches
may determine.
Centaur Liniments
Normal and Classical ,—is the only instituResolved, That asever we believe that
allay pain, subdue swellings, heal
tion of learning . above the primary school the interest of F. Baptists in the West, and
burns, and will cure rheumatism
in all West Virginia, a part of old Virginia, in common, require the building of a first
spavin, and any flesh; bone or
and Maryland, and that all denominations class Institution of learning west of the
muscle
ailment.
The ,K White
Mississippi
River
;and
that
we
still
favor
the
of ‘colored persons are received, and treat- location of our Inst. at Wilton; and hope
Wrapper is for family use; the
ed to similar advantages,
and
that
veally
KENTAYpoE
Yellow Wrapper is for animals.
really | the trustees will institute vigorous measures
4
wé are doing the work that belongs to all | for its endowment.
Price 50 cents; large bottles $1.
>
Resolved, That in the opinion ef this
to do, it is not m¥rvelous that the different
Children Cry for Castoria.—Pleasant to
sects feel interested in aiding this truly no- Meeting, the interest of our people in Iowa take—a perfect substitutefor Castor Oil, but more
require a much larger interest in our Q. M’s
in regulating the stomach and bowels.
ble enterprise.
A. H. MORRELL,
and Y. M. and in our Home Mission and efficacious
1y12
~
BY
Soliciting Agent.
other interests, and that we hereby call a qt
LL
ft
general meeting of our preachers and people
Storer College, Sept. 12, 1874.
Are yoti troubled with garments ripping ? Use the
in connection with the next session of this Eureka Machine twist, and you will have one trouble
Y. M., commencing on Wednesday night less. Try it and you will use mo other.
receding the regular session, for the organ: Penobscot Y. M.
Zation ota Minister's. Meeting, H.M, Board,
There is no disease flesh is air to more troublee. .
:
The Forty-third session of the Penobscot
some to manage than rheumatism. It comes] when
Also notice is given by Hon. C. Dudley you least expect it, and generally remains till it gets
Y. M. met with the F. B. church in Dover
ready
to go away. The most conspicious remedy
Village, Me., Aug. 18—20, 1874, Rev. H.' that the following - resolution will be called tdr
this complaint is Johnson's Anodyne Liniment.
Graves, resident pastor, was chosen Presi- up for action at the next regular session:
Resolved, That the €obstitution and Bydent of the meeting ; Rev. Wni. H. LittleTwo or three doses of Skeridan’s Cavalry Condition
field, Vice President;
and Rev.. N. F. Jaws be so amended as to provide for an Powders will cure a horse of any common cough or
association
of
churches
by
delegates
elected
cold,and the very worst cases may be cured in a few
Weymouth, assistant Clerk. A large amount
from each church instead of delegates by
of business was transacted in harmony, and Q. M., and also so as to locate the Y. M. weeks. We know this from experience.
with despatch. Five sermons were deliver- permanently at some eentral place easy of
Carpets at low prices.—One dollar Superaccess.
ed during the session. The speakers were
MineAt seventy cents per yard.—We have just purRev. O. E. Baker was elected D2l. to chased of the administrator
the product of a factory
Revs. William Kingham,of New Bruns:

the

'The ‘ministers and brethren

more

no religious sect, have been gxcsedingly

top of the mountains: the fruit thereof
shall shake like Lebanon.” In doctrine

glory.”

The Towa Y. M. convened with the
Agency City church, Aug. 29. Rev. E. Dud-

different denominations, or belonging to

aud

upon

now

at 3 o’clock, P. M., at whichla full attendance is
desired, as ther¢ is important business to be
transacted.
Those wishing to come by rail road
can have conveyance from the Hadley depot by
notifying D. Hyde, Counklingville, Saratoga Co.,
New York.
CoM.

lowa Yearly Meeting.

a brother who has

Va. Can we not make up
fore (General Conference at
the 7th of Oct, next ?
It is but just to say that

fashions of thE day, wilt ever aistarb the
students in Woolsey College. May it be
the ‘‘handful of corn in the earth

way, and

of Maine, but is

No noise of the locomotive, nor

temptations of the city, vor

the same

who
upon
$100

recently given £100 to Bates College, heads
this list with $100.
.
The six who have met the first proposition .are all Maing men.
The one who
leads in the new proposition was a native

follow-

Peterson

:

We hope this call will be kindly receiv-

Tow

the

469,

ITY

3

the stom-

will de-

\

prepara-

“tons, | (CURIS

6 ober ofKWRNER FevE CNS 3 Dex. oaseithy |
2

24.66.
f

y

0.

J

at

‘
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Poetry.
Tried

Gold.

——

God will send the flax;
So makes the bee, {rom summer flowers,

Honeycomb and Wax.

Work the six days, pray all seven,
Trust the rest to the grace of heaven,
Cast thy bread upon the waters,

:

“

a

Taketh deqper root;
Winds that shake it can not break it,
It will bear good fruit.
+ Work the six days, pray all seven,
“ Leave the rest to the grace of heaven.

Work the six days, pray all seven,
Trust the rest to the grace of heaven.
N

.
He doeth well who doeth his best.

He doeth well who strives;
Noblest efforts may sometimes fail,—,
Never noble lives.
Work the six days, pray all seven,
Trust the rest to the grace of heaven.

Chris. at Work.

The King’s Picture.
—l
@ On

There is in every human being, however

ignoble,

gome hint of perfection; some one place, where, (as
fancy), the vail is thin which hides the diwe may

behind it.—Confucian Classics.

The king from his council chamber
Came weary and sore of heart;
He called for Iliff the painter,
And spake to him thus apart:
“J am sickened of faces ignoble,
Hypocrites, cowards and knaves!
I shall shrink to their shrunken measure,

So the artist painted the picture,
And it hung iw the palace hall;
Never a thing so goodly
:
Had garnished the stately wall.
The King with head uncovered
Gazed on it with rapt delight,
Till it suddenly bore strange meaning

And baffled his questioning sight.

For the form washis supplest courtier’s,
Perfect in every limb;
But the bearing was that of the henchmen,
‘Who filled the flagons for him.
The brow was a priest’s who pondered

His parchments early and late.
Who sang at the palace gate.
The lips, half sad and half mirthful,
With a flitting, tremulous grace,
Were-the very lips of a woman

Uncle Billy in the blue cloth coat, with brass

He had kissed in the market place;
g

Was the smile of the wife who loved him,

As she spoke,

from

his

fresh wound
affec-- was like openia ng
tion and awe with which we children re- were sgmmoned to the death-bed
so
‘garded him. He was givento my mother and faithful servant, who was
to
mistress
loved
his
follow
to
ed
carthe
drove
and
married,
when she was
land.

riage in which the bridal party performed.
the five days' journey which the hundred

shall carry republican principles to hig na-

The

whole

my heart is at rest

of

power among the nations!

Coming from * Ole Virginny,” as Uncle
Billy always proudly stated, he and the rest

of my mother’s servants looked down upon
the inhabitants of their new home in W.

Virginia, because, 1 suppose, there’ were
“but, few slayes in that part of the country,

and though the place was a thriving village
_ ia the midst of a fertile valley, perhaps the
air of prodigal hospitality and lavish ex-

it

he

when we

of the old
soon callthe spirit-

'bout

dat.”

‘‘What

baby

to die

much

hurt.

looked

had

the

old

man

with

sisters;

but

py.

log house in lowa, when the:

missing

was

par-

we lived

and

«Mutter!

Mutter!”

the likemess ‘shonld be striking

nizes you.’

night,

the

watehmaker’s,

before

wasquite

we

Route

ee

GL

“dpst

.

“

behind

steep, a

our | father hastily ordered writing materials to|
J be brought

for He-waw “shat

lite was

fast |

ome twenty feet | eobing<and, making|out the necessary paaf the earliest and | Pers a8 quickly'ss he could, handed ‘them |
I. "Ong

ed affection.

baby

Island

and unmis-

vexed, and
my going be-

long

hand, *I}|

tial toa proper

like me.

“But thén, of course, we cin

The grateful

dealer, eonvinec-

painting had been well rubbed with a bit of

ay

who told the painter he would not pay him
one penny if he left out the big pimple on

ed better awareof his own. ill looks than

it

“sen

‘the

Bui she did not believe it. . She trotted on
ji

fasted ‘early,
went into
th

most persons.are of theirs.

{1ol s; *

eae

‘His Inoking-gla
kin

get

T

great and

Jeft there the night before.”

more war-

wus is one alike

no-

ticeable for beauty and convenience.

Tne NEw SoxG. Consisting of very choice
Notes of Bedouin, embracing new original
and also selected

erand

Songs, appropriate

Revival

Meetings.

ranged,

by

Philips.

1874, 12mo.

Published

by

Rev.

Classified

Aaron Coons.

the author,

-

and

ar-

York:

and by Nelson

&

pp. 256.

It would be quite too much
marked by great

and

New

to expect

the numerous collections of hymns

the class to which this

for Pray-

that all

and music of

book belongs

woufd

fresh excellences.

be

There

is a limit to the power of production a: well as
ena. ch
estion. And so
we have chaff mixed of dog
FOOT Suse |
and poetie products, doggerel in the place of poetry, and vocal trash under tbe name of melo.
dies, along with airs that rise like the lark to-

ward heaven.

This book is an example.

1% rep-

resents a fair average of such compilations.
It
has some choice compositions; it has more that
are fairly good; and, besides these, one finds

some frothy ditties and characteriess things called

tunes that

embody

religious

sentimentalism

“ ¢ Look here, ** Harry," said one of them and tend to nurture a sickly piety.” Mr, Coons’s
pointing¥o the clock, * Won't papa be sor-- compositions, while often pleasant, have no res
ry? Here's one of the hands broken, how markable merit; they appeal to no high taste,
shall we be able to tell the time now
*¢ ‘Oh,jwe can guess it perfectly well,’ re- and have not much to offerto a broad and solid
plied Harry. ‘It is only the minute hand that religious experience, But the work, while not

has gone, and you know that it is not half

so important as the other. If that hadbeen
broker, we should have beenat a loss; but
now we can teil the time by the hour-hand.’
> ¢*Poor minute-hand! He lay helpless and
heard this, and all his boasted speed: had
gone in a moment, and his companion
whom he bad despised was deemed more
wor thy and useful than himsel.”

really better or worse than manv of its contemporaries and rivals, is well meuqgt, and will doubtless render u service of more or less real valve,

NOT IN THEIR SET; or, In Different Circles
of Society. Frem the German of Marie Leupp. 375. Sold fy E. J. Lane & Co.

By

William

M.

Willett,

12mo.

pp.

»

42.

§

aathor

Sold

E

or a
She isnot a great artist,
or original litferateur. She

bas carefully studied character and lifein German society, she is a keen and sympathetic ob-

server, she is especially at home among the fash-,
of gous and cultivated circles, and she analyzes,

Christian ‘Allegories,” Professor of Hebrew
and Bibliesl Literature, etc. Boston: B.' B.
= Russell. ' Phila,:
Quakey, City Publishing
House. 1874.
seription.

in the literary cir-

considerable attention

cles of Germany.
remarkably fresh

Literary Review.

of a lady novelist who is win-

This is the work

ning

MEessiaW.

MS., translator of * By his own.
Boston: Lee & Shepard.
1874 12mo.

by
zen,
Might.”

by

sub-

Mr. Willett’s aim is a worthy one, and his
heart seems to be thor
v_in his work.’ He

aints, interprets and moralizes in a way

cred-

Sbe gives us here

table,to her head and heart.

an entertaining volame which may be read in
leisure hours without any great mental strain or

mora) peril,

—

——e

eye of the reader,to

make

his

presence

appear

more real, and add tosthe moral power which he?
exerts over human hearts. It is really another
“ Life of Christ,”—as though nohe of the eminent men who bave undertaken to set him, forth
had done

the subject proper and

He has no

He finds small use for

accurate learning, or eareful exegesis, or rigid
analysis, or delicate limning, or philosophic
statement or logicdl accuracy. He tells almost
nothing that is new or fresh; “he puts nothing into unusual relations; he draws no unexpected

lessons from the familiar facts,
pend chiefly on his peculiar

of Horne’s

reprint

** Incidents

Pedder,

of My Life,” a

jue-

Alleged disérepancies in the several gos-

pels are of little aecount.

Address, a volume

Inaugural

by Charles Bradlaugh, a volameby

book by Holyoake, Watts's *¢ Christian Evidences
This new House is certainly
Criticised,” &.
a firm, devout,’ ‘exhibiting decided enterprise; and, while the
attainable

tice. The author is manifestly
reverent and enthusiastic believer.

shim.

of both science and religion, publish, this fall,

Tyndall's famous

He seems to de-

rhetoric, t

ugh

he

works it issues often

advocate

views that seem

to us far enough from being sound and warrants
able, yet no intelligent Christian thinker can

afford to ignore the utterances of such writers as
they are bringing oto notice.

Som

“an

OLD & NEW leads the van of thé monthlies,
80 for.as the time of its issue is concerned. Tue
No. for Oct. is already at hand. It keeps up is
in thought, for

reputation for frestiness

variety

for efféctiveness in dealing with topcalls imagination and fancy into free and fre- in contents,
as well as of abiding interest, for
current
of
queénts play, He is so fervid and earnest, hig fos

for
own nature seems so intense, he sweeps on with racy and suggestive notes on passing events,
management, us
such a rushing movement, that a susceptible, genuine tact in the editorial
passive and confiding reader may perhaps be well as for supplying now and then papers of £ucarried almost without resistance along the line. perior ability and merit, of Which the series fur-

nished by Mr. Martineau are most. noticeable ex-

of his thought, filled to overflowing with his enthusigsm, and exalted éven to admiration and
rapture by the rush and roar of his verbal tor-

tion, but ever maintains

rent.

its own,

He may really

of ‘such a fBader, and
means to.

i

and readily. win the mind

do his heart

good, as he

y

But we are forced to-add that the work has

amples.

of any other publica-

It isnot a copy

a distinct ‘character of

Of Mr. Hale’s ability and adaptation to

manage such a periodical there is roonffor only
only one opinion, and all parties will join in voting him thoroughly successful in fact,—The last

The statements are often extrava- issue is a good one. The paper on the Relations
gant. The style is artificial, stilted, turgid, of the National and State Governments to Adsophomoric, gushing. ‘It has always a sort of vanced Education is one richly deserving atten-

little value.

tion. One seems to see the traces of the editor’s
handiwork in this discussion, ard the views set

forth, even if they do not always command an as?

gent, are evidently the result of careful thought.
Most of the other papers are lighter in their,

spetitic gravity,and supply agreeable reading fo:

‘warm’ weather and’ honfeward-boand tourists/
we have The
"Besides installments of two serials)

Mingo, Chief;
Logan the d
Lost Palace ; Unse; athe
the Sandin
g
makin
Kings
Mood;
it. [/
|! A February
aca! ‘much of that quality to those whowead
igimang jbasides
Ard;yet it has its’ sphere and office.
It will Wich Islands oie

great

Gass mip

and Saxen hair, and she added, | one. by one they would
g Tifl - was a | to Uncle Billy, who presser) them60 bis Jips | ue hood
0

is generally

understanding of the

which both books are offered

soasto get off to school.
m to fetch some books

ox: | you”; and tis book ‘is Hardly ‘adapted to offer

“Guess papa’s runned away1”
They ‘would cote ul hours fo take 4 peep |
ing har slo
to. read, doatitters aid some naturesstimulating
the | in it. W hile the Doctor pre ended
Then an idea slowly pricked through
their slugeagerly exainire to their dull conceptjons,

where Uncle | and bis heart, then fixing bis eyes With 8 | win 4 Toud wail

what

rantable and just. More space might have been
more properly given to the significant though
episodical part borne by the children in the erusading movement, which is here disposed of in a
few brief paragraphs.
But the volume is an entértaining and valuable one, and the style in

Accordingly, when the picture L doubts. - Questions of criticism do not trouble

ed of the accuracy of the likeness, instantly paid down the sum demauded by the artist, quite ‘unconscious of the fact that the

high tiie to be taken up aain.

another block or two, and i

of

ed by drawing freely on the several larger and
more general histories for material, and the author has succeeded well in giving unity and ho‘mogeneity to ‘his narrative.
He seems to have
carried no pre-formed theories to his work to
which he was bent on making the facts conform
instead, he faithfully reports whatever is essen-

Look at yourself in a glass, then turn fever heat. Its vehemence and ‘ intensity are
. Like al negroes,
Uncle
Billy
despised
But
“Mutter”
never
oncé
turned
her
head.
your
back, and yon can npt recall the feat- chiefly of the nerves and blood. There is no
trash,”
white
poor
what they termed *
to speak to her baby, It was quite remark- ure you saw a moment ago. What .a.sur~ | gedfspoise, no repose, no meditativeness, no calm
t
unable
namely, such persons as were
now I can do no
able that of all the women she met, every priseit taustbe to people unacquainted with idepth of convietion, no settled ' restfulness of
own or hire servants and: were forced to 60 be free all my life, and
soul.’ The
seems to have caught from hig
gle nigger is eu- ‘one shonld prove to be somebody else, and looking-glasses; to’ Sespesiedly; ous, | communion author
yith the Master little of that special
wotk with their bands. lo my childbood, more work, an’ your poor
noto
use
no
never
“mutter”
at
all!
©
tb,
ald’
,abd
doross one. In one of his'éarlié Ric ng blessing promised to the disciples in the fords:
;
a brick house on the banks
of a terin’on eternity
¢GGuess mam’'ma’'s runned away 1".
Livingstone visited a tribe called the , MLOKO- N “ Peace I enya with yous my pence T give unto
which flowed «in: and through body. Please, masfer, Set me free!” My

of

period

begins by setting forth the state of Christendom
in the 15th century, showing the need of radical
changes and the causes ‘leading thereto; then he

who belonged. to the family, and had break-

was finished, it was brought into the deal-

‘her blue hood,

thinking

and the

known as the Great Protestant Reformation is
fittingly selected forits interest and significance.
THe author lias thoroughly
ped and clearly
presented his sabject; He treats it natarally,
forcibly, intelligently, skillfully, successfully, He

out for himself others that may seem

takable.
The painter promised that it
should be so, ‘Indeed,’ he added, ‘I will

But she had

she said,

History;

not expect a spiritless, mean little race like

and after waiting a while for ‘‘Bow-wow” the side of his face, or softened’ down his
to come up ‘again, she trotted off, still harsh features.., He was determined that
clutching in her fat hands the, biscuit and men should see him as tie was. He seem-

‘blessed mistress, what's gone to glory; an’
I loyes ebry one of dese chillun—I ain’t got
pothin’ else to love==but [ is been wantin

all

!

conduct.
ume of a series which is to deal with the Epochs of

hand

the child#®
bacon.”
As yet the wanderer had not known that
The rogue must have made a flattering
she was left alone, and only grieved be- picture, or the owner would have examincause the dog's tail had gone out; of sight ed it more closely. Few are like Cromwell,

EL

*

od
The first of the books is the initial vol- \

strange movement, leaving the reader free, either to accept the conclusions drawn, or to draw

the bargain dwelt stronglyon his wish that

is in America as well as Germany,”said Mr.
Linck: ‘‘he hears us; he will watch over

cheese.

The historian

Paris” with the | attempts to tell the story of ‘Christ's advent and
"A. K. Butts & Co.,’ New York, who hive later
iutention of having his portrait painted. ministry ‘among men in the flesh so as to give ly issued several significant books in the interest
He applied to an artist, and in concluding the great Pérsonage clearer proportions in the of what is known as “free thought” in the sphere

was full of danger.
«“ O God, my baby!” said the. mother
wringing ber hands. ‘The Heaven-Father

faltering

at

“+ Well,” rejoined the

er’s lodging, placed on the floor, and the
river, that distressed family of seven, while | dog was called in. He ingtantly ran up to
their heart's darling was straying back to the portrait and began to lick ‘it, wagging
New York in the coming darkness which his tail and showing every sign Qf delight®

a quiet Duteh brain under

-

wouldnt be you for a great deal. Such a
life of sleepy drudgery would kill a long

possible fou her to fall again into such ten-

Was all the world

into a hole in the pavement.

¥

their consequences, in their offices as ‘tomponent
parts of the life of a period or a nation, or as ¢le-

Mr. Short,’ said the long

tegulator,” which’ prevepied
yond this slow walk.’

a

Randall's

* Mythology

ments entering vitally intp human character and

going around

came here) the man

it will hardly be

der care as she found at

By George W. Cox. M. A.,

of * History of Greece,”

illustrated in these two volumes.

did something which he called *‘altering the

wonderful
!
«To think,” said she, “that strange peo-

should get lost in Towa

by

hand to his companion, * I never saw such tracesthe working of these fresh forces in the
a slow-cosch as you are! Here I “have been several countries over which the movement exround my course twelve times since. six tended ; and, finally, he sets forth the various reo'clock last evening, while you have only sults, immediate and gradual, grateful and une =="
welcome. It isa very admirable development
managed to creep over the distance once.’
of a great subject, and adds something real to
‘¢ «I suppose I am rather slow in my the
abundant literatare which this great movemovements,’ replied the short hand, quiet- ment has called forth.
4d
ly; “but I do my best, and so I try to be
Mr. Cox has told the story of the erasades in
satisfied. Of course itgvould be pleasant a plain, pleasant, appreciative, and, so far as the
to be able to run “around as you do; but geveral reader is concerned, in an adequate and
once when I tried to hasten ‘a little (when satisfactory way, The volume has been .prepar-

I hope | Gretchen has not strayed away
since ; for this is a true story, and if she

but

Arm-

Sold

is now no mere chronicler of isolated or consecutive events, but he shows them to us in their re*
lations, in their significance,in their causes,in

themselves, and the following con-

‘ + Dear me,

Scribner,

Publishers,&c. 1874, 16mo. pp. 238,

iy

quietly

York:

16mo. pp. 242.

The new methods of writing history are wel-

versation took place between them :

came back to them sate and sound, without
even the loss of one of the ‘balls on her Llue |

#

.

.

been

CnuSADES.

author

in the shutter, and fell full upon the face of
the clock ; whereupon the two hands, which

roused

New

& Co. 1874,
Lane & Co.

‘ofthe Aryan Nations,” ete, Wilh a map. Same

‘* A ray of sunlight came through a chink

There was great rejoicing in the Linek's

hoat, whose irop machinery grinds away,
never pausing a moment for a lost child !
They myst keep on across, the: Hudson

“Why, Billy,” he said, “have you been illtreated ? have I ever been harsh? hus any
one beea unkind to you?” *‘No, dear master, no,” said

and

THE

they had not forgoften her. One fine morn- yours to feel as our family does. You are
ing
a man called at the house, and after all under-sized in body.’
“+Inever pretended to be clever,’ antalking awhile to Charity, said in rather
poor German: ‘‘Little Gretchen Linck come swered thé short hand, meekly; ‘and I
siton my knee. Do you remember papa don’t suppose I shall ever be a fine genand mamma, and Barbara and Wille! m?" J tleman like you; but if you wil excuse
“Yah! yah!” cried the baby, delighted to me for saying’ so, I should be much. oblig|
ed to you if you would stop talking in this
hear her own language once more.
‘And Pow-lee-ny, and Johnnes, an d the strain; for however small I may seem to
you, I do not wish to quarrel witha lot
‘dog that wanted baby’s cheese ?”
which I can not alter.’
.
“Yah! yah I"
* What reply the long hand might have
Then Gretchen called loudly for her hood
and quilted cloak. She must go home at made we can-not tell, for just then the houseonce, ahd thought she would not wait for maid came in and began to dust the room.
~ 4 Prazantlv.the servant came fo dust the
breakfast,
She opeue the ZIass) dua “puscead
“My dear little Dutch dumplin,” said ex- clock.
her duster over the figures and hands. As
good
‘the
her,
hugging
cellent Charity!
Lord knows I am glad you have .a father she did so, there was a faint snap, and the
and a mother, and they have sent. for you; long hand fell to the ground, broken off
.
but it almost breaks my heart to give you from the center.
#¢ At balf-past seven o'clock two boys
up.”

said |

arms;

mother’s

Would nobody hear?.

is

a slave all.my life, and now I want
father

brothers,

numerous maps,

strong
E. J.

** Fick, tick, went the new clock.

to the most disinterested judge posdeaf? Dreadful America, where no one appeal
sible—to
your own bull-dog; we willsshow
Cruel
understands ohe word of German!
him the picture, and see whether he recog-

self and fixing his gaze firmly on wy father’s face,‘ wants to be free ! I have been
My

it seems

“Stop it! ‘Stop the boat ! My baby! My

it?” said papa tenderly. ‘‘You kpow there
is nothing that I woul not do for you.”
“Master,” said the dying man, rousing him-

free!”

her

ents,

And to crown all, the boat was starting !

collected

family , bad

the child was beginning to forget

Reformers—Colet, Erasmus, and More.” With

ts

MR. CIVIL'S STORY OF THE TIME-PIECE.

soothingly

told her she was ‘‘sure of a bed and a sup.”
She didnot understand his words, but
she understood the pillows and the good

the waves; fof there -were cars and carts,
and hand-organs, and ‘coaches, already rolling in between her and the baby.

“I loves you; you is been de kindpense to'which they had been accustomed tomes.master in de world; an’ I loves my
est
surroundings.

wo

lingo;

useript contain?

it seemed liked screaming at the winds and | —t-A-cattlesdealer
went to

around the gld man, and his eyes wandered
the dusky faces of his fellow-servants
from
the]
of
over
miles’
who
What wonderful changes and rested lovingly on the children
time required.
seemand
knees,
his
around
up
grown
had
have come since that day. The children of
dearer than all of earth to him. He was far
that fair bride rusk over the road with the ed
of his youth—none of his
iron horse, whife the descendants of that from the scenes
wepg near—and he twrnfriends
or
kindred
humble, faithful slave are freemen and citifather, who stood beside
my
to
piteously
ed
genernext
the
zens. What is in store for
‘ation? Perhaps they shall goyern the cur- him : “What is it, Billy ?” said my father.
rents of the air and ride upon| the wings of “Is theré anything I can do for you?” ‘Yes,
of that day, master,” said the old man feebly. “lis got
the wind. Perhaps the Af
can’t die till
has been enslaved, one wish, and it ’pedrs like
forgetting that his race

fe

;

slipped completely out of her arms, and
was pursuing the “Bow-wow.” The dog
Juvenile Bric-a-Brac.
had perhaps taken the full odor of the cheese
into his respectable nose by this time, for
Come, young people, it is time for our
he was running away from the wharf as fast weekly talk; Here stands Mr, Short with
f
as he could go.
a speech all ready. Make haste. Gatlier
“0 Gretchen, come back here! Come
back !. Barbara, stop her! Pauline, call to you to say?
your father I" cried the frantic mother. Hut
MR. SHORT'S STORY.

roads

Jacking in their ew

as she

runned away, mam-"

where

pl

THE ERA OF THE PROTESTANT
0
N,
By Frederic S8eebohm, author orn The Oxford

their heads were made of ordinary flesh and
bone, or of india-rubber,
But I have never
heard that their. experiments led them to
the candid conclusion.of the savage. Has
not Mr. Civil a paper in bis band? Yes, I
thought so. Well, sir, wha t does your man-

|:reckon you're tongue-tied,” said Mr. Policeman, not stopping to see whether she was
Irish or German, but marching her off to
the Howard Mission,

shapes, and

their fiices until it seemed doubtful whether

among the “Commissioners of Charity."—
what Gretchen was trying to do,till she had Congregationlist.
:

to us

had befallen us bung over the house, and

short, active figure, and the mingled

was

heartily

face into yarious

live cértain small people who have been
known to stand before a glass and twist

Y

* “Can't understand a word of that

calling out, “Pauline, stép this way, child,
into the boat.” She had no time to thigk

us all; the shadow of the great sorrow that

a character in

tive land and behold her rise to a place

“Bow-wow

BL

august scene,”—thouzh a more modest anticipatfon might bave.been wiser, we think the book
will serve a useful purpose.
oe

We might name a civilized land’in which

hood ; and Mrs. Linck, declared God was

ine’s escape from the wheels of a dray,

one-40

The winter he died was a gloomy

r————

her

Si
aaaaadaaetS

ugly, and how very ugly I'am.”

ye be after

Gretchen want to go to bed.”

poor Mrs. Tinck was just. watching Paul

:

not long for this world.”

of a Slave..

the muddy

told him,

and

Bow-wow,”

pretty

gling down

* was

man

and to each other that the old

I remember

What'll
;

and down, and she sobbed

Give.”

her month.

He seemed to have lost all his spirit, and
the other servants, whom he had always

“kept in awe of him, began lo whisper

see

Far

heard him “say at last, ** People say I am

baby, her broken German broken fill more | ple should he s¢ motherly-Kind to my poor
by the great piece of bread she had put in | baby I”
.
she was wrig-

to her long hoine, in the prime of youth
Uncle Billy who was
and womanhood.
separated from all Lis early friends and his
own people, loved her as his own child, and
seemed to pine away after she was gone.

O

well

:

1 wonder he did not smell the cheese and | very good, and America
immediately run away.
country.
3
«Mamma,

iy

EE

screwed his

The bls on Gietchen’s hood bobbed up

had been for soma time watching Gretchen,
leaped upon her mother’s dress, and begged

young mother, the central figure of all
pictures of pleasure to us, was: borne away

Some hint of the highest dwells;
«How, scanning each living temple
For the place where the vil is thin,
We may gather by beautiful glimpses,
The form of thie god within.”
.

~ How

now ?

ever, and then a homeless little dog, who

witch a cloud of darkness seemed to fall
like a pall when the hour came in which our

suid the artist,

& This truth that the picture tells,
How in every form of the human

family.

for babies to be out.

shape of an orange. They reached the
ferry{ where the crowd seemed-greater than

which memory brings before me, and over

Queen Ethelyn, good and true.

always

did he always care for little Gretchen
It was late in the evening before any one
spoke to her, and then, just as she was]
dropping into a cellar on Delany street, a
policeman caught herjn his arms.
“Bless us!” This is a foine-time 0’ night

out doors, ma runned away<—All the ‘folks gone off.

ball, and munched a biscuit of the size

buttons, which Le always wore when driving the carriage, or on Sundays, is always
one of the prominent figures in the scenes

transfigured,

is

at himself when he thought the Doctor was
asleep. Livingstone watched’ him as he

‘

Shey and her father and mother, and five bed; when she was tucked away to sleep by

in short barks; “Give!

”

A

ena

saying: ‘ What a big mouth I have.” «1 ‘intent, and so, though the author's confidence
have no chin at all,” ** My ears are big as may be 100 strong when he says,~“ We are free
that we expect this work to be received;
pumpkin-leaves.”
‘See how my head towe say
grow bold in such a cause as this; .'. aposshoots up in the middle.”
tles and prophets have grown bold under a simi.
The men were as curious as the women. lar inspiration; . . . let the curtain rise on the

Was the ‘‘Heaven-Father” wafching her?
Was he in America as well as Germany,and

while the green and white waves beat
against the ship, and the ship rocked to and
fro in the ocean. ‘‘Me say me want to go
ou’ doors.”
;

Those by.
weary illness that followed.
gone years seem like a dream now, and

was

her apron,

cheese, she trotted on and on.

“Mamma, me want to go ou’ doors,”
p leaded little Gretchen, ,in “baby German,

nursed him faithfully through the long and-

»

te

NL

ened anything but a cannon-byll or a Dutch | A man once came to have a good long look

Little Gretchen.

in’; but when I done clean up de kitchen I
stuck de eend on and tied it with a rag, but
it do hurt drefful bad.”
Uncle Billy narand my mother
rowly escaped lockjaw,

The eye was a wandering minstrels

Uncle Billy

in

Raining tears enough upon it to have soft-

viands spread so lavishly before them, aod | had never soon so many men, and so many
congratulated their hostess oa having such horses and warts preszed close together bea cook. ‘But late that night we were all fore.
és
surprised by Uncle. Billy's appearing, with
Baby did not mind jt. Perched high
an unusually submissive air, at thé nursery above her sisters, she looked down as hapdoor, and my mother, who was deeply at- py as a kitten from a chamber window,suptached tothe old man, hastily bade him posing that all yhis parade was on her accome in and tell his troubles.
+1 didn’t count, and the‘wholg world had met togeththink I'd say nothing “bout it,” said Uncle er in one grand crash to see little Gretchen
‘Well, the world might have been
Billy, in his sturdy tones, ¢ but 'pears like Linck.
I is 'bleeged to. You tee, mistus, 1 was in worse business, for Gretchen was a good
mad when I went to de barn for dem chickpicture of round Dutch
babyhood, Her
ens, and the fust,thing I, done was to clap fine flaxen hair strayed out from the blue
dnd the balls “of the hood
the big door to or my hand an’ cut de eend worsted hood,
wh' over hér full-moon
of my little finger clean off. I was so-mad bobbed ap and
"bout gittin® dinner 1 jest picked it up and face, as she scraped with ber milk-teeth a
round cheese, nearly as hard as a cannonput it in my pocket, and did not say mnoth-

hang in my inmost chamber,
thither when I retire,
fill my soul with its grandeur,
warm it with sacred fire.”

Wish

lunch, but caught it again

upon the ta-

placed

-

ANAL PSA

It was a big and awful thought! As it
No| came over her, she dropped her precious

took Grefohen in her arms, and followed
her husband.
She was a strong woman,
mother received the numerous compliments | and could hold a plow or cut a cord of
of her friends, as they discussed the dainty
wood ; but now her nerves shook, for she

comfortable meal was

And the beauty of womanhood.

As a rose with a shimmer of dew,

-

' “Guess everybody's ranned away I

free.— Christian Union.

«But Gretchen can not go

5

.

.

-_—

ble, and I noticed the smile with which my

“Paint me a true man’s pictare,
Gracious and wise and good,
Dowered with the strength of heroes,

Last

it back.

5

brothers and sisters, were going to America ; gentle hands at the Mission. , Next day her
|
but what America might be; was a question mother still kept away, and so did her fathe baby never cated to ask. When they ther ;but somebody took her to Randall's Islshe sat down to one of Uncle Billys finely | got there at last, she found it was a very and, where there is a good home for jnst
strange looking place, neither laud nor such little waifs as Gretchen, and for naughprepared dinners, as the present enjoyment
water, but men and horses, and trunks and ty children too.
grumbling
prospective
his
by
spoiled
| was
“Mutter! Mutter!”
| for many days after. I well remember the carts, and all sorts of things that make a
But the kind nurse named Charity had a
wrath upon his countenance when the un- great noise. Mamma stuffed her fingers in
expected arrival of some friends, and the her eats, and said she should go wild; but { strange face like all the rest, and ‘spoke in
illness of the cook's infant called Uncle the greater the rumbling and screaming, an unknown tongue, Gretchen pined and
would not eat; a dreadful homesickness had
Billy's services into requisition, and I was the better baby liked it.
Papa had all he could do to look after the | seized her, and Charity was obliged to car‘dispatched to the wood-pile to deliver my
mother’s orders for dinner, - which I fancy baggage and find some one to take it to the | ry her all over the house and out of doors in
she did not. care to give herselt; and I can fervy.
her arms, tryingto comfort and amuse her.
“Here, boys,” said he, “keep close to Baby-grief'is not deep, and in a day or two
distinctly recall the indignant manner in
which the old man shook his head, as be me ; and you girls a!l follow your mother.” Gretchen was as happy as ever, playing
They are going from Castle Garden to with other children and rag-babies and kitlaid aside his axe and prepared to goto the
barn for fowls. Nothing more was heard Jersey City Ferry, and intended to take a tens.
from the Kitchen, until a most savory and night train of cars for the West. Mrs. Linck
Two weeks pussed, and I really suppose

© Chief slave in a realm of Slaves! »

the

the paper aloud, and handed

cook, or any unusual occasion, required his
services in that department, and my mother
often said, laughingly, that she did . not
| know whether to be glad or sorry when

Trust the rest to the grace of hegven.

The

AAA

stood at the door, sent him out of the town | See, there is water on all sides of the
and manhged to dispense with his services ship, and no green earth to walk upon.”
until the affair bad blown over.
« Gretchen cried a little, for she thought the
Combining the various duties of wood- whole world had melted .into water, and
cutter, gardener and carriage-driver, Uncle there néler would be any place to play;
Billy was ‘withal a famous cook, though he but her mother gave her a spiced cake, and
she was comforted. - No matter if the world
disliked very much to exercise that .talent,
and his natural testiness always increased to melted into five,Gretchen could bear it very
positive ill-humor when the sickness of the well while she had something nice to eat.

Fraud and lying pay;
every evil doer
=
Comes the evil day.

But the smile that their.eurves

BO

sound was heard in the room but the labor“Thank you,
ed breathing of the old man.
master,” he said at last, gasping out the
words=‘‘thank you, master.” A few more
deep-drawn sighs, a few last struggles, and
the paper fluttered no lofger on his “breast.
The last wish was fulfilled—the slave was

d a message to the farm, and sternly bidding him mount his viding horse, which

Go to the * well of living waters”
Tf thy spirit faints;
Better it is to do with God
Than with all his saints.
Work the six days, pray all seven,

Arto

loving confident gaze on my father's face,
said: “Read it, master,” My father read

e

Never wish for the tarnished wpges,

Then * Learn, O King!”

mis mraniuns

murmur arose in the erowd ** to hang the
nigger,” and ay father, who seoretly admired Uncle Billy's pluck, hastily improvis-

‘Winds may blow, but the tree God {planteth

It shall
That,
It may
And

THE MORNING STAR,
ES,

3

SEPTEMBER.

ed

EE

both had escaped unhurt, and, like the ‘man
and the bearin the old story, each seemed
e outent with his efforts, ‘and "went
slowly
moving offin opposite directions. A loud

:

After many days.
Work the six days, pray all seven,
Trust the rest to_the grace of heaven.

vinity

-

we

we

both of the combatants had been killed ; but

:
Ask not gain or praise,
:
Thou shalt eat it fresh and sweet,

%

—

———

.

Billy had gotten into a fierce quarrel with a
Just
white mechanic who lived near wus,
as my father was summoned to the spot by
the cries of the other servants, the white
man swore he. would ** beat that nigger for
"and Uncle Billy threw himhis impudence,
self like a tiger upon him and sprang with
him in his arms over the parapet on the
A scream rose from every
‘rocks below.
woman present,and every one rushed tothe
brink of the stream, Tearing that one or
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It is true
that transformed into a fertile, arable valley, ir- ings in America, . About'1535, another
Rage
or conical mounds rigated by'a noble river, whose falls will be uit wrote a mivute account of it. This.
have been placed to the credit of the mound- at the mouth of the Detroit,
a
count is true in wearly every detail.
builders which really were the work of the + The Gulf of the. St. Lawrence will be ‘language resembles the Chinese; so an

HA

great architect, Nature ; none the less is it
a fact that the whole face ' of the: western
country is studded . with their tumuli,
They are generally, almost invariably, sit
uated on a plateau overlooking on near by
a watercourse,
and of various forms and
sizes—oval, oblong, pyramidal, cruciform,

jn Scotland.

————

A book has recently

:

:

been

published by

the Rev: Walter Gregor entitled An Echo
of the Olden Time in the North of Scotland,

times

under

similar

arep

tanging

from

several acres.

a few

perches

to

The mound at Grave Creek,

W. Va,, is—I quote from Squier—70 feet
high and 1000 in circumference at the base.
That at Miamisburg, Montgomery county,

correspondto those of the Chinese.

the 8t. Lawrence will gradually sing to its

women are of the

present #ize, and then become somewhat
smaller and enter’ the sea through the delta

cir-

cumstances, could not be omitted with im-

0., is 68 feet high and

8562 in .circumfer-

rock-bound coast,

is

eroding

Its ‘‘passes”

all

each day.
Immortality is a

priests hae

that

will make

‘*The

consequence,

their little delta upon the eroded founda.

tions of the

greater one,

ence of about two thousand feet.
Many of rience.
What ma
these mounds are found in northern IHiLawrehcg id
nois and Wisconsin, and in Winnebago

was, the

ouse proved unhealthy,
and the ministers
very short-lived,” © When removing from
one

domicile

to

another,

it may

be

and perplex

the

house

«

clean before leaving it; for ‘dirt’s luck”
was a proverbial saying. There were two
‘other methods

of robbing

a house

of its

luck. One was to get on the roof and *‘pull
up the crook thiough the Zum, instead of removing it in the usual ‘way by the door;”

the other was
to twist a straw rope from
~ left to right, and: then pull it round the
house contrary to the course of the sun.
Sometimes the outgoer not only carried off
the luck of the house, but he left a curse

on

Kentucky,
its future inmates. If that was suspected, two and three feet further down was un- val mountains of Missouri,
it was thought prudent to fling a cat into earthed a small oblong tablet of Niagara Tennessee, and Arkansas into the deep
the house
before the family crossed the ‘spar, smoothly polished, about one-quarter sea !—Prof. Edward Fontain.
threshold. Where the suspicions were cor- of an inch in thickness, three and one-fourth
rect *‘the cat in fio long time sigkened and inches long, and ‘two inches wide, with
Indian Wrongs.
~
traced ‘and beveled edges.
The inseripdied.”
”~
EO
Among the means employed to light the tions and figures thereon are thus describfarm-kitchen in winter evenings, were ‘‘fir- ed: “At the center of the top is a curibus- | Over one-half of our vast territory once
elonged to the Chippewas. It was an
can’les,” thin bog-fir splinters, closely re- ly wrought face surrounded by what ‘apIts lakes and rivers were
sembling the lychina still used for the pears to be rays of light, bengath, and run- Indian paradise.
same purpose in Russia.
These are fixed ning nearly to the ‘bottom, “is an: upright filled with fish, and each autumn brought
in a sort of candle-stick called the ‘‘peer- bar, supported by a cross-bar; at the. left the wild rice, God’s manna, for the red man.
man” or “peer-page.”
By the light of upper corner is the form .of a coiled ser: The forest and prairie were full of game,
these primitive candles and of the peat fire pent
; ‘beneath this are a triangle, another and’ gaunt famine never came to the huntWe bought it all for a few
the family pursued their various avocations, serpent,a lizard, and what appears to be a er's wigwam.
the children conning their lessons and the burning taper. These figures stand in .a cents an acfe. We made pledges of everygrown-up people performing various tasks. line one above the other. _ In the right- thing a Christian people can do for a heaThen the books .would be laid aside, and hand upper corner is a character resem- then peeple. I will not speak of the way
with story and ballad the long evening bling the letter Z; and beneath this one ré- human cupidity was enriched by the treaty.
wouldbe whiled away.
The stories were bin Si the . letter U;
next a dagger- We did not keep our faith. Our politicians
listened to with breathless interest, for shaped character, under which is a. fish’s | made the ageucies the rewardgf political
+ they generally referred to supernatural 1n- head; next an elongated, circular c¢harac- favorites.
We not only permitted dishonfluences about which little scepticism ex- ter, with a dot in the center, and a contin- esty and fraud—the fire-water flowed like a
ued stroke from the upper left elongation ; stream of death into their country. their
isted.
ie
A
$a
On the birth
of a child the mother nd next under this are four bars crossing each wives and daughters were corrupted, and
child weges
“stained,” a lighted fir-candle other at alternate angles; under this is the the heathen were dragged to a depth of
beingcarried three times around the bed, last figure, that of a well-formed fish, mak- degradation their, fathers
never knew.
anda Bible, together
L a biscuit, or ing fourteen distinct figures in‘all.”™ |
Worse than this, while we permitted ‘every
bread and cheese, belog placed
under the
hese figures, itis stated, may represent evil to destroy them, we left them wholly
pillow, while a kind of benediction was ut- the signs of the zodiac, the sun and the without law, No white man has ever been
tered. Among
some of the fishing popula- earth. Six of them are said to "correspond punished for the robbery,sediction, or murtion Afroamiinors bakes with food in it is very exactly with six of the Lybian charac- der of an Indian. "We have never attemptplaced on the bed to keep off fairies; someters, and
primitive letters of the most ed to give them law to protect the innocent,
* times a
ir of trowsers was hung up at its ancient of
African nitions. .The curious ‘or punish the guilty.. They have killed each
foot with similar inteat. The first time the face, which is the most prominent figure, other on the street of our cities and villages;
mother went to fetch water, she carried it is very nearly a counterpart of the face in no questions were asked.
We have never
in her thimble, or some other tiny vessel, the center of the great stone calendar of the attempted to redress their wrongs.
*‘to prevent

ually running

Lhe child's mouth

saliva.”

trom contin-

Other

also were deemed necessary in the
a new-born babe.

began to **

bo fairy

eh

” fi

Mexicans, which was captured by Cortez
when he invaded Mexico, and was buried
i
y ponld
mek destmg. am

precautions

If it became

case of

by Bi

cross and

In that case it was

if really a changeling,

*‘it

made

new cradle.

its

deprived

of

evil influences by a live fowl being placed
into

it.

A

cradle,

moreover,

‘was

never

sent emply, nor was it allowed to touch the
ground till it reached the house in which it
was to be used.
The child was baptized
as soon as
possible, for unchristened” babes
were considered uncanny. - While in that

stale their

names

Rockford tablet.

esting relic were

An old one was bor-

rowed, or else a new one was

were

never

mentioned,

weighing

over

twenty

tous.

dug up in” 1791.

The lizard and a horned head on this Mexican calendar are also prominent on the

escape by the lum, throwing back words of
scorn as it disappeared.” 1t was never put into a quite

and

This was discovered and

placed suddenly before or over a peat fire,
when,

boos RB Bothg 18" foot square, 3 fee

thick,

coat it might

Ting.

cles,

a stone

A little below

found

hammer

a variety

four

this

inter-

of arti-

i

long,

with a round hole drilled in it for a handle;
a stone chisel ; a portion of the bow! ofa
pipe; several flint arrow:heads, or spear
bpoints; a quantity of decayed bones; a
small stone or two having tire-marks on
them ; what appears to be the .fragments
of a skull‘bone ; and a twisted fiber
having
the appearance of hair.
The excavations
in-an adjoining mound brought to light a
human
skull nearly complete, but the
bones were so brittle that they fell apart.

and even *‘at baptism the name was commonly written on a*slip of paper, which
was handed to the minister.”
When the The earth within it, however, retained and
christening took place care was taken to .showed the shape. Further researches are
prevent the water entering (he child’s eyes; shortly to be made.—N. ¥. World.
otherwise they might be opened to a lifelong seeing of ghosts. Ifthe
child remained quiet it was likely to be short-lived, so Geography
of the Mississippi.

“# is said

who received

that if it did not ery tbe woman
it from

the

father

handled it

- roughly or even pinched it.” If a boy and
girl were baptized together it was held necessary
that the girl should undergo the
rite first. For it was believed that *‘if the
boy was baptized before the girl he left his
beard'in the water aud the girl got it.”
About courtship and marriage the usual
superstitions were ‘prevalent.
A curious
spell to be employed by a girl wha, desired
to call up the image of her futur
sband
was the following: Shehad ‘“‘to read the
third vérse of the seventeenth
chapter of
the Book
of Job after supper; wash

the sup-

per dishes, and go to bed without the utterance of a single word, placing below her
pillow the Bible with a pin stuck through

\the verse she had read.”

:

—

|:
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Cypress and other trees have been pierced at a depth of 325 feet, and-Baton Rouge
to the Gulfis satisfied and filled with the
materials brought down to the delta and
mingled far beneath the bed of the recent
river.
:
To account for this, it is not necessary to

theorize
facts to
clearly
epoch
the rush

without a sufficient number of
make it clear.
Geology revedls
that subsequent to the tertiary
succeeded
‘the
drift period,”
of whose waters from the north to

the south covered all the western parts

of

Tennessee and much of Alabama, and the
whole of Mississippi and north-eastern’
Louisiana with the pebblesg snd and ferruginous clays which form what is termed
by geologists ‘the Orange Swnd forma:
tion.”
mE
The Orange Sand and Yellow Loam is
covered with another deposit of the muddy

A bridal dress might on no account be
tried on before the wedding day, and if it
did not fit, it could .not be cut or-altered,
but had to be adjusted the best way possible. When the bride set out for the waters, made when their turmoil had subinto a comparatively
quiet condition,
church she was strictly forbidden to look sided which
is called ‘(he
Yellow Loam.”
© Tback, for “such an act entailed disaster. of -and
apoch marks the last convulsion of
the worst kind during the married life.” 'A *That
on a grand scale which that part of’
good survival of old heathen practices may nature
the earth watered by the Mississippi seems
be recognized in the custom which
prevail- to have suffered. The continent then ev-c
ed of leading the young wife, on
her re- idently
presented its present form, but the
turn from the church, to the hearth, and great lakes
were not only connected, but
giving™ her the tongs, “with which she formed
a Mediterranean Sea into. which the
made up the fire.”
:
upper Missouri and - Mississippi aud other
The crowing
of the cock before midnight
great rivers emptied, and which was drainwas heard with alarm, and ‘‘the roost was ed, probably, by the St. Lawrence and the
immediately inspected to ascertain in what Mississippi both, ‘and certainly by the Iat~

direction the bird was looking, and ‘whether his comb, wattles, and feet were cold.”
If they were sb, a death was near at hand.

When any one died the doors and windows
were immediately thrown wide open;
a
piece of iron was stuck into the provisions
in the ‘house *‘to prevent death

from enter-

ing them;” if there was a clock, it was
stopped ; if there was a looking-glass, it

‘was covered.

All the hens and cats .were

shut up, for if one of them

passed

corpse the first person who saw:

over the

the bird

or

beast afterwards would lose his. sight.
After the burial, in some places, bread and
water were placed in the room in which the
body had lain, “The dead was believed
_to return that. might and partake of the
bread-and water.”
:
£

Mound-Builders

of the

ter. The shrinkageof the waters
sea are plainly designated by the
sion of sand-hills, which mark the
greater

river

ran

out

of

Lake Michigan, down its valley into the
Missigsippi, until its drainage ceased, and

the lakes assumed their present forms as
the 2esidua of that Mediterranean
Sea.

Thev. now occupy only the deepest depressions of its vast bed,
While it rolled its waters through the
mountains which formed its south-western
rim, a river much larger than the Amazon.
flowed between St. Louis and Cairo, while
through the great rock cliffs where the
shot-towers stand, n cataract out-thundered
Niagara!
The ancient water, lines show

that it far surpassed

West,

formerly

worked its way

it in ‘grandeur.

back into

that sea,

as

It

Ni-

agara is now doing into the basin of Lake
rie at Buffalo.
a
i
1
The mound-builders of the West are a
must ever continue: to. furnish one of the | - We can easily imagine, if the duration
—

‘most insoluble of . problems to antigparies
and ethnologists. A nation sufficiently ad-

vanced in the arts and sciences, as appears

frond their relics, and as numerous and
‘powerful as must’have been the race that
occupied the whole Missisul ppl valley was

as

of the earth shall permit such an event—
which. will certainly occur if time does not
end previous
to its advent—that - when the
last barrier of the hard Niagara limestone

shall be removed, the soft shules beneath
will be suddenly swept away, and a river

strange ‘people,
are concerned,
able they keep
peculiar knots

those who

for self-subsistence; «drudgin

from morning till night, day after day, an
month alter month, and year after year,
with little or no relief, few holidays, and
no summer vacations, until the very sense

of enjoyment seems to be crushed” out of
them.

of this hard-

at the children
Look

toiling, care-burdened class.
ed

and

sad

features

their

faces!

How shrunk

growth!

even

in

and

How

How

pinch-

stunted in

wizened

their

It is for such as

youth!

robes

few

months,

There

Chief of Police, ete.

serve but a

a

Wayp-Chief, a

is

free,

the

in

Entertainment

wholesome™.2ir is a double rctuperator.
Let there be, in our country, more holidays 8
"and better provision for making them ger’.
uine holidays, refreshing both to mind and
Especially should the hard-worked
body.
population of crowded cities be furnished
with easy

and cheap access tosthe

Simple intercourse with
great restorer. , In the

are

stored

the

energies

country.

free nature is a
material universe

that

repair

our

which the old Hebrew poet said; *¢ When
the mornipg stars sang together, and the
sons ofsGod shouted for joy.—W. J. Pptler.

A Newly

Discovered Nation,

Lae
Gen. Crook's campaign against the:

ches last, year opened to researoh

Apa-

a. region

of much archmological. interest.
It contains ancient cities in ruins and towns still

inhabitéd by a race that prides itself ‘on its
descent from the ancient inhabitants of the

country. Capt. Manning, who was with
Gen. Crook, explored the country in the intervals of fighting.
Says the Chicago

Tribune.
ed

ole aad
Ae lu
cerning
theit customs. The |

n-

it.

Within
people.

their loss,

and

1

day,

Thus

suddenly

her have the prayers and sympathy

which I send

but always
nomination,
oa

Mission.

next morning that she

Teacher.

was

she was found.

was

up to hear and read such teachings on every

hand; and accurSed be the fastidiousness “Otis
which forbears to brand them openly as |

should

land is saddened, sickened, asphyxiated, by
the fetil exhulations now steaming up from
the pit, it is fatuity to withhold the word of
execretion on the social philosophy that
Woodbull

upon

character.

"But when she exultingly points
as intrinsically

‘‘divine,”

NEW

permanent and general escondi-

o

Location can not be

President, Rev. J. CALDER,

Principal,

NICHOLS

students. -

Vacation two weeks.
Winter Term begins Monday, Nov. 16,

|’

Winter Term
3

Fall Term begins,
Aug. 18, 1874.
The location of this school near the college and
theological school affords many
advantages which
are very important to students during their preparatory course. The special work of the school is to

eigh

re

Irishman’s

LEBANON

—

Here is
his son in
My dear
pair of my

an Irish gentleman's letter to
college :
Son,—I write to send you two
old breeches, that you may have

a new coat made out of them. Also, some
new socks which your mother has just

knit by cutling-down some of mine.
Your
mother sends you two pounds without my
knowledge, and for fear you may not use
it wisely, I have kept back balf, and only
send you one. Your mother and I are well,

1874.

under

1, 1874,

equal to ten cents a line, to insure an insertion.

Brevity is specially important.

Not more

singlesquare call well be afforded to
obituary.

Verses areinadmissible.

than a

any single
S

James F. BOWLES died in Sugar Hill, Lisbon,
of consumption, June
12,
aged 26 years.
He
was a young man. of excellent moral character,

and highly esteemed by all for his integrity. His

last sickness was of about 9 months’ duration.
During this time he read the Bible through, and
became interested in the teachings of Christ, and
gave his heart unreservedly to him.
He regretted that he had not sought the Suviour early, and
tved a devoted Christian.
He warned all who
weitto see him not to put off the salvation of thé
soul till a sick bed.
He told me that he felt unworthy to partake of éternal joys, seeing that he
had done nothing for Christ while in‘health,
‘1
believe,” said he, “if [ could only be raised up to
show the people that my conversion is real, I
should feel better.”
He left a young lady to
whom he was engaged, but felt that' the ties of
his new relationship te Christ were stronger than
earthly ties, and thus he died in triumph while
urging his friends to prepare to live for Christin
9
JOHN CHAMBERLAIN,
f

Miss MARY

¢

b

ANN

BRACKETT

ville, Me., Aug. 23, 1874, aged 55.

died

in

Water

She gave

her

heart to Christ at™6, was baptizad
Rev. Cypron Pratt and united with the Freewill Baptist
church
in Bingham, Maine,
Afterwards she
united with the Free Baptist church in Boston,
of whieh she proved herself a most worthy member.
Her Christian life hus been very exemplary. She was always at her post of duty, and as
u daughter, was most devoted to her parents, as
a sister most faithful to her brothers and sisters.
‘She was an active and strong friend to the denomination of her choice, contributing to all its
calls for money.
She has done what she could
tor every one. Her life was full of usefulness.

Her sickness was long ald

pail

but

she

en-

dured all with patience and died in the triumphs
of faith. She has gone to meet parents, brothers
and sisters iu the better land. “Precious in the
sight of the Lord is the death of his saints.” .
~
M.H. TARBOX.

Mes. ELIZABETH, wife of Daniel Travis, died

in Onalaska, May
her heart to God

7;

1874.

Sister Tragls

gave

in early life, and for years lived

was reclaimed, and united with the M. E. church.
The few remaining months she lived she enjoyed

the instruction of

G. W. FLINT, A. B., Principal.

« Miss SARAH C. GILMAN,

.

LYNDON

LITERARY

INSTITUTIO

_ LYNDOY CENTER, VT.

i

Faculty :
J.S. BROWN,

iddle
:
*
.
Higher
“«
wt
tw
Languages, .
Instrumental Music.(20 lessons),
=
Use of Piano,
*=a
wig
ut

2

;

Good board can

A. B., Principal.

Miss Lizzie CALLEY, Precepiress.
With
a full complement of competéat

assistants.

Fall Term of 13 weeks, begins Tuesday Aug. 25,1874.
Sted

rimary
Stndies, ___
Common English, Higher English,

Latin and Greek,
French (extra),

a

-

-

-

.

-

-

-

.

Instruction on Piano or Organ, ‘Use of Piano or Organ (ex‘ra),
Instruction on Guitar,
Vocal Musie,18 Lessons,,

wr

-

.

.

hy

‘

.

-

Ws

he

fully taught as.in Commercial Colleges, without ex-

tra charge. _

Pass. River

Railroad,

as

already,

of Instrzetion.

‘Trustees to place it upon a firm and
sis by a liberal endowment.

substantial ba-

I am happy

to state, are

meeting with encouraging results.

For tull particulirs in regard to the

for catalogue.

under

School

I. W. SANBORN, Sec’y. Board

of Trustees.
Lyndon Center. Vt.. 1874.

81

HILLSDALE

FACULTY

COLLEGE,

DUsN,

D.

D,

Prof,

D, D., Pres. Rev

Systematic

and

RAN-

Pastoral

Theology. Rev. SPENCER J. FOWLER," A. M., Prof,
Mathematics and Nat’l Philosophy. GEO,MCMILLAN,
A M., Prof. of Greek
and
WAYLAND
DUNN, A. M.

Belles-Lettres,

Latin
Prof.

Languages.
of Rhetoric

F.
and

DANIEL M. Fisk, B. P. Prof. ¢ hem-

istry and Natural History.

Rev.JouN

ING, A,

JOHN H, BUTLER,

D.D., Prof,
Corr, A.M,

B,, Tutor in Greek.

of the Ladies’

Mrs. MARIE M. Presch

Department.

Miss

NELLIE

A.B.,

Principal

A. CROSS,

Asg’t Principal of Ladies’ Department. ALEXANDER
C. RIDEOUT, PRINCIPAL of Commercial Department,’
WARREN A, DRAKE. Ass’t Prin. of Commercial Deartment.
Hon.
DANIEL LL, PrATr, Lecturer on

eal and Personal Property.

JsUDSON B, PALMER,

Asg’t Instructor in Tolography,
GEORGE B.GARD=
NER, Instructorin Paintitig and Drawing. MELVILLE

W. CHASE, Instructor in Instrumental and Vocal
Music. Mrs: OLIVE C. Chase, Instructor in Cultiva‘tion of the Volce.

cal Laboratory.

The Departments

LEE E. BROWN,
and Courses

EVANSVILLE

|

Ass’

of Studf

wl

(eo

SEMINARY.

. The location of this. nstitution at Evansville,

Wis.,

is a beautiful one, being surrounded by a rich, productive, farming country. The village of Evansville
can not be surpassed

in the high moral tone of its in-

habitants, having no liquors or billiard saloons.
The schogl enters upon its fifth year with increased
facilities for the accomplishment of its work, Prof.
Bradley
#nd wife. having, after four years’ charge of

in

Chemiare,

186,

The Classical Department,embracing the four years

course of study usually
pursued in colleges.
2d,
, The Scientific and Ladies’ course,also of four years,

the

Trustees to conduct it for five years to come, thus
giving permanency.
“
CALENDAR:
,
FALL TEXM opens Ang. 26, 1873,~ends Nov. 21.
WINTER

TERM

opens

Dec. 9,—ends March 6, 1874.

SPRING TERM opens March 24, 1874,—ends June 12.
For fucther particulars, address,

Rev. G. 8. BRADLEY, A. M., Principal. ~

J. BUTLER®

of Sacred "Literature. Rev. JOHN S.
Prof. of Homiletics.
BRUCE S. HUNT-

Tutor in Latin,

Ridgeville. Ind., June 3, 1874.

the school, recently enterea into a contract with

AND INSTRUCTORS.

Rev. DANIEL M. GRAHAM,

80M

send

EXTRA CHARGES.

WM. REED, Sec.

acquired

second to no. school of its
the present offorts of the

$10.00

Incidentals
ny
100
Board, per week, in private families, - 3.25
Rooms for self-boarding from $2 to $6 per term.

Instrumental music,twenty-four lessons$10.00
Vocal Music, fifteen lessons,
1.50
Penmanship, fifteen lessons.
1.50
Use of Instrument for pragtice, per term, 1.00
The Fall Term will open July 21st, and.continue
fifteen weeks.
.
For Catalogue apply to :

LOCATION:

Conn, &

EXPENSES.

Tuition for term of fifteen weeks

This s€hool. pleasantly located in the. beautiful
Aalley of the Passumpsic, and npon the line of the
a name ahd reputation
class in the State; and

COLLEGE.

This Institution has three full courses of studies,
viz: Classical, Scientific, and Ladies. It has also a
Short and Practical Course.
Book-keeping is as

Penmanship, 15 Lessons,
A¥-Clergymen’s children and students relying on.
their own exertions for an education, received at re- |
duced tuition.
Board from $3.00 to*$3.50 an families; in elubs at
lower rates, and rooms furnfsheg for self-boarding.

its present eficient Board.

be.obtained in private families at

RIDGEVILLE

TUITION :

-

5.00
5.50
6.00.
8.00
0

$3.00 per week. Those wishingto board themselves
can obtain good rooms near the’ Academy.
a
ELIHU HAYES, Secretary.
_ West Lebanon, July 29, 1873.
s2tf

WRITESTOWN SEMINARY,
The 33d Academical vear of this institution will
commence August 24th.
¥
courses of study for both sexes.
|, AComplete
Normal Department for Teachers of Common
Schools.
Tuition free.
Free tuition to students from this and other states

who first secure the Regent’s certificate

English.

.

in Cemmon

8end for Catalogue.

. 8. GARDNER, Principal,

Whitestown, N. Y., July 15, 1874.

Job Work
BUSINESS

0

POSTERS.
«Bill Heads

CARDS, &e.,

omitting Geeek.
8d. Classical Preparatory of two
years. 4th. Academical course of four yesrs. 5th, . doite in the best manner, at this Office.
theological Department, with two courses of study,
each three years, one embracin, and the other omitting the Ancient Languages.
h, Commercial and |
Telegraphic Department. 7th, Music Department,
OUR
‘In Answer to wiany oalls, and to weet
£th, Art Department.
.
What we think a real want, we have reSOCIETIES.
cencly published NEW
There are five well-sustained Literary Societies—
a four-page tract,
J
the Awpliieryon; the Alpha Kappa Phi, the Theobrief way, an outline of our hisPEVES
logical, the
Ladies’ Literary
Union, and the Ger
tory as a
denomination, its doc. J
man» Sodales, each having a library,
:
.
CT
trinal basis, its church polity,
EXPENSES,
i
{
.
chief
benevolent
institutions.
n
to
The
lar expenses for the Academic year are
put into the hands ot.
thosere
from $120 to $130. Aid is rendered to students prewho
would
learn, by

th Tori 1 ¥ plese,

paring for the Christian miuises: A

Best
vieia
Si ete

Commencement June )
874. Examinations bo
purpose.
for admission, June 20.h and Sept 8d, 1874.
A who order them for
For Catalogues or other information address the. 50 cts. per 100; 7 cts. per dozen. iad ordersto . =
President, or L. P. Reynolds, Seoretary and Treas.
:
NS
“Is
Dd STEWART,
3
urer, Hillédale, Mich.
[3
Dover, N. H.
©

»

Assistant.

Mgrs. M. E.
FLINT, Teacher of Instrumental
Summer Term begins Monday, April 26, 1875.
[Music.
Summer Term closes Thursday, July 1, 1875.
I.
G.
N.
FISK,
Teacher of Vocal Music.
For further particulars, apply to the Principal, ox
2
B.C, PEWS, Sec. Trustees. * ‘ The Sourie of studies In his school embraces
everything necessary
to fit one for colle;
New Hampton, N. H., July 20, 1874.
tical usiness life. y
Soflene or a prac
For beauty of s¢enery, healthfulness and comfort,
AUSTIN ACADEMY.
this location is unsurpassed, It is free from those
CENTRE STRAFFORD, N. H.
places of resort conducive'to idleness and
pernicious
morals, common to large villages and cities,
The Fall Term will commence Tuesday, Aug. 25.
The Brest management take great pleasure in
OTIS T. MAXFIELD, A. B., graduate of Bates Col
presenting the Corps of Teachers to the attention of
lege, Principal, with competent assistants.
parents and guardians and the public, as eminently
The tuition will be as usual.
qualified to fit scholars for every honorable position
Board $2.50 to $3.50.
Rooms can be obtained at
life:
in
\
reasonable rates.
TERMS:
EO. C. PEAVEY, Pres.
WARREN FOSS, Sec.
July 27, 1874,
4
Common English, ‘=
=. $450

P

Obituaries.

ACADEMY.

LOCATED AT WEST LEBANON, ME.
The FALL TERM of this Institution commenced
Tuesday, August 19, 1873, and continue eleven weeks,

Vacation two weeks.

Letter.

are students for college, and every effort
is made

0 do this in a8 thorough a manner a8 possible. Ex.
penses are moderate. Send for Sutalogne.
A, M. JONES, Sec,

Spring Term closes Friday, April 9, 1575.

An

SCHOOL.

ants¥

:loses Friday, Jan. 22, 1875.

* Vacation one week.
ving Term begins Monday Feb

LATIN

" L.G.JORDAN, A.M., Principal, with three Assist-

Addres,
6634

with

D. D., or the Precepiress,

Miss JANE W. HoyT, A, M., Agricultural
College
P. O., Center Co., Pa.
The Spring Session of the above institution, located
near Bellefonte, Center Co., has opened under very
pleasant circumstances. Already upwards of one hundred students are upon the roll, and others have signified their intention to enter. Professors’ Collier
and Downey, Miss Hoyt and Pres. Calder, all formerly of Hillsdale College, are laboring in this institution, and are much encouraged by the results already achieved.
1y48

&c.

M.,

in healthfulness,

Expenses only $175 for College year of 40 weeks
including Tuition, Boarding, Washing, Rent, Fuel
and use of heavier Furniture.
™
For Catalogu® or further information, address the

INSTITUTION.

A.

surpassed

beauty, and freedom from corrupting influences.

3
CALENDAR:
Fall Term begins Monday, August 24, 1874.
Fall Term closes Friday, October 30, 1874.

holds
her
her

thoroughly Christian.

Six Tegular courses for both sexes. Four terms of
ten weeks each.
.
i

she hails the bursting of a foul social ulcer

up universal ulcerism as the normal]

HAMPTON

A. B. MESERVEY,
associates,

when

thus

and
aga
CLASSICAL.
Ten Professors and Instructors. Not sectarian,but

that inThe'en-

Next year begins September 21th, 1874.
Charles C. Bragdon, Principal.

COLLEGE

PENNSYLVANIA.

AGRICULTURAL,
=e BOCERNTIFIOC

ASELL
SEMINARY
FOR YOUNG
WOMEN, Auburndale (near Boston.) Pleasant
best of instruction in all branches; special

her

to adultery

OF

water in

care of the health, manners and morals of

COLLEGE,

AGRICULTURAL

home;

may

VIRGINIA

at

This Institution offers to students important and
peculiar advantages. For particular information,
send for a Circular to
;
:
REV. W. COLGROVE. A. M.. President.

have been Anna E.

Academies,

devilish!” While every pure heart in the

on
the

FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA.

JOHN CHAMBERLAIN,
[CORRECTION.]
In the Star of Aug. 19, the nume Emma E.

Your children and mine. must grow

at

.

WEST

untir-

tire community not only sympathize deeply
with the afflicted circle, but mourn the loss of
one who was a benefactor to all and upon whose
moral character there was no stain.

“devine"-ayes, that is Mrs. Woodhull’s own

commence

For farther particulars, address the Secretary,
Pittsfield, Maine.
’
C. A. FARWELL, Secretary.”

a general

eased was suffering from Dhysical evils
variably produce mental derangement.

Half terms

rates.

the very place where only a few days before,she
said to these with her, after inquiry about the
depth, “This would be a good place to drown.”
On account of the various rumors, the selectmen
of the town called a coroner’s jury —accompanied
with able physicians to hold an inquest.
The
result of the inquest showed plainly that the dis-

ought

’

beginning and middle of the term.
The price of board, in clubs, varies from $1.60 to
$2.00 per week. Ladies’ clubs as well as gentle
men’s are formed.
.
Rooms and board in private families at reasonable

She took great

She was found in deep

,

Normal,

s

account of sickness.

engaged in

missing,

CO., 10WA.

No deduction for less than half a term, except

alarm was made, and more than a hundred persons turned out to search.
Saturday, and all
night, and Sunday. forenoon were spent before

it judged

tion of social health, it is time to
sympathizers that the true name
“new social republic” is HELL,

She

INSTITUTE.

MUSCATONE

BELTS Bu,

herself in the
31.

”

Miss
ELLA C.
HURD., Music and Algebra.
Miss ANGIE E. HANSON, English studies.
Penmanship will be taught by an experienced

ing character, and her class will never forget her
zeal when last with them.
Her mind was unsettled by overwork, and she was thus led to
commit-the sad act, going .directly from her
school-room to the river, leavifg behind a few
personal articles of value.
When it was known

That is not true. Here is the wirror unconsciously held up to ‘““free love,”in which
it may discern its uwn hideous features unmasked. Here is adultery held up for sympathy, admiration and applause, asa thing

tablishment of ‘*free love,” and

drowned

with

wis

CYRUS JORDAN, A. M.,
ipal of Normal Deent.
n, Physics
.
Miss
LINDA. C. VICKERY," P
, French,
Miss LAVINA H. AYRES, No rmal classes includ

de-

the Sabbath school enterprise were of an

not to be quoted in aay respectable journal.

as heralding the

aberration,

:

PITTSFIELD, ME.

delightin doing good to others,and thus she won
the esteem of all who knew her. Her efforts in

-

Mrs.

will

to make those around her happy.

Denounced.

by any tolerable siandard of morals,

foster them

pory

and

teaching school several weeks.
She possessed
amiableness of character, and was. ever zealous

The Index again denounces Free Love
with wholesome heartiness :—
Let no squeamish réader exclaim that ut-

would

tried

to the
Foreign
oruing Starever

about 19 years of age, and had been

LJ

word.

partial to the
but more espeociall

!

AcademFurnishes Col
ull ‘course TP star
'erms, 10
teal and Ladies’
weeks, |
Fall term commences Aug. 17, 1874.
Winter term commences
Nov, 2, 1874,
Spring term commences Feb, 1, 1875.
Summer term commences A
19, 1855.
A.B, Principal of
KINGSBURY BA TCHEL
Latin
Greek andChe
.
y

wishes,

‘hundred

Ammonooguc river in Stark, July

Americans.

terances which are so shameless,

her

is thirteen

She hus taken the’

of mental

The mound-builders of the North and the
city builders of the South may be represented
in the town-dwellers of New Mexico and
Arizona,
?
2

wee

out

A. B,, Principal,

Preparatory,

since I have known “her.
She was somewhat
singular in ber character, and very much given
to melanchoiy, but all who knew her, I think,
wilt agree with me,in saying that she was a good
woman.
EXECUTOR.
M88 LOURAINA P., daughter of Amos K. and
Laura Cross, of Waterford, Me., while in a state

has maintained its traditions unbroken for
at least three and a half centuries.
Its history, carfully studied, may prove a clew to

Free Love

to-day,

carry

commence Mon-

COLLEGIATE

WILTON,

»o~

OM.

sighty-thice dollars and ninety-two cents, She,
e myself, was not a member of any church,

have mencommunity

aboriginal

she

In its distribution I have

justice by all, and

’

MAINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.

But

MRS. LYDIA B. TAPLEY, of Wayne, Me., has
ceased to be in this world, and her property is
to do

Sec.

Fall Term ot 16 weeks, begina September 1st, 1874,
Wiater Term, Jan, 5th, 1875,
Spring Term, April 6%, 1875.
.
8, HANNA, Principal.

to

for
C

G

tasks gre confined to those of housekeeping.

the problem of the

«

but1

of all.

COTTON,

will

Assistants.

WILTON

weeds, let

she mourns not as ohe without hope
hopes 10 meet him on the other shore.

How,

For further
particulars address the Principal,
Northwood Ridge, N. H., Aug.b, 1874.

a

called

1874.

August i

J. A,

SEMINARY.

The tuition will be as usual.

companion

having been married

change her bridal dress for a widow's.

facts with the statement that these dwellers
in towns are quite far advanced in’ civilization. On this point one fact speaks volumes. Woman is not a beast of burden
among them, as she is with all Indian
tribes. She is held in high respect; her.

The population has dwindled, however, to the presenpe of her Saviour. During her short
veater than.any now upon our
globe will about eighteen: hundred. The place was sickness, she #pheared perfectly happy and reblotted out utterly and left never a trace in
‘signed to the will of her Heavenly
Father, often
‘sign
their own literature or that:of their con- rush into Lake Ontario, and fill it ‘with mentioned by a Spanish - Jesuit, who pub- remarking that all was well. 8he died happy in
fished
in
1629
a
description
of
bis
wanderd
‘stratified
deposit.
‘Lake
Erie
will
be
left
the Lord.
D. BATES!
querors, - if conquerors they had of’ were
/

mouth

Tt is scarcely necessary to supplement these

tle- a consistent Christian, But like muny others,
ment is in New Mexico, about
thiry
<anhlesr “overcome with the numerous cares, she neglectduty, became cold, left her Saviour and live
south of the border line. It is a type of the ed
in a backslidden state untillast winter, when she.

rest. —A-strong wall surrounds
are houses for about four thou

to'mourn

Suffrage is universal.

The written records which’ we
tioned show that this isolated

dup

competent

brother, and now he has gone to meet them,leav-

ing 4 brothers, 2 sisters and a young

or Professor John

As

The next term of ten weeks

thé

and

«

NORTHWOOD

and

Within

strictly in accordance with ber will." The
tion belonging to the Foreign Mission

ant places of social entertainment for the
young, surrounded with all virtuous influ
ences; cheap concerts, as in Germany—
cheap in cost to the auditors, but not cheap
PARTICULAR NOTICE! Persons wishing.obitin quality -of performance; out-door con- +uaries
publishedin the Morning Star, who do
certs in summer; public pleasure grounds, not patronize it, mustaccompany. them with cash
that shall be pure and elevating, and under, perhaps, public supervision. I am not
sure that it would not be well and wise to
have a free theater sustaived by municipal
taxation, were it not that the tendency is
already too strong to claim for philanthropic institutions public support. But especially should out-door amusements be en-

Rock,

father, mother,

no longer hers.

‘They

ton, Mane,

to drink of the

Old men are generally chosen that their
terms of office may not be inordinately long.
Oneof them is the Executive. Another is a
sort of Vice-President. These seven caciques

culture, that pnblic places of amusement
are needed. Let them be provided—pleas-
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It is for these
life of these, that Lspeak.
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pictures, and, what is worse, no culture or
them; of those
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of the Illinois river show that a
much
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to show that the Mississippi falls
nating in discoveries of yalue.
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ted-the drainage of the St. Lawrence.
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sounding- lite, a ship could now find her way.to’

prisonment.
The international postal congress has resolved
to recommend Gniform rates of postage in all the
by the postal union.
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expected life an-
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ly stop for breath before beginning another
tirade!. This time “it is 6h ‘the lack of cultiva-

Of late, th e remark has been made, that accidents of all kind are on the ipgrease, shipwrecks
included.
It raises an important question (for
the remark is supported by facts). Are those

plied in the saying,

scrutiny,

Yet, O ve pitachars of the beautiful, ye searccs

attributes the failure of

to the union of oldymen,
nuities from its funds.

The trial of the accomplice of Marshal-Buzalne’s
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the

aster.

were locked

*could be obtained ; and injudicious

Burke Roche, Baron Fermoy, is dead.
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that

bowls of mignonette and heliotrope, the baskets
of ferns and daisies, the decorations of clematis
that bang from the arch, or clamber up the ba's

the struggle to /the wat of union and cohesion
among the men; the refusal of laborers to migrate to districts where work and better wages
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beautiful,

hands, and that will take another hour. But it
Madalgbe especially wsthetic much more time
than this must inevitably bé spent over the

pay. was stopped, several of these last having

with his

and

the

The picking is often the

wife’s amily, and his connection with” Victoria
‘Woodhull and other upholders of free-love docthings which need not have happened accidents?
trines, with whom he declares he he as noe belief
‘An American professor contends that want of
in common.
attention "and imperfect chro nometers are the
One of the mills of the Granite Mills Compavy
occasion of wrecks ; and he has prepared a series
in Fall River, Mass, accidentally took fire on
of tables showing that a navigator, provided
Saturday morning, just af.er the operatives had
with an ordinary chronometer, must look out for
from
escape
of
means
all
commenced work, and
errors in his reckoning of the place of the ship
the upper stories being cut off; twenty or more
varying
from three to twenfy-one miies.
With
thirty-six persons were | such a large
lives were lost and
Margin for danger, it is no Wonder
Some perished
wounded, two of them fatally.
that ships rbd
on rocks, reefs or shores, and
by fire and others met their death in their efforts
perish.
It would be well if as much pains were
The scene is deseribed as heart-rendto escape.
taken in testing chronometetys in all countries as
ing, =
are taken in the observatories at Greenwich and
A combination of confidence men, ove of the Liverpool. And, after all, may it not be that
most extensive and ingenious ever discovered in
ships are lost. through want of watehfulness ?
this country, has just been detected in WashingEven the best instrument will not replace eyes,
ton, apd two arrests have been made.
That watchfulness exn do great things,is im.
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at least two hours every other morning in the
week. I speak of ordinary-sized country houses.

and 330 have returned to work sinee the lock-out

General Brooks in

lost sight of

:
NEW

‘For a family consisting of husband and wite
and maiden sister, this is-all very well;
few
households are so happily coustituted.4It is the
mother of children, the hostess of
ted
and unlimited guests, who feels th
ain of
‘ living all over the
house.”
Fram morning
till night, there is no rest for the sole of her foot.
She must be now here, and now there, assured
by the sight of her own eyes and the labor of
that the boys’ hats are not
'hér owh
hands,
on the floor, that the newspapers
are carefully put in the rack, the children’s toys neatly
piled in a corner, the stockings she js mending
properly arranged, with the newest on top.
Then there is that little matter of flowers.
A
very small part of living, every one knqws; and
yet the simplest arrangement of flowers will take

out, ofiwhom 870 have returned to work without
surrendering their tickets; 440 have migrated

The additional statement of Theodore Tilton
In it he denies that be
has-been made public.
by any
has been actuated toward Mr. Beecher
malice, severely criticises the report of the inhis - ehurges
reiterates
vestigaling committee,
against the pastor of Plymouth chureh, offers an
explanation of the charges of blackmailing, and

concluded

tion

lor as if situated in a different country !

weeks, and cost the union in money expended
for lock-out pay, migration and emigration, near-

2400 men

closest

transmitted to the progeny, more

if impelled by some perpetual motion machine,
and as far removed from the domain of the par-

out in the’ eastern couutries of England, it appears~that the struggle lasted about eighteen

command of the city military forces.

escape, in Pans,

attention

‘ble, though household

From statistics collected by the National Agricultural Laborers’ Union as to the« recent lock-
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but the.social

and strength.

we. are assured that a liberal

but figite thought; adapting them
her. style and circumstances!
In
houshold, moreover,no machinery

ey as their only currency.

ly £25,000.

and

have been

vulger oceupation will be idealized, Our homes
should be crowded.
with
articles evidencing
taste and refinement, bought for infinitesimal
sums, or made of shavings and rags or their
equivalent. Flowers must be everywhere, ar| ranged in mew devices or characteristic conceits,
tull of beauty for the ~eye, and education for the

anese,although it contains genuine Chinese coins
down to a comparatively recent period.
This is
owing to the singular fact that the Japanese, like
some of the other nations occupying lands near
the empire of China, made use of Chinese mon-

There was a CHbinet meeting at Washington,
Friday, at which great satisfaction was manifested at the situation of affairs at New Orleans. Instructions were forwarded to General Emory to
correct his order making Genetal Brooks military governor of New Orleans, and directing him

action have claimed

supply of white gown applied externally ought
We musty
to transform the one into the other.
cease to so devote
ourselves to the common
things ol life, or, at least, we must pay so much

to purchase

is proceeding at the pace of 59,000 per annum, requiring yearly the construction of 5000 new
buildings to accommodate them and their busi-

gale of the 10th 1nst.,and that the Faraday is tgying to recover it.

- accused were found guilty and

and

in Parisian toilets, and

of the

the 1st of December, 1867,

ing next after London

Faraday, laying the direct United States cable,
since
the 9th inst., when she had paid out 574
miles, and was in water over two miles deep.
It is supposed here that the cable broke in the

that
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will
and

State Register,

brain.

taiged 702,437 inhabitants; and four years later,
viz., December 1, 1871, it numbered 826,341. Today, including the garrison, it falls but a few
thousand short of one million souls, thus rank-

from the steamship

state

of
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then on that, and
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The capital of the German empire—Berlin—
ranks now as the third city in Europe in point
“of pepulation, nd the first as regards rapidity of
growth.
1n 1832 Berlin only contained 238,000

»

England

artitles

idea

power for the Teacher and Conventions Leader,

color or points, and should be a serious objec-

all Journals of the House of Burgesses.

An aecount is published of the robbery of five
stages in Arkansas by armed
highwaymen,
among whom were recognized some of the Gad’s
Hill robbers.. Over $2,000 were taken, besides
other valuable property.
Tae
robbers
es-

from

and

Songs, and his new

in mo case
and.yicious

dangerous, and 10" his fretting and fuming
unnecessarily
waste his strength. Form

portance,

too good for the family; for the cardingl point
of this new creed requires thafthey shall ** live|
all over the house,” and that from parlor to
kitchen, there shall be never a time nor a place
of Virgin- unprepared for guests. Withal ‘the mistress
two. print- should be always adorned as a bride er her
Burgesses, | husband ; in garments, however, on which (par1758, and
adoxical as it seems) she has bestowed. no time,

Massacre

ed copies of Journals of the house of

Edward ‘Walsh, who was arrested for kidnapping a child from an Indian camp, in Newport,
has been discharged, from absence of any law on
the statute books by which he can be held.

Advices
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Music, -

Contains in addition to a superb’ Collection of | ™
Dless, Choruaes, Anthems, Tunes, ete., Dr. Geo. F.
Root'’s Beautiful Singing School Lessons and Part

brave men who discourse oply of poetry and philesophy.,
|
We are told to look first on this Betiite and

Re disease known

- The sberetary ‘of the commonwealth

countermanded.

attempts at living
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Book of Instruction and

BY FPF. W. ROOT’
CLEAR, COMPACT,T, COMPREHENSIVE.

“those qualities have beem given their full im-

Innocents,” “Midsummer Night's Dream,” “Soldiers of the Cross” und La Vigne.”
on

News from Louisiana, Friday morning, indicates the rebellion to. be practically at an end.
The insurgents have.complied with the demands
of the federal government, under protest,surrendered the State property to General Emory, and
ordered the disbanding of their forces.
They refused to surrender to the State militia. . BrevetGeneral J. R. Brooks has been put in temporary
command of the city of New Orleans.
It is understood that.the orders for despatching troops
and menof-war
to New Orleans have
been

mikes public bis

was first as-

Several new pictures have been addedto the
collection in the~ Dore gallery, London, including the artist’s contributions to the late Paris Sa-

The returns from the" Maine State electidn,
Monday, for governor and congressmen, indicate
a republican victory considerably increased ffom
that of last year. One hundred and sixty towns
give Dingley, republican, a majority over Titcomb of 7,108. Republican Sengtors are elected
in every county,
except one, and the lower
branch of the legislature will be oyerw helmingly
republican.
All the republican congressmen
are re-elected by ‘about the usual majorities.
-sxpeaker Blaine’s majority will reaehy—if not-ex“ceed, 8,000.

£0 as to modify it as to place

flag

sunshine

full of elegant women
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THE BOOK FOR SUCCESSFUL WORK, AN IM.
PROVEMENT ON ALL OTHERS.
temper in a borse may be checked, but mever
"$7.50 per dozen. 'Single copies for examination,
eradicated, and he will always be unpleasant, | 75°cents, by mail, post-paid.

-as indeed

white gown. The parlor re-appears, bright With

The municipality of Viens has, id advice of
the board of, health of the city, decid-d that the
cremation of the dead should be immediately carried into, operation on the same plan which has
been completely seccessful in Leipsig.

against this action.

Nothing has been beard

This is better than

at the time the

the animaleulz
hay-fever.

negoti-

caped.

six hundred

It is stated, on the authority of Professor Helmboltz, that injections into tlie nostrils of a weak

ating with Spain for the cession of Porto Rico is
reported at Washington, and comes from a seemingly authentic source. . The new version is,that
the proposal of cession is to satisfy money claims
of Germany against Spain, which have been urgently pressed.
It ‘is stated that our State de-

partment

will pro-

sailed by the eannon of treason.

represents

been

five and

establishment,

and ‘mare,
Like begets like, and
more thaa that of the horse, A bad

E ra, - Swedenborg'’

For Elementary and Advanced Classes,
¥ Choirs, Amstitutes and Conventions.

a weary hour of the lonely
traveler, or lightens the labor of the long. days of the tiller of the
soil, In selec ting breeders, great: care should be

taken relative to the social morals of both

3 ong

CLERGYMEN. d

We have been authorized to
d to any clergyman
in the United States, who may desire toy recoiny it,a

gentle, kind horse, with a large developfnent of
social and intellectual powers, whiles away many

it may well be. The volcanic convulsions which
precede the advent of a guest might not often be endured with impunity.
Ingo the desert drops a young woman, of marvelous beauty
and a miraculous
supply. of

gold mines,
The recent death of General Foster leaves General Doubleday the only survivor of the officers

the existence of serious trouble between Germany and Russia, and that the latter power, for
purpbses of its own, has engaged in an intrigue
to embroil France and Germany in a quarrel concerning the Carlists.
&

The assertion that Germany

that Texas

thousand bales of cotton.

Orders for the arrest of seyeral of the Gibson
county, Tenu., assassins, engaged in the recent
outrages, are to be issued, as a result of the recent examinations.

York

paper says

bate noir of the whole

The
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A leading New York ‘jeweler bas for sale diamonds worth’ $100, 000, belonging to ladies *¢ occupying high social positions.”
,

see
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The District of Columbia safe<burglary case has
resulted in the indictment for conspiracy of Harripgion, Col. Whiteley, Nettleship, ‘A. B. Williams of thé police court, and Michael Hays.
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A letter to the New

What could seem
more
innocent or ,moye
monotonously commonplace than a green paper
curtain? Yet, to any diligent newspaper reader,
these simple words
®onvey a series of pictures,
and a moral of such length as to reach almost
to the dignity of a. sermon.
There appears to the mind’s eye a parlor given
over to dust and darkness! a living-room whose
chiefcharacteristic is conglomeration ; a family
of tasteless women whose proper emblems are
the broom und scrubbing-brush, and of coarse
men who know no better life than a dreary alternalion of work and sleep.
Company is the

artists is now open in London, uader the patronage of the Princessof Wales.

delight
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=

The Hon. Samuel J, Tilden hasbeen nominatdemocratic candidate, for governor of
ed as thé

with

owner. Sowe will plod along the road, never
looking where they step, and just as likely to
step on a stump or in a hole ‘in a bridge as any
other place. But the intelligen t horse takes heed
to his steps, and if anything happens dangerous
to life or limb, to himself or his master, his judgment. frequently prevents the aceident.” And a

re

Mr. Salim Eaoub Tibet, a young Syrian litera~
teur, has in the London press a collection of ep»
igrams and satirgs in Arabic verse.
: Andrew Johnson comes to the surface again,
and,a8 usual, has a policy. Now he wants to
swing into the genabe from Tennessee.
| An exhibition of : marine paintings by Danish

heart

eo

Seyinour of St. Mark’s church, New
professor ol theological history in the
seminary, has been chosen Episcoof Illinois.
At the meeting of the society of [the army of
Ohio, Thursday,
the Cumberland in Columbus,
General P, H. She ridan was elec ted president
for the ensuing year.
~
|

“Pa ragraphs.

A voung daughter of Thalberg is said to be a
wonderfully gifted singer; and it is also said that
she will soQn appear in London.

our

proud of hig, master, There are clowns among
horses and they are always a vexation to the

Paper. Curtains,

Green
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Rey. Dr.
York, and
theological
pal bishop

New York.

it fill

tions against foreizn designs and Influence.
arrest
Dean

t

The People’ 5 Singing Book. |TO

apparently to the horse, We like to see
a man
proud of a noble howe but more especially does

The press has taken the alarm,
ofM. Bismark.
and urges the government t o employ all precau-

MISCELLANEOUS.
“An order was issued, Thursday, for the
of Francis. Moultop, at the suit of Egua
Proctor.
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The Fruit Recorder & Cottage Gardener pn
gy, will be

sent

FUELS

for 3 monts to

postage” at office
e do mot ask any

to oS hsorite for our paper
; nti they know what they are to
Price
1t speaks for itself.
get.
Our SMALL
only $1 per year.
FRUIT INSTRUCTOR 18 a work.of
4 pp. that tells in simple lanzuaze
just Pow to grow fruits in abund.
ance for home od or market. Price 23 cts postpaid
A.M. PURDY, Rochester, N. Y.
\

CLARKE'S

COMPOUND

MAN-

A Neiv IlemDRAKE BITT ERS!
Comedy for ‘Bilious and Liver
This Medicine is composed
plaints.
of some of the most effective remedies

able to pro-

modern Science has been

duce from the vegetable world, two of
the most powerful being extracted from
MANDRAKE and LEPTANDRIN,
which, being combined with other vegetable Extracts, form one of thé most
Powerful remedies for Bilious and Liver disorders, as it certainly is one of
the greatest BLOOD PURIFIERS

ever

compounded.

Many diseases

whose names do not indicage their ori-,
in, proceed from a morbid and disorThe
dered condition of the Liver.
whole class of what are called Skin
Diseases, such as eruptions, Boils,

Blotches, Pimples, &o., *are simply in

dications of impurity
Foul

Stomach, Sick

of the Blood, and

Headache, Dizzi-

ness, Dysgiters, Diarrhea and Colic,
gnd many Gases of Dyspepsia, have the

same pac and will speedil yield to
the judicious. use of the COMPOUND
MANDRAKE BITTERS.

Sold: yy] Diiggists and Medicine Dealer
Rr
Generally
A
, Minot, Me., and
Waltet Clsrke &
rs8 genorally.
i Médicined]

half cash and trom grote four danas)4
th 6'per cent. interest.
1 A Ap, MOULTON, Adur. | Go
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